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About the Book 
This book is many things. It is a study of a feudal East African kingdom, 

with parallels to the England of William the Conqueror.  It tells us of the 
conflict between feudal and bureaucratic administration and of that between 
European and traditional Nyoro standards of behavior. History can be impor- 
tant not only for the great civilizations, but  also  for  the  simpler,  smaller- 
scale societies; this book amply demonstrates that this is true of the Nyoro. 
In their history, myth is transitional to fact, starting eighteen royal genera- 
tions ago and continuing through 1862, when the grandfather of the present 
king was on the throne and the explorers Speke and Grant arrived on the 
scene, to the present, where the consequences of this history are seen in the 
present circumstances of the Nyoro people. But most importantly, this book 
is a case study of contemporary social relations within a complex and changing 
East African society. The social behavior of the Nyoro is analyzed in various 
significant dimensions-at the level of political action and legal control, in 
relationships between neighbors and between man and the supernatural, and 
within the system of reciprocal kinship obligations. Dr. Beattie has provided 
us with an unusual combination of historical perspective and functional anal- 
ysis of a social system. 
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Foreword 
 
 
 
 
 

THE FIELDWORK on which this book is based was carried out under the auspices 
of the Treasury Committee for Studentships in Foreign  Languages  and  Cul- 
tures, London, and I owe much to their generosity and to the freedom  they 

allowed me in planning my research. I spent altogether   about  twenty-two 

months in Bunyoro, spread over the years 1951 to  1955,  living  with  the 
people and, af ter  the first six months or so, working through the Nyoro lan- 
guage. For most of the time I employed one or two Nyoro  research assistants, 
who were particu larly helpful in assisting me to carry out detailed  household 
and genealogical surveys in the four villages which I studied i ntensively. In 
obtaining information about the career histories of  chiefs and  about  types  of 
land holding I made use of a stenciled questionnaire form, and I had household 
survey  forms  printed,  for  use  as  a  comprehensive  aide-memoire  rather  than 
as a formal instrument of research . I  a lso  invited  literate  Nyoro  to  write 
essays on topics selected by me, and awarded cash prizes for the  best.  I  am 
greatly indebted to the many people who submitted long and interesting essays, 
and also to the eminent Nyoro who helped me to judge them. 

In carrying out fieldwork one incurs obligations to a great many people. 
I cannot acknowledge more than a few of these here, but I must record the 
willing help of the Mukama of Banyoro, Sir Tito Winyi Gafabusit IV, C.B.E., 
.tnd of many members, past and present, of his Native Government. I and  my 
f.1mily also received much assistance and kindness from officers of the Protec- 
torate Administration and their wives, also (and especially) from the repre- 
sentatives of the Church  Missionary  Society  at  Hoima.  From  Lhe  Director 
and members of the East African Institute of Social Research at Makerere 
College, Kampala, I received both hospi ta l ity and  intellectual stimulus in gen- 
erous  measure.  But  my  greatest  fiel d  obligation  is  to  my  Nyoro  assista nts, 
.ind  above  all  to  the  very  many  individua l  Nyoro  of  all  classes  who  were  my 
( riends, companions, and tc:ichers.  If  any  of  them  should  read  this  book,  I 
'hould   l ike  t hem  to  know  that   I  am  well  aware  that  no  foreigner  can  hope 
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n the brief period of something less than two years to acquire a full under- 
;tanding  of   the  whole  culture  of   another  people,  especially  one  as  rich   and 

:omplex as that of Bunyoro. Iam not so arrogant as to clai m to have done so.  

H I have learned something of a few of Bunyoro's most important social in- 
5t itutions and values, and if in the following pages Ihave succeeded  in com- 
municating  some of  this limited  understanding  to others,  I have done all  that 

Icould have hoped to do. 
Dr. John Peristiany, Professor I. Schapera, Dr. H. Meinhard, and Dr. 

Audrey Richards have commented  helpf ully on earlier d raf ts of  various parts 
of this book. For valuable crit icism of the present d raf t l am particularly 

indebted  to my teacher, Professor Evans- Pritchard, and to Dr. R. G. Lienhardt 
and Dr. Rodney Need ham. 
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Introductory 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
HIS BOOK is intended to provide a  brief  general  introduction  to  the 
social life of the Nyoro, a Bantu-speaking people who live in a fertile 
country  of  small  h ills and  swampy  valleys  in  the uplands of  western 

Uganda, in east central Africa.1They number about 110,000, and occupy a re- 
gion of about 4,700 square miles, so their country is not densely popuJated, less 
so in fact than the neighboring kingdoms of Buganda, Toro, and Ankole. But 
Nyoro are not  evenly  distributed  over  their  territory; most  of  them  live  in 
fai rly closely settled areas, separated by wide stretches of uninhabited bush. 
Though they do not live in compact villages, as some African peoples do, their 
homesteads, whid1 typically consist of one or  two  mud-and-wattle  houses 
around a central  courtyard,  surrounded  by  banana  groves  and  food  gardens, 
are rarely more than shouting distance from at least  one  neighbor.  Every 
Nyoro belongs to one of a number  of  exogamous,  totemic clans,  membership 
of which is acquired in the paternal  line.2  But  as  these  do  not  form  distinct 
local grou ps, a  man's  neighbors  generally  include  unrelated  persons,  as  well 
as kinsmen and relatives-in-law. 

long ago Nyoro had great herds of cattle. But these have been  prac- 
tically wiped out by war and disease, and there are now only a few thousand 

 

 
 
 
'ograph  nf   romparatinly demely  re11/etl  area a few  miles fr om d f.rtri ct  head- 

1111ersected  by  motor  road.  N ote  npena!IJ  disposition  of  homestet1ds  a11d 
0.11 raised  areas .re/Jt1f(l f ed b)' swa111py streams. Scale "/'/1roxi111r1tely 3}'2  inches 
11/e. ( Photo: H 1111ti11g AeroJ1m eys Ltd.) 

1 Nyoro speak of themselves as Ba11yoro (singul ar Munyoro), their language as 
l1111yoro1 and their country ns Bunyoro. I omit the prefix, except in  the last  case,  in  the 
interest of simpl icity. 

2 ExogamouJ (substantive exoxamy ) means  "'marrying  outside,"  and  implies  thnt 
marriage is forbidden within a specified group, usually though  not  necessarily  a  dfHI. 
Tottmism (adjective lo/ emir) usually refers to  a ritual associatjon  between  specific  social 
groups in  a  society  (usually  cla11s)  and  specific animate or  inanimate  obj  . which  are 
called   totems. Where   (as   in   13unyoro   and   elsewhere   in   Africa)    members   of   totemic 
groups are required to respect and  to avoid  injuring the  totemic species, we may speak 
of totemic avoidanrn. A r/1111 is usuall y a named group  of  people  who  believe  them- 
selves to be descended in one line (thnt is, either through males  only  or females only ) 
(com a  common  ancestor  in  the  remote  past.  Members  of  the  same  clan  usually 
have special obligations toward one another. 
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ht•,td, most ly in a favored  corner of  the country which  is free from tsetse Ay, 
,,11 ncr  of  Lhc  fatal  cattle  d isease  trypanosomiasis.  At  the  present  ti me  the 
t ypical Nyo.ro is a small farmer, who cultivates from four to eight  acres  of 
land, and owns some goats and  chicken s and  perhaps a few  sheep. for food 
he i,:rows millet (the traditional staple) , sweet potatoes, cassava, and different 
kind s of peas and beans. Bananas he uses maioJy for beer making. He grows 
cotton and tobacco as cash crops, and in a good year these may bring him two 
hundred sh illi ngs or more.a  Some  Nyoro  arc  itinerant  traders  and  shopkeep- 
ers, but most trade is still in the hands of the immigrant Indian community, as 
in other parts of East Africa. 

Though Nyoro are not wealthy, they are not badly off  by  East African 
standards : most  people have some good clothes, many have  bicycles, and  some 
own  cars and  lorries. In 1953 Nyoro  men  paid  annual  local  and  government 
taxes  amounting to about  26 shillings. There are good  main-road  communica- 
tions in the kingdom, and innumerable cycle paths and tracks. The main  towns 
of Hoima  ( the capital)  and Masindi have hospitals,  and  there arc dispensaries 
at various  points in  the d istrict . Education  is almost  whoHy  in the hands  of 
the two main Christian missions, the Native Anglican Church  (associated with 
the Churd1 Missionary Society)  and  the Roman  Cathol ic White Fathers. Liter- 
acy in Bunyoro is estimated  as  between  30 and  40  percent  over  the  age  of 
ten, but as yet  only a minority of  school  children read  beyond  primary  level. 

Bunyoro  is  almost  whoHy   "African."  There  are  about  800  Indians, 
mostly engaged in retail trade. Only a few square miles are alienated to non· 
natives, mostly Indians. The hundred and forty or so Europeans ue mostly 
employees of the Railways and Harbors administration, which handles the 
considerable traffic which passes between Uganda and the Sudan, via lake 

Albert and the Nil e. The British government, which administers the whole 
of the Uganda Protectorate, is represented in Bunyoro by a district commis- 
sioner stationed at Hoi ma, and two or three assistants. There are also a few 
departmental officers, responsible for agricul ture, veterinary matters, police 
work, fisheries, and so on. But the indigenous Nyoro people form the mass 
of the population. 

The Bunyoro native AO"ernment operates under  the general  supervision 
and  control  of  the British  administration . At  its  head  is  the  hereditary  ruler 
of Bunyoro, the k ing or Mukama. Nowadays he is advised  by a central secre- 
tariat, consisting of  a prime  minister, a  chief  j ustice,  and  a  treasurer.  He  is 
the head of a graded hierarchy of  territorial chiefs, of  whom the most impor- 
tant are the  four county chiefs, each  responsible  for  one of  the four  districts 
into wh ich the country is d ivided . Brncath them are the subcounty d1iefs, and 
below them again are the "parish" chiefs and  the vi llage headmen. So Bunyoro 
is,  as  it  is said  always  to  have  been, a  centralized,  hierarchically  organized 
state, with  the  Mukama  at  the apex  of  the  pyramid  of  traditional  authority, 
and  the hundred  and  fifty or so village headmen  at its  base. In pre-European 

 
 

a The shilling, made up of a hundred cents, is the standard coin in East Africa. 
Twenty of them make a pound . Approximately  seven  shillings  equal  one  American 
dolla.r . 
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times the Mukama was thought of a. the ultimate source of all  political 
authority; nowadays everybody knows that he is subject to the  superior  au- 
thority of the  European  administration.  This  of  course  has  important  effects 
on traditional attitudes toward the Mukama and his chiefs. 

Not much can be said of Nyoro origins. The orthodox view is that the 
original inhabitants of the country were negroid agriculturali sts, and it is 
supposed that  the  impact  on  these  of  successive waves  of  immigrants,  some 
at least of  whom were pastoral, has resulted both  in  the  wide  range  of 
physical type and in the strongly marked distinction between rulers and ruled 
which are now characteristic of the peoples of this part  of  Africa. Throughout 
this region the  pastoral  Hima  invaders  (called  Huma  in  Bunyoro)  assumed 
the role of overlords, dominating the indigenous lru, or  peasant  peoples,  who 
form the governed majority . But for Bunyoro this is an oversimplification. 
Although the cattle-herding Huma have always regarded  themselves as superior 

to Iru, in Bunyoro the matter was complicated many generations ago by the 
arrival from the north of the Nile of a third  element, the Bito, whose affinities 
are with the non-Bantu Achol i and Alur of present-day Uganda . These darker- 
skinned Nilotic invaders took over the Nyoro  kingship  from  an  earlier  dyn- 
asty, and the present Mukama claims to be  the twenty-sixth  Bito king.  Much 
of the prestige and authority associated in the more southerly kingdoms of the 

region (which  the  Bito  did  not  reach)  with  the  Hima  attaches  in  Bunyoro 
to the Bito, especially to members of its royal lineage.4 But although status 
distinctions are strongly marked in Bunyoro,  we do not find there the rigid, 
castelike discrimination described for some neighboring peoples such as the 
Ankole, and it has always been at least theoretically possible for able Nyoro 
commoners to rise to positions of high authority in the state. 

Nyoro believe that their kingdom was once much greater than it is now, 
and that their Mukama is the d irect descendant in the male line of the ancient 
rulers of an empire which extended over most of present-day Uganda and 
perhaps beyond it. We cannot now say much about this ancient state, or even 
be quite sure Lhal it ever existed, but we may be certain that if it did it was 
not a compact political unit, but rather a loose association of semi-independent 
states connected with the centra.I kingdom through the sporadic payment of 
tribute. It is certain, however, that in historical times Nyoro territory has been 
much reduced both by the British and by the neighboring Ganda. Nyoro are 
very conscious of their former greatness, and we shaH find that present-day 
Bunyoro cannot be understood unless we know something about its tradi- 
tional political system and about the historical events that have  befaHen  it. 
f or the  past determines the present, and attitudes and values which were 
appropriate to the traditional system still survive in  the  radically  altered 
social and political scene of today. 

• A lineage consists of al 1 the descendants in  one  line  (that  is,  either  through 
males only or through females only)  of  a particular  person  through  a  specified  number 
of generations. It differs from a rltm in that while usually all the members of a lineage 
know exactly how they are relakd to all  the  other  members  of  it,  and  together  they 
often form a corporate group, clan members  may  not  be able  to  trace  genealogical 
links with other clan members, and often clansfolk are widely dispersed. 
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ll1cse are some of the elementary and essential facts concerning  the 
people whom this book  is about; it may still be asked  "What are Nyoro really 
l ike?" We shall be better able to answer this question, if  it  is  the  kind  of 
quct ion that  can be answered at all, at the end of our study of their social 
institutions. But a good many Europeans, from the time  of  the  first  contacts 
jusl a century ago until the present, have passed  judgment  on Nyoro  charac- 
ter,  and  it  is  a  fact  of  considerable  anthropological  interest  that  almost  all 
of these judgme nts have been  unf avorable. Thus a nineteen th-century writer 
described the Nyoro (whom he had never seen ) as "mean, grasping  and 
selfish"; a lady missionary reported  that  work  was  repugnant  to  them  and 
that nothing attracted them irresistibly save indolence  and  ease; and  officials 
and missionaries have referred from time to time to  their  "apathy," "decad- 
ence," "habits of intemperan ce," and "evident sense of inferiority ." Usually 
assertions Iike these tell one more about the  persons  who  make  them  than 
about the people they are made about. In any case it is the existence and origin 
of  such  opinions,  rather  than   their  truth  or  falsehood,  that  interest  anthro· 
pologists.  I must say here, however,  that I found  Nyoro to be very courteous, 
hospitable,  and generous people.  Most  of  them  are  quick  witted,  thoughtful, 
and humorous, and  many  have  in  recent  years  achieved  high  distinction  by 
European standards. 

But there is stilJ in Bunyoro a widespread  underlying  fear and  distrust 
of Europeans . This is rarely explicit, and certainly there is no overt hostility: 
relations between individual .Europeans and Nyoro are usually good and often 
excellent. But it is widely believed among the less educated majority that 
Europeans dislike Nyoro and are hostile  to  their  interests,  and  this  is bound 
to lead to some mutual distrust and suspicion. Some of the grounds for this 
belief are considered in Chapter 2. Though I lived in close social contact with 
Nyoro, and have many Nyoro friends, very  few trusted me completely (why 
should they?) , and those who did were mostly  younger men. Right  up  to the 
end of  my stay in  the country  many  of  my  best  friends  continued  to  deny 
.firmly that such thinss as sorcery and divination could possibly occur now- 
adays, despite ample and continuous evidence to the contrary. They knew, of 
course, that I knew about these things, but it was better not to talk about them. 
We shaU see why when we come to Chapter 7. 

There are many good reasons why the kingdom of Bunyoro is worth 
studying, but four of  them  are especially  relevant  here.  The  first  applies  to 
all studies of peoples remote from ourselves. Jt is that we have here a com- 
munity of real people, who have, so far as we can tell, pretty much the same 
innate constitution and capacities as any other people, and yet who have de- 
veloped their own distinctive social system and way of life. As members of the 
same human family, we are bound to be interested in the very different ways 
of life which other peoples have worked  out for themselves. And  in the case 
of preliterate or only recently literate societies, our interest must be an urgent 
one, for  rapid industrial and technological  advance are quickly destroying or 
altering many of them, so that soon perhaps there will  be none  of  them  lef t 
to study. 

Turnins from general considerations to more  particular  ones, a second 
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reason why Dunyoro is worth studying is just because it is the kind of k ingdom 
it is. Although  it is changing rapidly,  it still preserves  many  of  the chnracter 
of a centralized, "feudal" state, oddly reminiscent  in many  ways of  the feudal 
kingdoms  which  existed  centuries  ago  in  Europe  and  elsewhere.  I  use  the 
word  "feudal"  here  in  its  simplest  sense,  to  refer  to  the  kind  of   political 
system which  is based on  the  relation  between  a superior  and  his inferior or 
vassal,  where the latter holds  lands,  and  authority  over  the  people  living  on 
these  lands,  '"in  feud"  from  the  former.  This  means  that  the  vassal  must 
render homage and services of  various  kinds  (the onus of  which  will  chieSy 
fall on his peasant  dependants)  to the  superior  lord  from whom  he  holds his 
lands and  authority.  Trad itional  Bunyoro has  many  features  in common  with 
such a system, and we shall  .find  that  many  attitudes  and  values  appropriak 
to it still survive in present-day Buoyoro, though not always very harmoniously. 
Thus a  second  reason for studying Bunyoro  is that it has, or had  until  quite 
recently, a  type  of  social  structure  having  many  points  of  resemblance with 
kinds of  societies known  to us  in history. Perhaps we  may acquire  a cleaier 
understanding of certain features of  our own historical  past  by  studying such 
present-day "feudal" states as Bunyoro. 

But Bunyoro, like other recently preliterate societies, is undergoing 
radical d1ange as a result of contact with a powerful and complex Western 
culture, and  this is a third  reason why  it should  be studied . A  living culture 
is always somethins more than "a thing of  shreds  and  patches";  in  at  least 
some respects it is a systematic whole, as we indicate  by  giving  it  a  name. 
This does not mean that its parts all fit neatly  together like the  pieces  of  a 
jigsaw puzzle, as certain "functionalist" anthropologists  seem  sometimes  to 
have supposed. In times of change it of ten happens that incompatible beliefs 
and institutions come to coexist, and when this happens various kinds of con· 
fticts may arise. This has occurred in Bunyoro as it has in  other  societies; 
perhaps more acutely than in most. So here we can write an actual case history 
of social change; we can record  what happens when a coherent  social system 
is subjected to the often disruptive impact of European civilization. 

The fourth important reason for studying Bunyoro is its ethnographic 
representativeness. Almost the whole of the  vast  region  between  the  great 
lakes of Victoria, Albert, and Tanganyika is occupied by centralized  native 
states; these vary sreatly in size but have very similar constitutions. They are 
all hereditary monarchies; they all have strongly madced, sometimes extreme, 
distinctions of class and status; and they are all hierarchically organized. All 
these peoples speak related Bantu languages, and it has become usual in 
ethnographic literature to refer to them collectjvely (and also to a few other 
peoples in the area who traditionally lack centralized government) as the 
interlacustrine Bantu. Although Bunyoro differs from some of these states in 
important respects, it resembles  them  in many  more,  and  may  even  be  said 
to be typical. So in studying Bunyoro we are not simply studying a unique 
culture, though one with historical analogues: in analyzing it we are informing 
ourselves of many of the essential characters of the type of native states which 
have for centuries occupied this vast and populous  region of  Africa. 

These are some reasons why it is worthwhile to learn about Bunyoro; it 
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rtn111111 10 m.1kc clc.ir wlu1 kinJ o( stu<ly is proposed for this book. Since 
11111h111p11loµy  me.ins di!icrent thi ngs to di1Ierent people,  it is important  that 
th1  1111laor make clear wlul  he is attempting. The first thing that must be said 
ii 11i.i1 'i11< c th i book is written by a social anthropologisL, it will be mostly 
ab.1111  '''l i.tl  rel.1.tions;  that  is,  about  the  ways   in  which   Nyoro   generally 
btl1 1 1t towards and think about one  another.  The  word  "generally"  is  impor- 
ta111 thc soci.tl  anthropologist  is  not  interested  in  every  social  relationship 
th.11 ht· c.rn d iscover, only in  those  whid1 are  "institutionalized,"  standardized, 
an.I l tl•ncc diaracleristic of the people  being  studied . In Bunyoro, as  in  every 
otl11 1 mw::ty, lhere  are special  patterns  of  behavior  and  special  attitudes  and 
Wll) • 11( lhinking which are held to be appropriate in  dealings  between  people 
wh11 l l<'lonµ to certain categories (sud1 as chiefs, diviners, clansmen,  strangers, 
falht "· ons, neighbors, and so on ). If this  were  not  the case,  ordered  social 
lifr  "11tild  be impossible,  for  people's  behavior  would   be  unpredictable. We 
mA) \ 1y t hat in our study we are primarily concerned with the statuses and 
rol1•, whrd1 arc characteristic of Bunyoro. We are interested in the kinds of 
pc11pl" t here a re and the kinds of things they are expected to do, rather than 
in tlw p.1rticular individuals who happen to occupy particular statuses at a 
par111 111.lr ti me. Of course we are interested in real people (these are the raw 
mah•11,d o( our study), but our concern is with what these real people share 
with 111hcr real people-that is, with their common culture, rather than with 
wh11t " 1111i c1ue and peculiar to them as individua ls. And this common culture 
includ t•, 1hcir shared framework of social relations, and  their  beliefs  and 
valu1 • It i because this book is centered on social relations that its four cen- 
tral 1h.1ptcrs are concerned respectively with the king, the chiefs, relatives, 
aml 111 rrhbors. For relationships centering on some or all of these four cate- 
gom" of p<:rsons comprise for most Nyoro practically the whole ambit of their 
social lif e. 

t\ tonccrn with social relations does not, however,  imply neglect  of 
"cuh1111• .. N o adequate description  of  a social  relationship  can  omit  reference 
to th1 1d ·.1 and beliefs which the parties  to it have about  themselves and  about 
one o11111t hcr; this kind of  mental   content  is  a  large  part  of  what  culture 
mean 'l'hc main focus  of  our  interest will  be  in  social  relationships,  but  we 
shall I  wncerned  with  other  aspects  of  Nyoro  culture  insofar  as  they  help 
us to 1111dt·r1.ind these relationships . Thus Chapter 2 deals  with  the  past  and 
with N 11111 ideas  about  it, rather  than  with  contemporary  social  relationships, 
for "' • .11111ot fully understand the latter unless  we  know  something  about 
Nynr11 lmt Clry and their  ideas about  it.  In the same! way,  Nyoro  beliefs  about 
the 11111 111.1t11ra l, discussed in Chapter  7,  are  cultural  data,  but  we  shall  see 
that 111.111y  o(  them  play  a  very  important  part  in  interpersonal  relations. 
Th11u1& h •' 11ood deal has been said and written about  the  difference  between 
cuhutt 11111 'ocicty, it is really very much a question of relevance; to give a 
coht'l't'lll 1111111111l  of  anything  it  is  necessary  to  deal with  it  from  one  point 
of  vie ''' .1 t1mc, and  in  this book we study the kingdom  of  Bunyoro primarily 
in it1 ..,.. , , ·" .1 working system of  interpersonal  relations. 

I have said that our study is of  present-day  Bunyoro; strictly speaking 
it is of Bunyoro as it was  during the years from 1952 to 1955, when I was 
there. This book does not attempt to reconstruct a  tradition:i.l past which no 
longer exists. But we can understand the present situation better if we know 
something of bow it came to be as it is. This is one reason why social anthro- 
pologists should not, and usually do not, neglect history. They are not his- 
torians; they do not seek to understand the past for its own sake. 111ey arc 
concerned with it only when it can be shown to be directly relevant to the 
understanding of the present. In some simpler  preli terate societies there  is no 
history to be studied prior to the very recent impact of Western  civilization; 
there are no written records, and the past is seen as di1Icring from the present 
only in respect of the individuals who occupy the d ifferent rol es in the society, 
which themselves continue unchanged . And where there is no history, of course 
it cannot be studied. But Bunyoro has a history  of  contact  with  Western 
culture now almost a hundred years old, as well as its own tradi tional dynastic 
history which stretches back through the  centuries.  \Ve  cannot  afford  to 
neglect  it. 

But there is another sense in which history may be important, and this 
is in its aspect not as a record of past events Jeacl ing up lo the present, but 
rather as a body of contemporary ideas about these past events. This is what 
the English philosopher Collingwood aptly called "incapsulated history,"  be- 
cause these ideas are contained in and so form a part of contemporary social 
attitudes and relationships.  We shall  find  that Nyoro  ideas about  the  history 
of their relations with Europeans differ in some important respects from 
European ideas about the same history. It might even  be said that  there  are 
two histories of these events, and if we are to understand how  present-day 
Nyoro think about themselves and about Europeans we shall have to know 
something about them both. 

Two more introductory themes must be considered briefly before we go 
on to the detailed story. The first of these relates to the problem, which faces 
every modern anthropologist, of translating the essentials of one  culture  into 
terms of another culture, his own. The earlier anthropologists (with  some 
notable exceptions) were hard ly aware of this problem; they were mostly con- 
tent to record their findings in  their own cultural  terms, for their  knowledge 
of the people they w rote about was rarely deep enough for them to see that 
often  this approach  involved  gross  misrepresentation. Nowadays  the  position 
is very different. Advances  in  field  techniques, and  in  the depth  and  extent 
of the knowledge so gained of hitherto little-known peoples, have highlighted 
this communication  problem.  It has become  increasingly  plain  that  although 
there is a great deal that is common  to all  cultures everywhere  (if  this  were . 
not so, no  understanding  would  ever  be possible  at all),  there  are  also very 
many significant and subtle differences in the ways in which different peoples 
"factor out" their universe . This means, of  course,  that in every culture  there 
are concepts  which  do not  have  any  exact  equivalent  in  another  culture,  so 
that any translation is bound  to be to some extent a mistranslation.  We shall 
see in  Chapter  5,  for example, that  since many  of  the  categories  of  Nyoro 
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k111 1111• 11 1111i1111lo,L:y have no exact equivalents in English, to transl ate them 
b) I 1111tli.11 I nµlbh l...i n hip terms may Jcad to serious misunderstanding . There 
le "" 1 ·"Y 'olut ion  to this problem; I have to write my book in English and 
nt•I  111  N) 11ro.  Out it is important to be alert to the possibility  of  misunder- 
""'"""I' .11ising f rom this fact. I shall try to avoid misrepresentation as much 
11  I  ' '"'  hy  prcenting  Nyoro  categories  of  thought  and  behavior  as  far  as 
p11 1ltlr '" Ihey conceivc them, even if this sometimes involves circumlocution. 
0111\ 1111" mny we hope to gain some idea of what their own social and cultural 
1y•t• ''' 111l·.111s to Nyoro. 

Thi lc:.ds to my last introductory point, which is an attempt to answer 
thr 'I'" .111111 : What are the basic values of Nyoro society, in terms of which 
thr11 ''K 1.il :md cu ltural life makes sense? It might be thought that this ques- 
tk•11 11r htly belongs at the end of our inquiry, not at the. beginning. But the 
wl111l1 111 " of Nyoro social life will emerge more clearly if we know from the 
be11u111•11,L: what its most striking features are. We must remember that a book 
i111111 11'oclf a social study; it is only a report on one. For me the salient features 
ol N) Pro culture emerged only af ter  many  months  of  fieldwork,  but  the 
rail• 1 1 not required  to  retrace  with  me  this  long  and  sometimes  tedious 
pro • "'· my responsibi lity to him is to present my findings as clearly and 
act111.11tly  ns  possible. There arc two associated concepts  which  I  believe  to 
1 11111 l hc key to Nyoro culture, and in presenting my material in the following 
Piii' ' I 'ha ll be particularly concerned with them. The first of these is the 
di1th11 I11lll between the superimposed, centralized , pyramidal state on the one 
han1I 11nd Lhe relatively homogeneous, closely knit community on the other; 
the '11on<l   is the pervasive  concept of  superordination  and  subordination- 
the 111111011 that some people are always above others, and some people always 
bclo" 

The ftrst of these notions, the distinction between state and community, 
hu l1111i.: been familiar to sociologists. It is a distinction which Nyoro them- 
sclvr often make quite explicitly. For them, social  relationships  fall broadly 
into I wo categories. First there is the system of political relations (concerned 
with tu rilorially based power  and  authority)  which  centers on  the  kingship 
and Ilic hierarchical system of chiefs. This is the realm of the state, which 
socioloµi ls regard as a particular kind of association, concerned  with  the 
mainh 11.1nce of public order through an organized system of authority. It is 
not 111 .di the same kind of thing as a community, which comprises a great 
numl>1 r of different kinds of associations, directed toward different ends. The 
state 1' .1 political entity, and it is defined in terms both of  the end to which 
its Ml1v11ics are directed (the maintenance of order in a certain region) and of 
the n11.111s whid1 it uses for this purpose (which usually include the  use  or 
threat of force by an accepted authority, such as a king or chief ) . Nyoro often 
speak 11bout the  state, in contradistinction to the local  community of neigh- 
bors 1111d kinsmen, and when they do so they are referring to their relations 
with t he chiefs, of whatever ranks, or with the Mukama himself. The words 
they U'IC  for this political or "statal" dimension of their social life are bukama 
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and bulemi, which we may translate respectively as "kingship" a d "govern- 
ment." But at once we are faced with the difficulty of translation wh1d1 we have 
ju st discussed . For bukama means more than we mean by  "kingship"'. it also 
has strong implications of proprietorship  and  even  personal .ownerh1p.  d 
bulcmi means a good deal more than merely "government." It 1S associated with 
the verb kulema, one of the commonest verbs in the language, and its primary 
meaning  is  "to rule,"  but  it  has the  further  strong  implication  of  a  thing's 
being difficult and burdensome . Thus Nyoro say  "the king rules his  people," 
"a master  rules  his  servants," and  so  on,  but  they  also  say  of  a  task  or 
problem--0r even of a person-which has proved intractable, "'.t has rul d me" 
( kindemere) , meaning that it has been  too difficult to cope with. The td a of 
being overcome, subordinated to something more powerful than oneself, ts an 
essential part of the meaning  of the term. In Chapters 3 and 4 we shall be 
concerned with the political side of Nyoro social life. 

To this field of  sometimes  oppressive political  activity  Nyoro  oppose 
the sphere of the community-the intimate, face-to-face relationships  which 
subsist between fellow villagers, neighbors, and kinsmen who sec each other 
constantly and who share the same kind of social background, interests, an_d 
values. At this community level, everybody knows everybody else, and there is 
a kind of corporateness which makes the community conscious of itself as 
against other communities and, especially, as against the superimposed govern- 
mental system. The Nyoro term kyaro ("a place where people stay") refers to 
the territorial aspect of the community; the rights and obligations  which  it 
entails are implied in the terms for clanship, consanguinity, and, in particular, 
neighborhood . In Chapters 5  and  6,  and  in  the  greater  part  of  Chapter. 7, 
we shall be dealing with relationships  characteristic of  the  local community. 
We shall find that Nyoro themselves are well aware of th€ conflicts which may 
arise between  community  values and  those of  the state, with its implication 
of subjection and subordination to a superior authority. 

This leads to the second and associated notion-in fact an aspect of the 
notion just discussed-which I found to be most strikingly characteristic of 
Nyoro culture: the idea of superordination and subordination. It is remarkable 
that in Bunyoro this idea of "ruling" is not restricted to the political sphere 
(though of course it is especially characteristic of this sphere); it pervades the 
whole field of social relations. Almost all institutionalized social relationships 
in Bunyoro have an inegalitarian, hierarchical aspect; the notion that people 
occupy different categories, and that these are almost always unequal, is ubiqui - 
tous. Thus Nyoro of ten speak of fathers as being superior to and ruling their 
children, fathers-in-law as ruling their daughters' husbands, husbands their 
wives "sisters' sons" their "mothers' brothers," and so on. Through the whole 
field f social relations, those of community as well as those of the state, we 
find this notion of ruling, of exercising authority over someone. In some 
African societies the homely idiom of kinship is extended even into the field 
of political relations; in Bunyoro the tendency is in the reverse direction: here 
the idiom of government, of ruling, is extended from the political into the 
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to111111ur 111y .1nd even i·nto t·i1e domestt·c sphere. Such a sta.te of a.ffairs is consi.st- 

cnl '"'" the central i zed, "feudal"' structure of Bunyoro, m  hich all  auority, 
rtl(l•I d l!wn to the base of the pyramid, is thought of as bemg at least ideally 
dt"m • d f rnm and validated by the Mukama. 

 
 
 
 

 

 
Myth and History 

 
 
 

Myth 

HAT INTERESTS us most about myths is the way in which they may 
express attitudes and beliefs current at the present time. Mytholo- 
gies al.ways embody systems of values, judgments  about what  is 

considered good and proper by the people  who  have  the  myth.  Especially, 
myth tends to sustain some system of authority, and the disti nctions of power 
and status which tllis  implies.  Thus Nyoro  mytlls  tend  to validate  tile  kinds 
of social and political  stratification  which  Ihave  said  are  characteristic  of 
the culture, and to support the kingship around which the traditional political 
system revolved. In Malinowski 's phrase, Nyoro legend provides a "mythical 
charter'' for the social and political order. 

For Nyoro,  human  history  begins  with  a  first  family,  whose  head  is 
sometimes called  Kintu,  "tile  created  tiling." There  are  three  children  in  this 
family, all boys. At first these are not distinguished from one another by name ; 
all are called  "Kana," wh ich  means  "little child." This is of  course  confusing, 
and Kintu  asks God  if  they  may  be  given  separate  names.  God  agrees,  and 
the boys are submitted  to two tests.  First, six  things  are placed  on a  path  by 
which  the boys will  pass. These are an  ox's head,  a cowhide  thong, a bundle 
of  cooked  millet  and  potatoes,  a  grass  head-ring  (for  carrying  loads  on  the 
head), an  axe, and a knife. When  the boys come upon these things, the eldest 
at once picks up the bund le of  food and starts to eat. What  he cannot  cat  he 
carries away, using  the head-ring  for this purpose.  He also takes  the axe .uuJ 
the  knife. The  second  son  takes  the  leather  thong,  and  the  youngest  t.1ke 
the ox's head, which  is all that is left. In the next  test the boys  have to sit on 
the ground  in  the eveni ng,  with  their  legs  stretched  out, each  holding  on  hi 
lap a wooden  milk -pot  full of  milk. They  are told  that they  must  hold  their 
pots safely  until  morning. At  midnight  the  youngest boy  begins  to  nod,  and 
he spills a little of  his  milk. He wakes up wi th  a start, and  begs  his  brother 
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for some of thein. Eat h ives him a Jittle, so that his pot is full again. Just 
before dawn lhc clde I brother suddenly spills all his milk. He, too, asks his 
brothers Lo hel p fill his pot from theirs, but they refuse, saying that it would 
take too much of their milk to fill his empty pot. In the morning their father 
finds the you ngest son's pot f ulJ, the second son's nearly full, and the eldest's 
quite emply. 

I le gi ves his decision, and names the three boys. The eldest, and h is 
descendants afler h im, is always to be a servant and a cultivator, and  to carry 
loads for his younger brothers, and their descendants. For he chose the millet 
and potatoes, peasants' food, and he lost all the milk  entrusted  to  him,  so 
showin A himself unfit to have anything to do with cattle. Thus he was named 
"K:iiru," wh ich means little Iru or peasant. The second son and his de- 
scendants would have the respected status of  cattlemen. For he had chosen the 
leather lhong for tying cattle, and he had  spilt  none of  his milk, only  provid- 
ing some for his younger brother. So he was called "Kahuma,"  liLtle cowherd 
or J luma, and ever since the cattle-herding people of this part of the inler- 
lacustrine region ha,·e been called Huma or Hima. But the third and youngest 
son would be his father's heir, for he had taken the ox's head, a sign tliat he 
would be nt the head of all men, and he alone had a full bowl of milk when 
morning came, because of the help given him by his  brothers.  So  he  was 
named "Kakama," little Mukama or mlcr. He and his descendants became the 
kings of  Dunyoro, or Kitara, as the country was then called . When the three 
brothers had been named, their father told the  two  elder  that  they  should 
never leave their young brother, but should stay with him and serve  him 
always. And he told Kakama to mle wisely and well. 

This myth explains and ju stifies the traditional division of  Nyoro so- 
ciety into distinct social categories based  on descent. At the beginning, people 
were undifferentiated -this is symbolized by the th.rec boys having no separate 
names or identities-but this  was  confusing,  and  the  only  orderly  solution 
was to grade them in three hierarchically ordered categories. It is true that in 
Bunyoro the distinction between Hima and Iru is of decreasing social impor- 
tance, but the distinctions of status implied by the myth and especially the 
differential allocation of authority are stiU strongly marked in social life. What 
is validated is basically the "givenness" of differences of status and authority 
based on birth and, in general, the preeminence of ascribed status over 
personal achievement. Subordinates may find subordination less irksome, and 
superordinates may rule more calmly and confidently, when everyone acknowl- 
edges the difference between them and tl1e divine origi n of that difference. 

Many stories, all of which point a moral, are told of the very first kings, 
Kakama's earliest descendants. The following is one of the best  knowofKing 
Isaza came  to  the  throne  as a  very young  man; he  was  disrespectful     ard 
the elders whom his father had lef t to advise him, and he drove them  away 
from the palace, replacing them by gay youngsters with whom he used to go 
hunting, which was his favorite pastime. One day he killed a  zebra, and  he 
was so pleased with  its gaily striped hide that he determined to  dress himseU 
in  it at once. So his young companions sewed the skin on him. But as the day 
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wore on, the hot sun dried the skin, and it quickly shrank  and  began  to 
squeeze Isaza until he was nearly dead. He begged his  friends  for  help,  but 
they just bughed at him and did nothing. When he had driven  the  old  men 
away, two had stayed nearby, and now Isaza sent to them for help. First they 
refused, but af ter a while they  relented, and told  Isaza's young  men  to throw 
the king into a pond. They did so, and the moisture loosened the hide so that 
it could be removed. Isaza was so grateful to the old men that he called them 
all back to the palace, gave them a  feast  and  reinstated  them.  At  the  same 
time he reprimanded his young associates, telling them that they should always 
respect the old. 

This Nyoro  "cautionary  tale"  points  the  familiar  moral  that  a  person 
in  authority neglects at his peril the advice of  those older and wiser  than  he, 
and that old men are likely  to be better  informed  than  callow youths.  But  it 
also  stresses  another   important   feature   of   Nyoro   ideas   about  authority- 
namely, that  it is not  inappropriate  for  young  persons to  have  power. It will 
be  remembered  that  in  the  previous  myth  it  was  the  youngest  son,  not  the 
eldest,  who  succeeded  to  his  father's  authority ; in  fact,  succession  by  the 
youngest,  or  a younger,  son  is  a characteristic  feature  of  Nyoro  inheritance. 
The role of  the older brother is to act as guardian until the heir is old enough 
to  assume  full  authority.  Nyoro  say  that  a  first  son  should  not  inherit;  we 
shall  see that the Mukama may  not  be  succeeded  by  his eldest  son. But  the 
Isaza myth  also stresses the wisdom of  the  old, and  the  respect due to them. 
Age is a qualification  for advisory, not executive, authority; it is right that the 
aged should be spared the arduousness of decision making, but right that they 
should guide and advise those in power. The legend of Isaza and the zebra skin 
is a popular one for it expresses values important to  Nyoro  and  wh ich  we 
shall meet again. 

It is impo nt also to examine the cycle of dynastic myths which merge 
into traditional history and link up (if the series be regarded chronologically) 
with the "rea l " history which we shall go on to consider. Nyoro believe that 
there have been three royal dynasties; first, the shad owy Tembuz i, of whom  
Kakama was the fi rst and Isaza the last; second, the ...fhwe!b part-legendary 
hero-gods whose marvelous exploits are still spoken of; and third, the Bito 
the line to which  the present  king belongs. We  shall  see  that  part  o 
significance of the myths which we now discuss lies in the way in which they 
l i nk these three dynasties together into a single line of descent, so creating an 
unbroken chain between the present ruler and the very first king of Bunyoro. 

The story is rich in descriptive detail, but here we can only give  an 
outline account. It begins by telling how the king of  the  world  of  ghosts, 
called l:framiyonga, sent a message to king Isaza  (whose hunting exploit  has 
just been recounted) asking him to enter into a blood pact with him. Isaza's 
councilors advised against this, so Isaza had the pact made on Nyamiyonga's be- 
half with his chief minister, a commoner called Bukuku. When Nyamiyonga dis- 
covered that he had been united in the blood pact with an Iru  or commoner, 
he was angry, and  he determined to get Isaza into his power. So he sent his 
beautiful  daughter Nyamata  to  Isaza's court,  where  she  so  attracted  the  king 
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that he married her,  not  knowing who she was. But he resisted all her efforts 
to persuade him to visit  her home, for he could  not  bear  to  be  parted  from 
his cattle, which he loved more than anything else. So Nyamiyonga thought of 
another plan. He caused two of  his  most  handsome  cattle  to  be  discovered 
near Isa.za's kraal, and these were taken to  the  king,  who  soon  loved  them 
most of all his herd. One day they disappeared,  and  the  distracted  Mukama 
went in search of  them, leaving Bukuku  to  rule  the  kingdom  in  his absence. 
Af ter much  wandering, Isaza arrived in the  country  of  ghosts,  where  he 
found his two cattle and also his wife  Nyamata,  who  had  gone  home  some 
time previously to bear him a child. Nyamiyonga welcomed  the Nyoro  king, 
but he had not forgiven him, and he never allowed him to return to the world 
of men. 

In due course Nyamata's child was born and was named Isimbwa. When 
Tsimbwa grew up he married in the world of ghosts and had a son called 
Kyomya, of whom we shall hear more later. Isimbwa, unlike his father, could 
visit the world of living men, and on a hunting expedition  he  came  to  the 
capital where Bukuk-u still reigned in Jsaza's place. Bukuku was unpopular 
because he was a commoner and had no real right  to  rule, but  there  was  no 
one else to do so. He had a daughter called Nyinamwiru, and at Nyinamwiru's 
birth diviners had told Bukuku  that he would  have  reason  to  fear  any  child 
that she might bear. So be kept her in a special enclosure which could only be 
entered through his own well-guarded palace. When Isimbwa reached Bukuku's 
capital he was intrigued by this state of affairs, and af ter making clandestine 
advances to Nyinamwiru through her maid, he managed to climb into her 
enclosure and, unknown to Bukuku, be stayed there for three months. He then 
left the kingdom and was not seen again for many years. 

After a time Nyinamwiru bore a son, to the consternation of Bukuku, 
who gave orders for the child to be drowned . So the baby was thrown in  a 
river, but by chance its umbilical cord caught in a bush, and the child was dis- 
covered by a potter, Rubumbi, who took it home and brought it up as a member 
of  his family. He knew  that it was Nyinamwiru' s child, and  he told  her  that 
it was safe. Bukuku, of course, believed it to be dead. The boy grew up strong 
and spirited, and was constantly in trouble with Buk'Uku's herdsmen, for when 
the king's cattle were being watered he would drive them  away, so  that  he 
could water  Rubumbi's cattle  first. This angered  Bukuku, who  one  day  came 
to the drinking trough himself to punish the unruly potter's son. But before 
Bukuku's men could carry out his orders to  seize and  beat  him,  he  rushed 
round to the back  of Bukuku's royal stool and stabbed him mortally with his 
spear. He then sat down on  the  king's stool. The  herdsmen were  aghast, and 
ran at once to tell Nyinamwiru what had  happened. The story  tells  that  she 
was both glad and sorry; glad because her son had taken the throne, sorry 
because of her father's death. $,? Ndahura, which is what the young man was 
called, came to his SfY!.dfather Jsaza'.s , and he is reckoned as the first 
of the Chwezi kings. 

There were only three-some say two--Chwezi kings; Ndahura, his half-
brother  Mulindwa, and his son Wamara.  Many  wonderful  things are told 
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of their wisdom and ad1ievements, but during Wamara's reign things began to 
i::o badly for them. So they called their diviners and an ox was cut open so that 
its entrails could be  examined . The diviners  were  astonished  to  find  no  trace 
of the intest ines, and they did not know what to say. At that moment a stranger 
from north of the Nile appeared, and said that  he was  a diviner  and  would 
solve the riddle for them. But first he insisted (wisely, as it turned out)  on 
making a blood pact with one of the Chwezi, so that he could  be safe from 
their anger if his findings were unfavorable. Then he  took  an  axe  and  cut 
open the head  and  hooves of  the ox. At  once the  missing  intestines  fell  out 
of these members, and as they did so a black smut from the  fire  settled  on 
them, and could not be removed. 

The Nilotic diviner then said that the absence  of  the  intestines  from 
their proper place meant that the rule of the  Chwezi  in  Bunyoro  was  over. 
Their presence in the hoofs meant that they  would  wander  far  away;  in  the 
head,  that  they  would,  nonetheless,  continue  to  rule  over  men  (a  reference 
to the possession cult, centered on the Chwezi  spirits,  whid1 will  be  dis- 
cussed in  Chapter 7). And the black smut meant that the kingdom would be 
taken over by dark-skinned strangers from the north. So the Cbwezi departed 
from Bunyoro, no one knows whither. 

Meantime the diviner went back to his own country in the north,  and 
there he met the sons of Kyomp, who was, it will be  remembered , Isimbwa's 
son by his .first wife. Kyomya had married in the country to the north of the 
Nile, and had settled down there. The diviner told Kyomya's sons that  they 
should go south and take over the  abandoned  Nyoro  kingdom  of  their  Tem- 
buzi  grandfathers.  There  were  four  brothers  altogether:  Nyarwa,  the  eldest; 
lhe twins Rukidi Mpuga and Kato  Kimera;  and  Kiiza,  the  youngest.  They 
were the first Bito. Nyarwa (as we might expect)  did  not  become  a  ruler, 
though some say that he remained as  adviser  to  his  second  brother  Rukidi, 
who became the first  Bito  king  of  Bunyoro.  Kato  was  allotted  Buganda, 
then a dependency of the great Nyoro  empire  (Ganda,  of  course,  have  a 
rather  different version  of  these events),  and Kiiza was given  a  part  of  what 
is now Busoga, a country many miles to the east of present-day Bunyoro. 

When the Bito first arrived in Bunyoro, they seemed strange and un- 
couth to the inhabitants. It is said that half of Rukidi's body  was black  and 
half white, a reference to his mixed descent. They had to be instructed in the 
manners appropriate to rulers; at first, they were ignorant of such important 
matters as cattle keeping and  milk  drinking.  But  gradually  Rukidi  assumed 
the values and manners proper to the heir of the pastoral rulers of the earlier 
dynasties. So began the reign  of  the powerful  Bito dynasty, which  has  lasted 
up to the present. 

This series of myths establishes a genealogical link between the three 
recognized dynasties of Nyoro rulers. Having noted the importance in Bunyoro 
of hereditarily determined  status, we  can  see that  a  major  function  is served 
by the genealogical linking of the present ntling line with the  wonderful 
Chwezi, whose exploits are still talked of throughout the region, and, through 
them, with  the even more remote Tembuzi and so with the very beginnings of 
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human existence. The connection enables the present ruling line  to  claim 
descent of an honor and antiquity not exceeded even by that of the pastoral 
Huma  (who are said  in some contexts  to look  down  upon  the Bito  as  "com- 
mones")._The marking ?ff of the rul ing Bito from all other Nyoro contributes 
to their uruty and exclusiveness, and so lends validity to their claims to special 
espect,  prestige, and authority.  And  not only  the rulers, but  all Nyoro, share 

10 the glo_ry of their ruling line and  the  wonderful  feats  of  its  progenitors. 
The exploits and conqu:Sts of Isaza and the Chwezi rulers are known to every 
Ny?ro. :1"hen people thmk of themselves, as Nyoro sometimes do  (for reasons 

h1ch will become plain later), as being in decline, there may be compensation 
m the. tho ght of past in default of present  greatness.  And  we  may  suppose 
that h1stor1cally  the   enealogical  link was  important  for  the  immigrant  Bito, 
who lacked the presage of the already existing Huma aristocracy, and needed 
the. enhacement ?f status which this "genealogical charter" provided . So the 
mam sOCJal function  of  Nyoro  mythical history  is the establishment  of  Bito 
credentials to govern, by emphasizing the distinction and antiquity of their 
genealogical antecedents . 

According to the myth, the present Mukama is descended in an un- 
broken patrileal lin_e1 from the very beginning of things, and  it may weJl 
be asked (as mdeed 1t has been) why in this case there are said to have been 
three dnasti s in Nyoo history,  and not only one. But  the question  implies 
a too literal .mterpretahon of the myth. The fact is that for Nyoro there are 

three dyasties, and whatver the truth about their real relationship to one 
another, if.any (or even, 10 the case of the earlier ones, their very existence), 
Nyoro believe them to have been three quite different kinds of people. Jn 
other contexts the Chwezi are spoken of as a strange and wonderful  people 

ho came from far away, took over the kingdom from the Tembuzi, remained 
m the _ cotry. f?r a generation or two, and then mysteriously  disappeared . 
There ts lmgwstic and other evidence to support the view that the Bito are 
o:quie djfferent racial  and cultural stock from the people whose country and 
kmgship they tk over. The myth is  not to be understood as an attempt to 
reconstruct a h1story that has been lost forever; it is rather to  be  seen  as 
roviding  a genealogical  charter  for  a structure of  authority  whose  existence 
1s contemporaneous with the myth itself . 

 
 
 

History 

. The s_tory of the Bito dynasty, from the time of  its nrst  king, Rukidi, 
until the arnval_ of the  Europeans in the middle  of  the  nineteenth  century, 
spans perhaps  eighteen generations. Many stories are  told  of  its  kings,  and 
they become more detailed and circumstantial as we approach historical times. 
Myth, chronologically regarded, begins to merge  into  history.  Here  we  can 
only  indicate general  trends. The  traditional  history  of  the  Bito  dynasty  falls 

1 
Patrilineal  descent  is  reckoned  exclusively  through  males--that  is,  through  the 

father, the father·s father, and so on. 
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into two parts. During the first period, up  to  the  time  of  the  scvenlecnl 
Bito king, the great empire believed to have been inherited from the Chwezr 
was maintained in much of its former greatness. The fourth Bito Mukama 
fought with the Ganda, who had by now asserted their independence, and 
killed their king. Other Bito kings are said to have fought successful wars as 
far away as the borders of Zande country in the Congo, and in Ruanda and 
Ankole, the latter of which is said to have been a part of the Nyoro empire 
until about the end of this period. There were constant  wars  against  the 
small but aggressive Ganda kingdom. At all periods there were numerous 
revolts, but these were usually successfully quelled . The second period, from 
the reign of the seventeenth Mukama until historical times, is marked by a 
gradual decline in Nyoro fortunes, brought about both by successful revolts 
in outlying areas and by annexations by the Ganda, whose expanding state 
now began to acquire the wider political dominance which it holds at the 
present time. The decline was not continuous, for strong kings sometimes 
temporarily reversed it; but losses tended to exceed gains, and when the 
historical period begins, Bunyoro, though still a substantial and powerful 
kingdom, was no longer comparable in size or importance to the  ancient 
Kitara empire. Thus by the reign of the present king's great-great-grandfather, 
the one-time province of Toro had asserted its independence (though it needed 
European support to maintain it), .Ankole had Jong since become a separate 
kingdom, Buganda had gained much Nyoro territory in the east, and we hear 
no more of successful campaigns in far-away regions like Ruanda and the 
Zande country. But Bunyoro was still very much a power to be reckoned with ; 
the final blow to its former greatness was struck not by the Ganda, or at least 
not by them alone, but by the Europeans. 

The history of Bunyoro since the 1860's is essentially a history of 
European-Nyoro relations. There might indeed be said to be two different 
histories of  these  relations--a  European  one  and  a Nyoro  one--and  it would 
be possible and perhaps  instructive  to  give  these  as  two  separate  accounts. 
For they exemplify a situation, only t-00 familiar in relations between  peoples 
of different cultures (especially when one is subordinated to the  other),  in 
which the same events are so differently regarded by different people that 
misunderstanding is  added to misunderstanding, and in the end  serious  con- 
flict arises. This is a practical aspect  of the problem of communication  which 
was considered in the last chapter. But such a dual treatment of our material 
would be tedious and repetitious, so for reasons of space and for simplicity of 
presentation I give a single account,  indicating  important  points  of  difference 
or misunderstanding as they occur. The story could .6.11 a book by itself, so here 
I can record only the most important events. 

The first Europeans to visit Bunyoro were the explorers Speke  and 
Grant. When they arrived, in 1862, Mukama Kamurasi (the present king's 
grandfather) was at the bead of a kingdom which was very much larger than 
present-day Bunyoro. It included much  of  what  is  now  Buganda,  parts  of 
the present Toro and Ankole districts,  and  it  extended  some  distance  north 
and  east  of  the  Nile  and  west  of  Lake  Albert.  But  although  it  seems  that 
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all these regions acknowledged  the suzerainty of  the Nyoro king, it would  be 
a mistake to picture the whole as  an orderly and well-administered political 
unit. There were frequent revolts, sometimes led by dissident "princes," mem- 
bers of the royal Bito clan (the fi rst establishment of Toro as a separate king- 
dom was the result of such a  successful rebellion), and there were constant 
wars with Buganda, then rapidly increasing in size and power . 

Speke and Grant came straight from the Ganda court to  Kamurasi's 
capital, and they stayed there for two months before going north to the Sudan. 
They described the Mukama as "not unkindly," and as "of  a mild disposition 
compared with Mutesa·• (the Ganda king).  But  they  found  him  suspicious, 
and they were irritated by his constant demands for gifts and for armed help 
against his cousin Ruyonga, who was in revolt in the north of the kingdom. 
Nevertheless they left the country safely, hoping that they had succeeded in 
laying the foundations of future good relations between Europeans and the 
Nyoro kingdom. Unfortunately their confidence was  misplaced;  certainly  it 
was not shared by Nyoro. The Europeans had come straight from the hostile 
Ganda king, accompanied by a Ganda escort, and furthermore they did not 
come together but separately, like enemies preparing an attack. And the Ganda, 
then (as later) anxious to foment trouble between Nyoro and Europeans,  in 
order both to discomfit their trad itional enemies and to keep European favor 
and its concomitant advantages for themselves, spread stories among the Nyoro 
that the Europeans were cannibals, and given to the most terrible deeds. 
Ridiculous though these tales seemed to Speke and Grant, they  naturally 
seemed less so to Kamurasi and his advisers, who had  never seen Europeans 
before. Nevertheless the visitors were treated hospitably,  and  given  ample 
food and beer. And if Kamurasi was somelimes exigent  in his demands for 
gifts and assistance, this was natural enough when these alarming but ostensi- 
bly well-disposed strangers were so rich in powerful firearms and other un - 
familiar and desirable things. 

A little over a year later the explorer Samuel Baker and his intrepid 
wife arrived from the north, having met Speke and Grant on their way. They 
spent an uncomfortable year in the country, in the course of which they dis- 
covered and named lake Albert (of course it already had a name, "Mwitan- 
zige," or "the killer of locusts," but such considerations as this rarely inhibited 
the nomenclatural procliv ilies of Victorian explorers). Baker and his wife 
possessed amazing hardihood and courage, but he was a blunt and  tactless 
man, and his relations wilh Kamurasi were continuou sly strained. He wrote 
bitterly about him in his book about this expedition, and accused him of 
treachery, cowardice, and greed . He and his wife lef t the country safely, how- 
ever, and when we consider the circumstances of their arrival this may be 
thought remarkable enough. 

These circumstances included the fact that shortly af ter Speke's and 
Grant's departure in the previous year a party of Sudanese had arrived from 
the north claiming to be these  Europeans'  greatest  friends.  Af ter  they  had 
been hospitably received on this account they suddenly turned on their hosts 
and, in  collusion  with  Kamurasi's enemy  Ruyonga,  killed  about  three  hun- 
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dred of  them. Of course this was not the Europeans' fault, but  it is nol   ur- 
prising that Kamurasi and his people  were  subsequently  mor  than  a  1_1ttle 
suspicious of strangers, especially white ones. Another factor w 1c  dete.rmmed 
Nyoro reactions to the Bakers' visit was e latters' do e a_ssoaatton 1th o_ne 
of the several Sudanese slaving gangs wluch were at this nmc operatmg, with 
quite appalling savagery,  in what  is  now  the  S<'"thern  Sudan  and  northern 
Uganda. These large armed gangs, whose guns gave them  the ad·antage over 
any local tribe, used to ally themselves wilh one tribal .ruler against  another, 
taking as reward for their  aid  a rich  booty  of  slaves,  ivory,  and  cattle  fro 
the defeated  side. Often they would  then turn  on  their allies and add  their 
women  and cattle  to their spoil.  These  raiders  caused  vast  destruction  and 
misery;  whole  regions were  depopulated,  for  many  of  those who were ot 
carried off or killed died f rom famine or disease consequent to the destruction 
of  their homes, crops, and callle. A man  is known  by the company he keps: 
and even though Baker did his best to avoid  participation in his copanions 
raids and intrigues, it was hardly surprising that the Mukama  and  his people 
regarded him with deep suspicion. . 

Unfortun ately he did little to counteract this inevitable impressmn. He 
even went so far as to threaten Karnurasi with  severe  reprisals  from  these 
very raiders if he did not do what he wanted . Kamurasi once comlained to 
Baker about the bad behavior of one of the latter's Sudanese associates, who 
had insulted him publicly and threatened him  with  a  gun. Kamurasi  told 
Baker that had the Sudanese not been one of Baker's companions he would 
have had him and his men killed . Baker, instead of apologizing for his asso- 
ciate's offensive behavior, or even undertaking to look into the matter, advised 
Kamurasi "not to talk too big, as . . . he might imagine the results that would 
occur should he even hint at hostility, as the large parties of  Ibrahim and the 
men of Mohamed Wat-el-Mek [two of Baker's Sudanese associates] would 
immediately unite and  destroy bolh  him  and his country." Baker :eports  tht 
"the gallant Kamurasi turned almost  green  at  the  bare  suggestion  of   this 
possi bility." (See Baker 1867.) This incident .provides a good examle  of 
Baker's manner of dealing with the Nyoro Icing, and helps to explam the 
suspicion with which Kamurasi and his chiefs regarded him. . . 

The Bakers  left Bunyoro in  1864, and  returned  eight  years  later, Su 
Samuel Baker (as he now was) having been app<>inted governor-general  of 
the Egyptian province of Equatoria, in which Bunyoro w supposed to  be 
included. He found that Kamurasi had died two years earlier, and had been 
succeeded by his son Kabarega. During this visit, which only lasted for _a fe 
months there was constant friction between Baker and  Kabarega, endmg  m 
open cnflict shortly after Baker had formally prodaimd  e  annexation. of 
Bunyoro to Egypt, in the presence of the Mukama and his ch1cs. Baker da1ms 
that he had first obtained Kabarega's consent, to the annexation, but  Nyoro 
deny this. A few days later there was a fight, after  the king  had  (according 
to Baker) sent poisoned beer to the European and his men, from  the  fatal 
effects of which they were only saved by the prompt administration of emetics. 
Shortly  af ter. Baker  states, he and his  men were treacherously attacked, and 
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after an aff ray in which he had to defend himself with a machine gun, he was 

forced to retreat northwards to the Nile. Here  he  proclaimed  the  now  aging 
rebel Ruyooga as the official representative of the Egyptian government in 
Bunyoro, authorizing him to rnle, on Egypt's behalf, in Kabarega's place. This 
coup had  little effect  on the existing political  situation  and  of  course none  at 
all on Kabarega's authority, though no doubt it relieved Baker's feelings. 
Unfortunately it did have some historical repercussions. 

Naturally  the Nyoro  version  of  these events difTers  considerably  from 
Baker 's.  Ihave spoken  of  the  ravages  of  the  slave  trade,  and  in  the  interval 
since Baker's .first visit these had  extended  into northern  Bunyoro. The slavers 
were  known  to  come from  Khartoum,  which  most Nyoro  did  not  dearly dis- 
tinguish  from Egypt,  so Baker  could  not  have  expected  to  be  received  with 
open  arms  when  he  returned   as  a  representative   of   that  country.  Further, 
Baker's Sudanese followers inflicted revolting cruelties and abuses on the people 
everywhere they went. Nor was Baker's hurried annexation  of the country just 
before  he .fled  from  it calculated  to  increase  Nyoro  confidence  in  European 
intentions. Nyoro say that  Kabarega  and  his chiefs were  surprised  and  indig- 
nant at Baker's  action. They also say that the  beer sent to Baker  and  his men 
was  not  poisoned  but  just  particularly  strong, and  that  they  drank  too  much 
of it. In the fracas which followed  these events, they say, Baker mowed  down 
large numbers of Nyoro with  a Maxim gun, set fire to the king's enclosure and 
all the neighboring villages, and departed. 

We cannot now know the truth  about these events, nor is it our present 
concern  to conjecture  about  it, still  less to  allocate  praise  or  blame  to  either 
party. My present point is that, whatever actually happened,  there subsequently 
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selves. Nevertheless, Nyoro say,  Kabarega  did  not  attack  these  forts,_ for  he 
did not wish to start fighting the Europeans. Gordon was succeeded  m  18_78 
by the curious and complex German doctor known as _Emin  asa, who unlike 
his predecessors (and most of his successors) was a teamed scientist and scholar 
as well as an administrator and an explorer. Alone among  these  early  Eur- 
peans Emin got on well with Kabarega, a spoe highly, even warmly, of his 
character and intelligence.  Emin 's  adrrumstratJon  lasted  much !onger  than 
either of his predecessors', and seems to have been successf1 I t1l .the reper- 

CUSS.lODS  0f the Mahdi revolt in the  Sudan  in  1884 led  to h1S ·isolatio•n  andhto 
the  final  breakdown  of  his  administration.  Even  though  Emm  realized  t  at 
Kabarega never really trusted him or  any Eu ropean , his tct and good sense 
enabled relations to be maintained on a friendly enugh basis .for seeral yea:s. 
But with Emin's reluctant departure with Stanley m 1889 this rela_t1vely sa1s- 
factory state of affairs came to an  end; Kabarega began a new snes of  ra1Js 
into Buganda and Toro, and from this  time  onwards  relations  between 
Europeans and the Nyoro king were hostile. . 

In 1890 Captain Lugard arrived in Uganda as representative of the 
British East Africa Company, within whose sphere of mflence Buganda and 
the surrounding regions, including Bunyoro, now fel l. Unlike Baker, Gordon, 
and Emin, he approached Bunyoro from the east, through Buganda, and nt 
from the north, and there is evidence that the Kaak of Buganda nd his 
advisers made the most of thei r opportunity to prejudice Lugard . against the 
western kingdom. Lugard  relied on Baker's account  of  Kabrega s characte:, 

an
d ·t ·s plain  from h is own writings that he never even  considered 

·
the poss1- 

existed  two  quite different  histories  of  it,  one held  by  Nyoro,  the  other  in- bil ity of  negotiating with  the Nyoro king. Shortly af ter his 
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corporated into the European record . Certainly some efforts were  afterwards 
made to modify the latter; Emin  Pasha, writing  five years later,  reported  that 
he received in Bunyoro an account of Baker's visit  very  di1Ierent from  that 
given by Baker, and many years afterwards the missionary-anthropologist 
Roscoe, who visited Bunyoro in 1920, also heard the Nyoro version, and noted 
the  serious  effects  of  the  affair  on  Kabarega's  attitude  to  Europeans.   But 
by this time  the damage had long since been done; already in the 1870's two 
different and conflicting versions of Bunyoro's  first  relations  with  Europeans 
had, in Collingwood's phrase, "incapsulated"  themselves  in the unfolding series 
of events, and the basis had been  laid for further misunderstanding and 
hostility. 

Baker was succeeded as governor of Equatoria by the famous soldier 
Colonel Gordon, whose attitude to Kabarega and the Nyoro was naturally in- 
fluenced by Baker's reports. He completely ignored the Nyoro king, dealing 
instead with Baker's puppet  Ruy..onga.  Gordon's  main  concern  was  to  stamp 
out the slave trade, and to do  this he established fortified posts in northern 
Bunyoro and elsewhere, which be staffed with Sudanese and Egyptian soldiers, 
without, of course, consulting Kabarega first. The Nyoro  king  and  his  people 
were bound to consider this provocative, especially as the occupying garrisons 
were scarcely less of a menace  to the local populations  than the slavers them- 

h   decided  to collect and reenl ist the Sudanese soldiers who were supposed to 
h:ve remained in the region of Lake Albert af ter  Emin's. departure, .and  to 
use them to maintain order in Buganda, which was then m a very disturbed 
condition. On his way there he confi rmed a young man called Kagam whom 
he had found as a fugitive in Buganda. as king of Toro, a region _which had 
formerly been part of Bunyoro, but which had revolte.d a genera10n o t:"o 
earlier and which Kabarega had recently been attemptmg to regam . This in- 

evitably involved some brushes w ith Kabarega's warriors . Lugard eventually 
collected from the neighborhood of Lake Albert about six hundred Sudanese 
troops, together with their now numerous  camp  followers_ and  depcnants, 
and he used some of these to garrison a chain of forts wh_ich he esablished 
across northern Toro, with the object of protecting the new kmg and his people 
from Kabarega's attacks. These undisciplined troops soon sarted to lay wase 
the country around the forts, which in turn !e to more reprisals by Kabarega s 
men. These forays intensified Lugard's convJCtion that there could be n.o peace- 
ful settlement with Kabarega. He acknowledges that envoys came to hun from 
Bunyoro to sue for peace, but he refused to negotiate with them, on the 
ground that Kabarega was so implacably opposed to Europeans that there 
would be little point in doing so. He was determined to conquer Bnyoro by 
force of arms, and serious preparations were now made for a campaign_- 

So in 1893, after an ultimatum  had  been  issued  to Kabarega callmg for 

m a
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guarantees for his future good conduct and a substantial indemnity for his past 
misdeeds, to which apparently no reply was received, a force of nearly 15,000 
men. over  14,000 of whom  were Ganda, invaded  13unyoro under European 
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harried  by the invaders, carried  on  in retreat  a protracted  guerrilla warfare, 
sometimes north and sometimes south of the Nile. Io the following year Kabar- 
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1895 an even  more enormous army was sent against him,  consisting  of  six 
companies of Sudanese with two Hotchkiss and three Maxim guns, and twenty 
thousand Ganda. In 1896 the commander of these forces reported that Kabar- 
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out with a few followers north of the Nile. Not until  1899 was he fmally cap- 

av    a  mi h t advance. By the end of odd w:e mtc 

the population was undergoing great hardships, the elusive Kabarega still held 
tured, after being severely wounded  in the final engagement. He was exiled 

after 1900, and the past half-century asls o  :i:  /Ganda  chiefs had  been 
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was an old man. He died on the way, without seeing 13unyoro again. 
Nyoro  think  that  the  long  military  campaign  against  Kabarega  was 
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defending his own  country. Throughout  the  campaign, Nyoro  say,  the  king carefully avoided directly attacking the Europeans. He did what a king should 
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Nyoro  believe  that the British  attitude toward  their country was  due  largely the Nyoro, but many people still . 1eve ral  humble and submiss.ive state. 
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Some of these matters have already been touched on; others will be considered 
when we discuss the contemporary  political  system  in the next  two  chapters. 
Thus far I have attempted  to bring to  life Nyoro  ideas about  their  own  past, 
and  to do this I have had  to review  the history  of  European-Nyoro  relations. 
It should, perhaps, be reaffirmed that it is no part of  the social anthropologist's 
task  to say what should  or should not be, or have been,  done: he knows  that 
people  are bound  to  act within  the  broad  lines  that  their  culture  prescribes, 
and  that,  for example,  the  ideas  and  standards  of  a Victorian  soldier  or ex- 
plorer  are  bound  to differ  vastly  from  those  of  a  tribal  African  king,  and 
even  very considerably  from  our  own.  So he  will  not  make  the  elementary 
mistake of  condemning either party for failing to act in accordance with con- 
temporary   standards   of   practical   morality   and   psychological   "know-how." 
But there is no doubt that Bunyoro has been  unlucky in some of  her relation- 
slllps with  Europeans,  and  that  some  of  her  grievances  are  real  ones.  Only 
when  we have  understood  this can we  understand  how  contemporary  Nyoro 
think about themselves  and about Europeans,  and how Europeans  think  about 
Nyoro. It is because Nyoro are historians, not because we are, that this histor- 
ical section has had to be included; a book about Bunyoro which neglected its 
history would  be like Hamlet, if not without  the Prince of  Denmark,  at least 
without his father's ghost. 

 
 

 

 

The King 
 
 

 
Rituals of Kingship 

 
OMETHING has already been said of the kingship, and in the last chapter 
we followed the fortunes of the most famous of Nyoro kings, the re- 
doubtable Kabarega. We now examine the Nyoro monarchy first as the 

symbol  of  Nyoro  nationhood,  the  focus  of  Nyoro  ideas  about  political 
authority, and second, as the center of the network of social relations which 
is what we mean when we talk about the political system. Therefore in the 
first part of this chapter I consider the ways in which the kingship is tradi- 
tionally regarded; this will entail a discussion of its ritual character. In the 
second part I discuss the king's actual relationships with the different kinds 
of people who make up Nyoro society ; this will enable us to determine his 
position in the social structure. Throughout, our main interest is in the present- 
day situation. But we cannot understand this unless we understand the tradi- 
tional elements which still persist. What I describe is still in important respects 
a traditional African monarchy, but it has been much modified by European 
influence, and in the course of my account I shall take note of these modifica- 
tions. This will reflect the manner in which these modifications present them- 
selves to the field anthropologist, indeed to thoughtful Nyoro themselves ; that 
is, as impacting at various points and in various ways on a traditional political 

organization. 
We have seen how myth and traditional history validate the Mukama's 

claim to special distinction. He and  his  Bito  kinsmen  are  thought  of  (and 
think of themselves)  as  quite  different  from  ordinary  people.  Unlike  some 
Af rican rulers, Nyoro kings are not thought of as kjn  with  the people  they 
rule; they are not "fathers" of their people, but rulers of their people.  Where 
the distinction between those born to rule and those born to be ruled is as 
sharply made as it is in Bunyoro, the intimacy of a blood tic (which in fact 
always exists through the female line, since kings' mothers come from non-Bito 
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clans) between these two quite different kinds of people is unl ikely to be 
asserted, even in metaphor. The Mukama is the traditional ruler  of  all Nyoro, 
and in pre-European times all political authority in the state was  seen  as 
deriving from him . Nowadays,  of course,  outside  political  power  is  injected 
into the system at all levels by government officia ls, missionaries, and others, 
and nearly everybody knows this. But the Nyoro kingship is still essentially 
authoritarian. There are African kingdoms in which the king's importance is 
traditionally ritual rather than political; in Bunyoro this is not so. Though his 

power was not absolute, the Mukama was essentially a ruler. He is, indeed, 
surrounded by ritual, but this ritual makes sense only when it is seen  as  a 
symbolic expression of the king's political preeminence and power. A look at 
some of this ritual will make this point clear. 

Broadly, Nyoro royal ritual falls into three categories. First, there are 
rites which express the ways in which Nyoro think about the kingship itself. 
Second, there is the ritual associated with the king's accession to and retention 
of authority, and his relinqui shing of it  at  death.  And  third,  there  are 
those rites whidl are concerned with the ways in which the king may delegate 
his authority. 

The rituals in the first category are mostly concerned with the Mukama 
in his aspect as "divine king," which means, for Nyoro, that he is mystically 
identified with the whole country of which he is the head. This means that the 
king must keep physically healthy; if he docs not, the country and people as 

a whole will suffer. Formerly, a person, or even an ox, who was sick had to 
be removed at once from the roya l enclosure, in case the king's health should 
be affecteJ. The king had lo avoid all conlacl with death; when Iasked why 
the present Mukama did not attend his mother 's funeral in 1953, I was told 
that it was because of this ruJe. In pre-European times, if the Mukama himself 
fell sick the matter was kept strictl y secret. It is said that if h is illness were 
serious, if he suffered any physical incapacity or mutilation, or if he grew too 

old and feeble to carry out his duties properly, he would either kill himself by 
taking poison or be killed by one of h is wives. This was, of cou rse, because 
any imperfection or weakness in the king was thought to involve a correspond- 
ing danger to the kingdom . We do not know for sure whether any kings ever 
were ki lled in this way, but the important thing is that it is thought that they 
were. This shows us how Nyoro traditionally thought about their country and 
their kingship. 

As well as maintaining physical health, the Mukama had to keep him- 
self in a good ritual or spiritual condition. This imposed on him cerlain cere- 
monial acts and avoidances. He was not allowed to eat certain kinds of food 
which were said to be of low  status, such as sweet potatoes, cassava, and 
certain other vegetables. His numerous attendants also had to keep themselves 
ritually pure; for instance, his cooks had to abstain from sexual intercourse 
during and for some days before their periods of service in the palace, which 
were only for a few days at a time. On ceremonial occasions his special dairy- 
maids, who had to be virgins, smeared themselves with white day. This sym- 
bolized purity and goodness (for Nyoro, as for many other peoples, whiteness 
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and purity are closely associated-indeed, one word is used for both). The king 
had to carry out certain rites associated with the royal herd of cattle "for the 
good of the country." These entailed his presence in the byre at milking time, 

and his ceremonial drinking of some of the new milk. Other us:iges also stress 
the Mukama's difference from and superiority to ordinary people. He has to 
be spoken to and greeted with special words (he is always addressed, and 
replies, in the th ird person singular), and he has a large number of distinctive 
names and titles. These refer to him as exceeding all men, ruling justly, re- 
lieving distress, and so on. Even today the most important officers of his own 
government kneel to hand him anything or to make a request of him in his 
own house. There is a special vocabula ry referring to the king's person and 
activities, not used in regard to anyone else. He bas extensive regalia, consist- 
ing of ancient crowns, drums, spears,  stools, and other objects,  and  all  of 

these have special names and their own custodians. In addition to these regalia 
keepers there are also a great many palace retainers and household officials of 
various kinds, most of whom have special names and titles. 

The effect  of  these  rituals  and  ceremonial  usages,  many  of  which  are 
still observed, is  to  stress  the  Mukama's  importance  as  the  head  of  the  state 
and the source of all  political  authority  within  it.  By  symbolicaJly  ide,ntif ying 
him  with  the  whole  country,  they  justify  his  being   treated   as   unique,   and 
show why his physical and spiritual  well-being  must  be  sustained, while  at  the 
same  time  they  enhance  tribal  unity  by  providing  a  set  of   symbols  acceptable 
to everybody. But  though  ritual attaches  to  the kingship,  it would  be  a  mistake 
to think of the Mukama  as  a  kind  of  priest,  in  the  sense  that  he  intercedes 
wit11 a god or  gods  on  behalf  of  his people. Such  intercession  is  the  work  of 
the spirit med iums, initiates into the  possession  cult  which  is  Bunyoro's  tradi- 

tional  religion .  111e  Mukama  is  not  a  priest,   though   he  has  his  priests,  just 
as he is not a rain maker,  though  he has  his  rain  makers-magical  experts  who 
are subject to his d iscipl ine and control. In some African countries the real 
importance of chiefs lies in their magical or religious powers, and  i f  they  are 
secuJar ru lers Lhey are so only in a secondary capacity. In  Bunyoro  it is  other- 
wise. The Mukama is first and  foremost  a  ruler,  and  that  is  how  everybody 
thinks  of  him. 

The second of the broad categories of ritual which I distinguished was 
that concerned with the acquisition, retention,  and  relinquishing  of  kingly 
power . Nyoro accession ceremonies are lengthy and complex. TI1is is what we 

should expect. In Bunyoro it is not known who is to be the new king until af ter 
the old king is dead. Traditionally  the heir  to the  throne was  supposed  to  be 
the prince who succeeded in killing whichever of his brothers (and he might 
have a good many) was his rival  for t11e throne. Thus the successful prince 
undergoes a great change of status on his accession: formerly he was one of a 
considerable number of equally eligible princes; now he is k ing. Nyoro acces- 
sion ritual marks this  assumption of new status in the strongest and most 
emphatic terms. Both its ritual and political aspects are stressed. The accession 
ceremonies include washing, shaving, and nail-paring rites, anointment with a 
special  oil  and  smearing  with  white  chalk,  ceremonial  milk   drinking,  and 
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animal sacrifice. In pre-European times, it is said, they included the placing on 
lhe_ throne and the subsequent killing of a "mock king," who would, it was 
believed, attract to himself  the magical  dangers which  attended  the  transition 
to kinship,  so  protecting   th:  real  king.  The  king's  accession  to  political 
office s.equally stressed . He  is  handed  various  objects  symbolizing  political 
and lllll.'tary power, such as spears, a bow and arrows, a dagger, and  a stick, 
and he ts formall admonished and instructed  to rule wisely, to kill his enemies, 
and to pr.otcct ts people. His territorial authority is also symbolized in  a 
ceremony in which a man who represents neighboring  regions formerly subject 
to Bunyor pesents him with ivory and some copper bracelets  as  "tribut." 
Anther  rite  ts  the  ceremonial  acting-out  of  the  settlement  of   a  lawsuit  in 
:Which one   an sues   nother .for debt. This is not really  a judicial  hearing; it 
ts a. symbolic way of_ 1mpress1?g on both king and people the important part 
h is to play as lawgiver and judge. Finally, there is a ceremon y in which the 
king shoots arro':s with the bow he has been given  toward  the  four points of 
the compass, saymg as he  does so:  "Thus  I shoot  the  countries to  overcome 
them." Several of these rites are repeated  at  "refresher"  ceremonies  which 
used to be held annually. ' 

. .  Accession and  "rereshe.r" rites .stress the king's attainment to supreme 
lihc power  qually w1th h1s accession to the high ritual status associated 

w1th this authority. These themes are also evident in the ritual connected with 
the uka  a·s death. Here what is principally expressed  is the continuity of 
the kingship, even though the king is dead. Traditionally there was an inter- 
regnum of several months during which two or more of the sons of the dead 
Mama might fight for the succession, while civil d isorder and confusion pre- 
vailed. For some days the king's death was concealed ; then a man climbed to 
the top o_f one of the houses in the king's enclosure carrying a milk-pot, and 
hurle .this to.the ground, shouting "The.milk is spilt; the king has been taken 
away · As this m descended, he was killed, for such things may not be said. 
In re-uropean times the royal corpse was preserved by disemboweling it and 
drymg it over a slow fire. When a prince had succeeded  in winning the king- 
dom he came and took the late king's jawbone, which had been separated from 
the corpse and carefly guarded,. and had  to bury  this at a selected  place, 

where a h e was bwlt and certain of tne late king's regalia preserved under 
the supervision of a cnosen member of the royal Bito clan. The rest of the 
corpse was buried separately and  the grave forgotten; the tombs which are 
reembered and  venerated  today  are  those  where  the  royal  jawbones  are 
burted . 

. The third kind of royal ritual which I distinguish ed related to the dele- 
gation of the Mukama's authority. A ruler-at  least  in  the  conditions  of  a 
tribal Afican  kingdm  annot  keep  all  his power  to  himself,  but  must give 
some o it away; 1s  is one of  the  major  lintitation s  on  political  authority. 
Ths, l1k: other kings,  e  Mukama  of  Bunyoro  traditionally  had  to  confer 
quite  a  high  degree  of  independent  authority  on  his  great  chiefs;  hence  the 
loose, "_feudal" type of organization  (involving  dose interpersonal  bonds be- 
tween king and chiefs) characteristic of trad it ional Bunyoro. 
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To delegate political authority to his chiefs was at the same  time  to 
confer ritual status upon them. There is a Nyoro word, M aha110, denoting a 
special kind of spiritual power, which is applied to many  objects  and  situa- 
tions which are strange and awe inspiring. This mysterious potency may be 
dangerous,  calling  for  the  performance  of  special  ritual  to  preserve   or 
restore normality. It is especially associated with the Mukama ; therefore, when 
he delegates political authority upon his d1iefs, he also imparts to them some- 
thing of his own ritual  power.  Thus  the  delegation  of  political  authority  is 
not just an  administrative act, it is also a ritual act The ritual involves, in 
particular, a ceremony known as "drinking milk"  with the Mukama, and it  is 
said that (in the case of important chiefs,  at  least)  the  milk  formerly  was 
taken from the cows of his special herd. Nowadays, it seems, milk is not used, 
but roasted coffee berries are handed by the Mukama  to  the  person  upon 
whom he is bestowing authority. The recipient  of  this favor  is then  supposed 
to kiss the Mukama's hand, a ceremony strikingly reminiscent of the kiss  of 
fealty in medieval and later Europe. This expresses the chief's obligation and 
personal devotion to his sovereign, who has confirmed him in authority over a 
specific territory and its inhabitants. Theoretically, at  least,  all  territorial 
authority in Bunyoro was held from the king and by bis grace, and its grant 
implied enhancement of the recipient's ritual status as well as of his political 
status. Nyoro royal ritual is best understood  as  the  symbolic  expression  of 
royal authority, and one of its effects is to sustain and validate this authority. 

 

The King and His People 
We now  consider  the  king's  relations,  both  in  tradit ional  times  and 

at the present day, with the more important of the various categories of per- 
sons who make up Nyoro society. These are the  members  of  the  royal  Bito 
line and their two heads, the Okwiri and the KaJyota, the king's mother, his 
regalia keepers, domestic officials, and advisers, his territorial chiefs of various 
grades and, finally, his people at large. 

The  word  "Dito"  denotes  one  of  Bunyoro's  hundred  or  more  clans; 
it also denotes the present ruling dynasty. These are not quite the same  thing. 
Though all Bito have the same  avoidance object  or  "totem"  (the  bushbuck), 
only those who can establish a real genealogical link with the Mukama are 
accorded special prestige, and the closer the  relationship the greater  the  pres- 
tige claimed  and acknowledged. It is these dose kinsmen of the king who are 
generally meant when the Bito are referred to; members of the Bito clan who 
can show no such explicit connection are not distinguished socially from mem- 
bers of  commoner clans. Those who can  demonstrate  patrilineal  descent  from 
a Mukama of a few generations back (rarely more than four)  regard  them· 
selves as a distinctive hereditary aristocracy, among whom  the most distin- 
guished are the "Bito of the drum," the  actual sons of  a Mukama.  There  are 
still a good many of these important Bito; former kings had many wives, and 
some  were  notably  prolific:  Kabarega  had  over  a  hundred  children,   some 
of whom are sti ll living. 
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In the past, most important Bito  received  large  estates  from  the 
Mukama, together with the political rights  which  such grants  implied.  They 
were thus important territorial chiefs. Nowadays, as we shall see in Chapter 4, 
European influence has broken down the traditional association between rights 
over land and poli tical authority, and it has at the same time radically altered 
the basis on wh ich land is held. A consequence of this is  that Bito  are  no 
longer, as a class, the wealthy and powerful group which they formerly were. 
But they still claim special privileges and  prestige;  and  they  still  preserve, 

under the nominal authority of their head, the Ol--.wiri, the ability in certain 
contexts to act as a group. 

The Ok-.wiri, the Mukama's "official brother," is traditionally  the eldest 
son of the late king, and he is formally  appointed by the new  Mukama  af ter 
his accession. He is said to "rule" the Bito as the king rules the country as a 

whole. Structurally his office is interesting in that it provides a way of "de- 
taching" the king from the exclusive Bito  group  to  which  he  belongs  by 
birth, so making possible  his identification with  the whole kingdom, non-Dito 
as well as Bito. For the King is not directly concerned  with  Bito  interests, 
which of ten conflicted (and still do) with those  of  the  people  as  a  whole; 
these are the business of the Okwiri. This official nowadays represents the Bito 
on the central council of the native government,  and  resolutions  (which  are 
rarely if ever adopted) claiming for them special rights and privileges are still 
occasionally tabled through him. Even today, Bito claim special deference from 
commoners and are usually accorded it; many of them still hold large private 
estates which they administer autocratically; and they are sometimes said, not 
always without justification, to be arrogant and demanding, and  heedless  of 
others' rights. Like aristocracies elsewhere which have survived the political 
conditions in which they played an effective part,  Bito  still cling  to  the  out- 
ward signs of an authority which they no longer have,  and  lord  it  over  a 
peasan t population which still  shows  little  resentme nt. It might  be  thought 
that Bito, anxious for the reality of power, would have found places for 
themselves in the modern chiefly service. But very few have done so. This is 
consistent with traditional Bito values; service in  the  modern  Nyoro  govern- 
ment would involve official subordination to  non-Bito,  and  to  some  of  the 
more old-fashioned, this would be intolerable. 

Corresponding to the Okwiri's position as the hea<l  of  the  Bito 
"princes" is that of the king's ''official sister," the Kalyota. She is a chosen half-
sister of the king (she has a different mother),  whom  he appoints  to  be the 
head of the Bito women or "princesses." These royal ladies enjoy a prestige 

similar to their brothers' . They were,  indeed,  said  to  be  "like  men," for  like 
the princes they ruled  as  chiefs  over  the  areas  allotted  to  them.  Formerly 
they were not allowed to marry or bear children; this helped to preserve the 
unity and exclusiveness of the king's lineage, for i t prevented the growth of 
lines of sisters' sons to the  royal  house.  To  old-fashioned  Nyoro,  it  would 
have been unthinkable for persons of such high status to assume the markedly 
subordinate  status  of  wives.  Today,  however,  the  king's  daughters,  like  other 
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Bito women, may marry and have children, but they usually marry men of hih 
social standing who can afford to keep servants, for Bito princesses do no_t dig 
or carry water like ordinary women. Bridewealth is not paid in such mamages, 
for that would imply some degree of social equality.  "How,"  an  informant 
asked,  "could  a  Bito  and  a  commoner  haggle  about  bridewe:i.lth ?  A  Bito's 

word should  be  an  order." 
Like the Okwiri, then, the k ing's officia l sister was really  a  kind  of 

chief; her appointment to office included the handing over to her of certain 
regalia, and like other  persons succeeding  to  political authority  she udrwent 
the ceremony of "drinking milk" w ith the Mukama. She held and admm1stered 
estates, from which she derived revenue and services, llke other chiefs. She 
settled disputes, determined inheritance cases, and decided matters  of  prece- 
dence among the Bito women. She was  not,  as  she  is  sometims  ti:ought  o 
have been, the ciueen, if by queen we mean the king's consort. It 1s said that m 
former times the Mukama could sleep with her if he wanted to, but he could do 
this with any of his royal sisters, so long as she was born of a different mother 
from his own. We may best  regard her, then, as a kind  of  female counterpart 
of the king-the head  of  the Bito women, and so the chief  lady  in  the land. 
We may see her office, like that of her brother the Okwiri, as one of the means 
whereby the royal  authority  was  distributed.  Though  there  is  little place  for 
her in the modern system, she still holds official rank, and her status is consti- 
tutionally recognized (as is the Okwiri's) by the  payment  to  her  of  a  small 
salary under  the Bunyoro Agreement.  Nowada ys she is socially overshadowed 
by the king's true consort, the Omugo, whom he married in Christian  marriage 
and who has borne him several children. It was she, not t11e Kalyota, who 
accompanied the Mukama on his visit to Engbnd for  Queen Eliza th's coro- 
nation in 1953, and she sits at his side at ceremonies and entert:11nments  at 
which Europeans are present. 

As in some other African  monarchies,  the king's mother also tradition- 
ally had considerable power, and kept her own court and ruled her own esta es. 
She no longer has such authority today, but she is still  much honored, and like 
the Ok-wiri and the Kalyota she receives a small official salary. 

I  referred  above  to the  numerous  regalia  keepers  and  other  palace  offi - 
cials who traditionally surrounded the king. Even today there are a great many 
such persons. Some are salaried officials; others, whose services are  required 
only occasionally, receive gif ts from the Mukama from time to time. These 
officials include the custodian of the royal graves,  men  responsible  for  the 
more important of the  royal drums, caretakers, and "putters-on" of the royal 
crowns, custodians of spears, stools, and other regalia, cooks, bath attendants, 
herdsmen, potters, barkdotb makers, musicians, and many others. The more 
important of them  have  several  assistants,  and  their  duties  are  not  oner°':1s, 
for the care of a particular spear or attendance on the Mukama on ceremonial 
occasions occupies only a small part of a man's working life. This complex 
establishment is therefore not to be understood simply as an overcumbersome 
attempt to run a large household; neither in ancient times nor now can it be 
regarded as an economical or even as a particularly efficient way of doing this. 
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Socioloically, the point of i is that it provided  a means of involving a great 
many. different group and kins of people in a common interest in the royal 
establ ishment and so JU the maintenance of the kingship itself. It did this both 
throgh the clan system (for d ifferent offices were often hereditarily vested in 
particular clans, all of whose members shared in the honor of representation 
at the palace) and lhrough occupational specialization (since it meant that all 
of Bunyoro:s craf ts were represented at the capital). In these ways the huge 
royal establisen t serve_d_ to integrate the Nyoro people around their center, 
and so to sustain the po1ttcal system itself . Even in modern times prestige still 
attaches to these occupat10ns, even where they are part time and unpaid, and I 
know f young men who have refused to take up profitable employment else- 
where_ m order to retain them. Moreover, a man who  had  served  for  some 
years  m the place    ght  hope, if  he gained  the Mukama's personal  favor,  to 
be  ewarded    1th a   1ft of an estate somewhere in the kingdom, thus becoming 
a k ind of mmor chief over its  peasant  inhabitants.  Grants  of  this  kind  have 
been  made  even  in  recent  times,  though  they  have  latterly  rather  taken  the 
fom of appointmen. o. rn ino fficial chiefships. Such grants are not appro- 
pratc  o a modern   civil service ' type of  administration;  we shall return  to 
this pomt. 

In add ition  to  this  large body  of  palace  and  domestic  officials,  there 
was a loosely  defined category  of  informal  advisers  and  retainers. As well  as 
certain officials in the last category, these included  diviners and  other  persons 
who  hd  attached   thmselves  _to   the  Mukama 's  household   as   dependants. 
Thee mforl and pnvate  advisers had  no official  standing and they  did  not 
receive salanes. Some of them have, in the past, exerted considerable  influence 
an they have sometes been said to be "nearer to the king" than the officiai 
chiefs. They acted at times  as intermediaries  between  the chiefs and  the k. 
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same extent, for such authority is seen nowadays  to  derive  from  other  and 
more potent outside sources. 

The system  of territorial chiefship is discussed in the next chapter; here 
we need only note that tradition ally all political authority was seen as deriving 
from the person of the king himself ; as in feudal Europe, chiefs held thei r 
territories as gifts from the king, and this implied a dose bond of personal 
dependence and attachment between him and them. Clliefship was essentially 
territorial; a chief was a person  to whom the Mukama  had granted  rights over 
a particular territory  and its inhabitants. These rights, even  where  they  tended 
to become hereditary, were held only by the Mukama's favor: they could be 
withdrawn by hin1 at any time, and sometimes they were. Though it does not 
seem that in pre-European times there was any such formal political  hierarchy 
as there is now, there were different ranks of chiefs, from the great rulers of 
areas which roughly correspond with present-day  counties,  to  minor  chiefs 
with only a handful of peasant dependants. 

This personal way of looki ng at the relationship between a ruler and his 
subordinates was quite appropriate to the relatively simple, '"feudal" organiza- 
tion of pre-European times. Where political office is thought of as the soYer- 
eign's gift, it is important to seek and retai n his personal favor, and it is natural 
that a return should be made for such a gif t. If, even in modern times, chief - 
ships should sometimes have been given, and promotion  awarded,  to  persons 
who have rendered gif ts or personal service to the king, and persons who have 
incurred his persona! dislike should have been passed over, this  would  be 
wholly consistent with the values implicit in traditional Nyoro pol itical struc- 
ture, where personal attachment and loyalty were the supreme political  values. 
It would  be a serious mistake  to regard  such  transactions,  even  now,  as con- 
stituting  breaches  of   tribal  morality,  although  in  terms  of   the   impersonal 
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they, standards of  modern  Western  administration  they  are both wrong  and  politic- 
too, might have received estates or minor chiefsbips for their servic s. 

A .?1uch  more irnortant category  of  persons  in  traditional  Bunyoro 
':ere _ the   crown wearers. To men whom the king wished specially to dis- 
tmgursh he gave   laborate beaded  headdresses,  with fringes or "beards" of 
rlous monk.ey skms. The award of a crown implied the grant of very high 
dignity d n_tual status (recipients had to observe the same food restrictions 
as the _king_ helf and were said to have a great deal of mahano ). At the 
sam_e tr_me 1 Javo ved. accession to high political authority over considerable 
tcm tones. Like other important chiefs the crown wearers had to take an oath 
of loyalty to the king, and to undergo the milk-drinking rite referred to above. 
I the past, c:rowns were awarded to persons who had performed some con- 
siderable servJCe for the Mukama, such as winning a major victory in war a 
crown was also trad itionally awarded to the head of the king's mother's cln. 
Crowns'. once  warded, were hereditary in the male line. The Bunyoro Agree- 
ment _still provides for the grant of this award, which it describes as "an old- 
estabhshed order of distinction," but the institution is now falling into disuse 
and no crown has been awarded for many years. The h igh ritual value tha 
.f ormerly attached to the Mukama's political authority no longer does so to the 

ally harmf ul. It is natural, in such a system, that personal attachment should 
count for more than conformity to bureaucratic standards of efficiency and in- 
corruptibility. And we must remember further that the exercise of pol itical 
authority in pre-European times needed far less special training and knowledge 
than are demanded now. In Bunyoro, at all events, it is said that the expression 
of personal loyalty to the Mukama was until recent times hardly Jess necessary 
a qualification for political appointment than administrative experience or a 
high educational standard. 

Appropriate though these attitudes were to  the traditional  system, they 
are plainly less so to modern times. Like other Western administrations,  the 
British authorities are committed to encouraging the development of more 
modern and democratic pol itical institutions,  better  adapted  to  the contempo- 
rary world  of which Bunyoro is now  a part. Traditional  attitudes  to chiefship 
are incom patible with these institutions. Many educated Nyoro realize this, and 
I have heard such people complain that faithful service in the Mukama's bath- 
room or kitchen is hardly an adeguate qualilication for even minor political 
office, and that the king's personal favor is not in itself an obvious qualification 
for the  highest  administrative  posts.  The  situation,  too,  is  greatly  altered  by 
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the introduction of a cash economy, for when gif ts formerly of kind are com- 
muted to cash, they at once assume a different and more mercenary character. 
But it is an important part of the anthropologist's task to point out that such 
trsactions are not properly understood when they are simply condemned as 
misdemeanors; rather, they have to be seen as usages surviving from a context 
in which they were proper and appropriate into one where they are no longer 
so. When values and patterns of behavior which arc mutually incompatible 
come to coexist in the same rapidly changing political system, strains and con- 
flict develop. We shall see in other contexts also that feudal values and bureau- 
cratic ones do not always mesh smoothly. 

Another example of uneasy coexistence of new and old values is found 
in the economic aspe?: of the relationship between the Mukama and his people 
at .large. ln  the tradit1onl  system  the  king was  seen  both  as  the  supreme re- 
ceiver of  goods and  services, and  as the supreme giver. Typically  in  systems 
of  the Nyoro type, goods and services have  to be rendered  to the "lord," the 
person who _stands next above one in the political hierarchy. Thus in Bunyoro 
the   reat chiefs, who themselves  received  tribute  from their dependants,  were 
eqw.red to hand over to the Mukama  a part of  the produce  of  their estates, 

the form of crops, ttle, beer, or women. But everybody must give to the 
kng,  not  onl.y  the  chiefs.  Even  today  the  ordinary  people  make presents  to 
him  on  certain  ceremonial  occasions.  When  he  pays state  visits  to  d ifferent 
parts of  his country, as he often does,  gifts of  produce,  for which  there is a 
special Nyoro word, should be brought  to him by peasants  as well  as chiefs. 
And larger gifts, in cash or kind, might be made to him from time to time by 
people  who  wish  to obtain  and  retain  his  favor. All  these  various  kinds  of 
gifts express in traditional  terms a kind of attachment between ruler and ruled 
which  is imprtant in a relatively small-scale  feudal society.  [n addition, they 
formerly provided a sort of  social insurance, for those who fell on hard  times 

would naturally look for help to their chiefs and, ultimately, to the king. 
.   The. Mukama's  role  as  giver  was,  accord ingly,  no  less  stressgi.  Many 

of  his  spec al  names_ empasi2e  his  magnanimity,  and  he was  traditionally  ex- 
pected  to give extensively 10 the form both  of  feasts and  of  gifts  to  individuals. 
But here, too, attitudes and  values have survived  the  social  conditions  to which 

ey   were   appropriate.  Pe?ple   nwadays  complain    that   the   king   no   longer 
gives   the  great   feasts  wh tCh   their  grandfathers  enjoyed.  Their   offerings   of 
oodstuffs, they  sy, are _taken  away  in a truck, and  no  feast,  or at best  a  very 

u:iadequate  one,  is  provided. They  think   that   nowadays   only  the   Mukama's 
Ctrc.I    of   personal  friends  receives  help  from  him. They  do  not  see  that  the 
political  changes  of  the  past  half-century,  and  in  particular   the  advent  of   a 
cash  economy,  have  made  their  attitudes  and   expectations   anachronistic.   For 

the 1 is tht the Mukama  himself  does not  receive  produce  in the  same 
quanhhes as hlS predecessors did, since the cultivators can now sell their sur- 

pluses for cash with which  to satisfy  their  new  needs. And  to provide  meat 
fr.  uge  feasts    ow,.when  cattle  are  virtually  nonexistent  and  meat  is  pro- 
hib1ttvely  expensive,  ts  economically  impracticable. Also,  as we  have  noted 
many of the gifts which the Mukama now receives arc in cash, not kind. And 
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cash, unlike food and beer, does not have to be consumed quickly and com- 
munally in the form of gifts and feasts; it can be converted into many other 
desirable objects not formerly available. This state of affairs is not, of course, 
peculiar to Bunyoro; on the contrary, it is one of the  most  characteristic 
features of Af rican kingdoms at the same stage of change. But in Bunyoro the 
economic aspect of political authority  is particul arly strongly institutionalized . 
It is thus inevitable that the incompatibility beween the  traditional  idea  of 
rulers as centers for the collection and redistribution of goods, and the new 
pattern of bureaucratic authority which is now developing, should lead to 
bewilderment and strain. Nor should we be surprised that the  nature of these 
conflicts is not always fully understood by those most closely involved in them. 
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The Chiefs 
 
 
 

The Traditional System 

:HE TR"'-?ITION AL .Nyoro state all political authority stemmed from the 

·.  dvise by his formal and  informal  counsellors, he appointed his 
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In the old days the chiefs did  not occupy clearly distinguished  grades, 
as modern chiefs do. They nevertheless fell into two  broad  categories. First 
there were the great chiefs who ruled over  large  areas  and  were  answerable 
only to the Mukama; these probably included  several  crown  wearers. Next 
there was a great number of lesser chiefs, having authority over very much 
smaller areas. These authorities could  hold  their areas d irectly from  the king,  
j ust as the larger chiefs <lid, or they might be assistants or dependants of the 
major chiefs, to whom, rather than to the Mukama, they owed  direct  alle- 
giance. But in either case their authority, like that of all persons wielding 
political power in the kingdom, would have to be  formally validated by the 
Mukama . Below the dozen or so great  saza or  provincial  chief s, who  ruled 
over definite regions of which the names and boundaries are still well known, 
chiefs seem not to have been thought of as occupying separate  grades,  but 
rather in terms of a gradual scale of power and importance. The status of any 
chief on this scale depended both on the number  of subjects he governed  and 
on the closeness of his relationship with the Mukama. 

It does not seem that subordin ate  political  authority  in  Bunyoro  was 
ever a prerogative of members of the ruling Bito aristocracy. Some Bito did 
govern large chiefdoms, but most chiefs were either members of  the respected 

tem tonal d11efs to office, and their authority, down  to the  lowest level 
t be/on.firmed.by him personally. Traditionally, politica l office was no 
g t 0  as hereditary, thogh it of ten tended to become so. A chiefshi 

could be .ten aay. by e kig at any time, but often it would be   assed 
0 

to the onginal chief s heir. 011efship, then was not 1·ust a formal adp · · 
f ffi h · . ' ' mm1stra- 
· 

1 
l   ; rat . er, it w a pnvate and personal {though conditional)  possession, 

· e any other   nvate property was thought of as hereditable. 
The great chiefs had. to maintain  residences at the king's capital and  to 

attend   there  constantly. This  served  as  a  chcd·(though   not    l 
ff · ' a ways a very 

Huma cattle-owning class, or people of commoner origin (though usually 
members of families with a tradition of chiefship) . Usually a man was i:nade a 
chief because he or one of his patril ineal forebears had earned the Mukama's 
gratitude either by service or by gift. The king often gave chiefships to his 
maternal or affi.nal relatives. In addition, palace officials and  servants  were 
often granted minor chiefdoms; as in the feudal states of medieval Europe, 
personal service to the king might bring a rich reward . Typically feudal, also, 
was the relationship of personal loyalty and dependence  that existed  between 
the king and his chiefs. In the language of  modern sociology,  the  relationship 

ecttve on) on  rebellion.. It al   strengthened  the group  of  advisers u  on between  a  political  superior  and  his  subordinate  was   "diff use"  rather   than 
horn the king could rely; in political systems of this "feudal" type  h p "specific"; that is, the chief's dealings with his subordinates were  not restricted 

no ne d f al  . 
secretanat , for the same people could serve bo 

, ere was
 to a narrow official  sphere, but extended  over  the whole  of  the subordinate's 

counc1llors and as territorial administrators  When a d11"ef  f as royha 
co      h   h .        . · was away   rom  t  e 

u.rt. ad to  leave  behmd  him  a representative  or  deputy,  who  assumed 
'.111 his tttle nd took his place on ceremonial occasions. This use of de utics 
s charactens.tic of Bunyoro, as it is of the interlacustrine kingdoms gen!rall . 
it ma    said.to express the dual quality of delegated political authority 
a temtonal chief is essentially a "king's man " and so       t be · · 
tendance h ·  . ' mus in constant at- 
th d on  · Bu he is also a territorial ruler, personally responsible for 

e g.oo   ad1?1mstration of  his area. To have a formal  depu ty  to  "double" 
f?r him P_ovides a   eans of  econciling his two roles. 01iefs also had to   ro- 
:1d e the ktng from  time to hme with grain,  beer  and cattle   as   II    P.th 
ivory and  other    ood       d ' '   we    as w1 . g     s, an   to supply men for work at the  cap"tal  · 
time and for .fi •ht" · · f tn  peace 

mg  m. ti me  o   war. These exactions,  of  course, fell on  the 
peasan t  opulabon, and in refu.rn for them the peasants looked to th . cul 
for sec.unty and protection. eir       ers 
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personal life. Even today many Nyoro feel that chiefs should be interested in 
them as persons, and not simply in their tax-paying or working capacity; we 
shall note later that the impersonal character of modern administration is a 
common ground for complaint. 

One other aspect of the  traditional  Nyoro  system  must  be  discussed, 
and that is the connection between political authority  and  the  possession  of 
rights over land. The grant of a chiefship by the Mukama was essentially the 
bestowal of rights over a particular territory  and  the  people  in it. Nyoro  did 
not think of these two things as being different; to be granted political  author- 
ity was to be allotted an area  in which to exercise  it and  of  which  to enjoy 
the profits,  and  to be given  an  "estate" was  to be granted  political  authority 
over  it. When,  therefore,  an  ordered  administration  through  chiefs was  rein · 
troduced early in the present century, it was natural that the persons appoin ted 
to chiefships  should  think of  their  areas  as official  "estates," from  whose  in- 
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habitants they could exact goods and services for their support. With the 
introduction of money, the tribute paid by the peasant cultivators came to be 
commuted to an annual cash payment. This payment, which was seven shillings 
per  adult  male,  was  the  chiefs'  main  source  of  revenue  until  the  Bunyoro 
.Agreement of 1933 provided that they should receive salaries instead. But in 
add ition to the official chiefships, during the early 1900's the Mukama began 
to give plots of popul:ited land to retired official chiefs as their private prop- 
erty, in reward for their services: chiefship was not then a pensionable office 
as it is now (at least in the higher grades). Similar gif ts then began to be 
made increasingly to chiefs who were still in office, and also to members of 
the royal household, to palace officials, to Bito "princes" and "princesses," and 
to various other people whom the Mukama wished for one reason or another 
to favor. These gif ts conformed with the traditional usage whereby the grant 
of minor chiefdoms provided a way for the Mukama to discharge his obliga- 
tions toward persons to whom he was indebted. The estates or "fiefs" so 
granted were regarded as the private property of their owners, who enjoyed 
tribute and services from their occupants just as the chiefs did on their official 
estates. At about this time the quite new idea of unalienable, "freehold" tenure 
of land was gaining currency in Uganda, mainly owing to the terms of the 
Uganda Agreement of 1900, which-through a misunderstanding of the nature 
of the land rights involved-provid ed a large number of chiefs and other 
important people in Buganda with what amounted to freehold rights over 
considerable areas of land in that country. A consequence of this was that 
Nyoro fief holders came to think of their land rights not only as personal , 
but also as permanent and hereditable . 

y 1931 a very large part of populated Bunyoro had been taken up in 
these pnvate estates, the occupants of which found themselves subject not only 
t? the. official chief of the area, but also to the proprietor of the estate they 
lived rn. Indeed these proprietors were regarded by their tenants no less  as 
"chiefs" than the persons officially so designated. And the proprietors so  re- 
garde themselves, demanding from their peasant tenants t}e respect due their 
superior status. To a large extent they in fact fulfilled the role of chiefs; they 
settled disputes between their peasant tenants and often acted as intermediaries 
between their people and the official chiefs. The peasants themselves on the 
whole found nothing to resent in this arrangement. Indeed in some ways these 
landed proprietors have conformed more closely (they still do) to  traditional 
Nyoro notions of what a chief should be than  have the official  chiefs them- 
selves. For they are not, like the chiefs, liable to transfer, and their personal 
stake in the land gives them a closer interest in and knowledge  of  their 
"tenants" than is possible for a county or subcounty chief , much of  whose time 
is taken up by court or office work, and whose stay in the area may be limited 

to a  few years or less. Thus even today  these proprietor s may  be  said  to  fill 
a rol not wholly filled by the lower grades  of the official chiefs;  they  may 
even m fact find themselves in opposition to these officials, for village headmen 
sometimes resent the assured status and social prestige of the larger  estate 
owners. Conversely, it is still  popularly  considered  that the  proper  persons to 
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hold authority in these estates are their proprietors, ad thes.e proprietors some- 
times resent interference in the internal affairs of their holdmgs by the govern- 

ment chiefs, whom they regard as "outsiders." 
This widespread grant of  private estates   wiog the  first quarter  ?,f  the 

century and afterwards was not, then, a proliferation oly of states and land- 
lords"· it was at the same time a proliferation of minor chiefs. In 1933 the 
Protec orate Government tried, by legislation, to do away with these poplaed 
estates, but the system of proprietary estates and the "feual" way of thinking 
which  they implied were too deeply ingrained  to be eradicated.  Although     e 
official chiefs were now provided with salaries and were much reduced 1Il 

number, and although the exaction of tribute was now forb'.dden, large popu- 
lated estates, even  though  no longer a source of  profit, cntmued  to     ttrac- 
tive. Their attraction was not, and never had been, ma1nJy  econonuc;  tt .lay 
rather in the enhancement of authority and status which their  possess100 
implied . Hence the result of the 1933 reforms was not, as had been ope, the 
gradual disappearance  of populated estates; it .was, ra her, the creation m e 
popular mind of two kinds of chief s, the salaried official ones and the proprie- 

tors of these estates. 
From the point of view of the official chiefs, this dualism c uld only 

resolved  by  establishing themselves as authori ties  in      th  ca:egones, .and  this 
is exactly what they  tried  to do. Even  today most  offioal chiefs  consider .that 
as well as administering their official chief doms they should also pssess prvate 
estates of their own. One of the first things a chief does on appomtment 1s to 
acquire a tenanted estate (if he does not already possess one) in some pop.u- 
lated area not already claimed by somebody else. Almost  all  of  the  offictal 
chiefs do possess such estates, mostly obtained, or their extent increased, after 
their appointment or promotion . And  the  higher  the  chief's  rank,  the  larger 
the estate he is likely to possess; a county chief's estate may have up. to fif ty 
ocrupying households, subchiefs average a little over. a dozen, lower ch1e s _may 
have five or six. The official chiefs are the largest smgle category of rec1p1ents 
of  populated  estates,  and  they  tend, also,  to  receie. the  larges  areas. 

Thus  the  traditional  identity  between  politKal  authonty  and  the  pos- 
session of personal and private rights over pU:icular terrioris and the peple 
on them is still viable in Bunyoro. It has survived to a significant extent rnto 
the  increasingly  "bureaucratic," impersonal  kind  of  chiefshi    which  is     - 
veloping today. For Nyoro, a chief is still much mor than an impersonal vii 
servant, just as the proprietor  of  a populated estate 1s much more than a. kmd 
of landlord. The nature of present-day chicfship, and the kinds of attitudes 
toward it which exist, cannot be understood unless this is recognized. 

I have applied the adjective '"feudal'" to Bunyoro"s traditional_ political 

organization. Let me conclude and summarize this - ion by  co.mpartg som 
features of traditional Bunyoro with tl1ose characteristic of a typically feudal 
state of medieval Europe. The term "feudalism" is usually applied to med'.e al 
European polity that is based on the relatons. of va sal a d supenor .ansmg 
from the holding of )ands in feud-that IS,  in consideration of  service and 
homage from the vassal to his lord. England af ter the Norm an conquest was 
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chiefship in Bunyoro is not hereditary, nonetheless a man who belongs to a 
family whose members have been chiefs has an advantage, for be knows some· 
thing about the job and, also, he may be personally known to senior chiefs and 
perhaps even to the Mukama himself. Many chiefs are, in fact, sons or other 
relatives of former chiefs. Membership of the royal Bito clan is not by itself 
a c:iualification for appointment,  and  Bito are not particularly  strongly  repre· 
sented in the ranks of the official chiefs. Traditionally, chiefs were simply men 
whom the Mukama had decided  to make so. Essentially, they had to be people 
who had  "made themselves  known"  to the Mukama,  either  through  personal 
service or by being introduced to him by an existing chief or favorite. In recent 
times, although a candidate for chiefship must  be acceptable to the Mukama, 
"achieved"  as well as  "ascribed"  qualities are  required . Thus  for many  years 
some degree of  literacy has been an essential qualification,  even for the lower 
grades. But there is a marked difference in educationa l level between the lower 
and  the higher  grades. In 1953 all except  one of  the county chiefs had  been 
educated  up  to  secondary  standard,  and  so  had  just  half  of  the  suhcounty 
chief s; all had  received  primary  education.  On  the  other  hand,  less  than  a 
sixth of the parish chiefs had had secondary education, and bo village headman 
had advanced  beyond  primary  school. Nobody  with  secondary  school  educa· 
tion would take so humble a job as a viUage headmanship. In 1953 nearly half 
of  the subcounty chiefs  had  been  appointed  from  outside  the service-that is, 
otherwise  than  by  promotion  from  parish  chiefships--and  all  except  one  of 
these had had secondary schooling. This new requirement  of literacy in candi· 
dates for political appointment is obviously a major departure  from traditional 
standards. 

After the British  conquest, chiefs were appointed by the European ad- 
ministration without much regard for the traditional system. But in 1933 the 
Bunyoro Agreement, which restored a limited degree of autonomy to the king· 
dom, gave the king authority to  appoint and dismiss his  own  chiefs,  subject 
only (in the case of the higher ranks) to the district commissioner's approval, 
and without consultation with bis official Nyoro advisers. Though in fact the 
Mukama would usually take account of his chiefs' opinions and recommenda- 
tions, an unintended effect of the Agreement was to personalize rather than to 
depersonalize the Mukama's relations with his territorial chiefs. Certain ly when 
I was in Bunyoro, appointment and promotion in the chiefly service were said 
to depend hardly less upon the Mukama' s personal favor than on such quali- 
fications as experience and efficiency. It must be added here, however, that a 
new Agreement was concluded in  1955  (af ter  my departure  from Bunyoro), 
and this provides, inter alia, that chiefs shall be appointed and promoted only 
on the recommendation of special appointments committees, upon which non· 
officials as well as chiefs a.re represented . Thus the Mukama no longer possesses 
the powers in this respect which he previou sly had. 

Before 1933 the main remuneration of chief s came from money and 
goods paid to them as "tribute" by their peasant occupiers. In the case of the 
higher chiefs, this was supplemented by a rebate on the tax collected by them 
for the Government. The idea that chiefs should receive regular official salaries 
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is thus a comparatively  recent  one. In 1953 the county  chief s had  salaries of 
about £400 to £500 per annum, the subcounty chiefs from about £120 to £200, 
the  parish  chiefs  from  £30 to £40, and  the  village  headmen  less  than  £20. a 
year. For the lower grades  of  chiefs especially,  these  emlu_ments  wer  qmte 
inadequate  to  mai ntain  the  standards of  living  and  hospitality  apropnate  to 
their positions. Salan·es have been much·mcreased sr·nc.e  1953, but  v.illage head· 
men  and  parish chiefs  are still  among  the lowest  paid  employees m  Bunyor, 
and this is bound to affect adversely the esteem in which they are held .by their 

peop1e. 
c

oun
ty  and  subcounty  chiefs  may  be given  pensions  on·r retirement; 

h be 
the  two  lower  grades  are  not  pensionable,  though  cas    gratu1 1es _may 
awarded after long service. The upper grades have free quarters prov1 ed for 
them by the Native Government, usually well-built permanent or sem.tperma· 
nent houses. Parish chiefs are also entit1ed to free hoses, but ese are u. ually 
ordinary mud-and-wattle houses like those of other vi llagers..v.illage headmen 
do not have free housing; they are usually local people, and it 1s assumed that 

they can continue to live intheir own homes. 
A chief's chances of promotion, especially from the lower ranks, are not 

great. A large proportion of the subcounty chiefs (about 40 perce.nt of _ the 
total in 1953) are direct appointees who have never served as parish 1efs, 
and an even larger proportion of the parish chiefs have never en village 
headmen. The main reason for this incursion of "outsiders" at the. rruddle levels 
is, of course, the need for the higher chjefs to be educated to a higher stndard 
than formerly; almost all of the subcounty chiefs ppointed from outside the 
service (and nearly half the total were so appomtd) had had secondary 
education, unlike most of their colleagues who had nsen from the ranks. An 
effect of this system is to keep most village headmen at th same_ le.vel through· 
out their service, and also to diminish very much a parish chief s chance of 

becoming a subcounty chief. . 
Another important consequence of this dual mode of   ecru_1tment,  spe· 

cial.ly at the subcounty level, is that some men who become chiefs m the higher 
ranks have Little first-hand knowledge of or contact with the people. A county 
or subcounty chief lives in a small official world, with an office and courouse, 
and  a staff  of  clerks  and messengers. These  subordinates, together  with e 
local  parish  chiefs  and  village  headmen,  inevitably  tend  to  form  a  barner 
between  the higher chiefs and  the peasant  population,  with whom  the   have 
relatively little direct contact  at  an  everyday  level.  Unless  such <;luef has 
already had experience as a lower chief,  he is boun.d to l ck e   mtunae   ac· 
quaintance with  the details of  day-to-day administration  which  bis subordmats 
have. Of course subcounty chiefs do meet and tour among the .people of their 
areas, but they do not J ive among them like parish chiefs and village bea.dmeo, 
who have neither offices, clerks, nor police, and who share the same kmd. of 
life as their peasant neighbors. Contact between county d subcoty chiefs 
and their people is also restricted by frequent transfe. Unlike men i e two 
lower grades, county and (especia lly) subcounty ch1es rarely emam . 1 the 
same area f or more than a year or two. It is hard for a chief to acquue an mtunate 
knowledge of his district in so short a time, or to get to know more than a 
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very few of its thousands of inhabitants. In contrast, parish chiefs of ten stay 
in the same parish for six years or more; ordinarily they are only moved on 
promotion to a subcounty chiefship, and such promotions are infreguent. 
Village headman are scarcely transferred at all except, rarely, on promotion; 
and they are almost always natives of the areas in which they are appointed. 

What kind of work do chiefs do? There is a marked  difference  between 
the work  of  the  two upper  and  the two  lower  grades.  County and  subcounty 
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characteristic of  the quasi-feudal  traditional  system  than  they  are  appropriate 
to a modern civil service. Internal differences in status are strongly emphasized . 
When a county or subcounty chief pays a formal visit to one of his subordinates, 
especially when he does so for  the  first  time  after  appointment,  the  loer 
chief should give his superior a present of meat or cash, the amount dependrng 
on his rank. When a subcounty chief  officially visits  one of  his parish chiefs 
or village headmen, there is usually  a good  deal  of  excitement.  The premises 

chiefs have to spend a J ot of  time on paper  work; returns  relating to tax. col- are cleaned,  everyone  wears his  best  clothes,  and  food  is  specially  prepared; 
lections, court cases, beer-brewing permi ts, food crops, vermin destruction, and 
many other matters have to be prepared and submitted monthly, and an  ex- 
tensive correspondence with superiors and subordinates  has  to  be carried  on. 
The formal hearing of criminal and  civil cases in court may  take one full day 
or more every week. AU the chiefs are responsible for keeping order in their 
territories, for apprehending tax defaulters and other offenders, and for seeing 
that  adequate  food  reserves  are  maintained . The collection  of  the  annual  tax 
is an urgent preoccupation , and it is common to  see  a  subcounty  or  parish 
chief, with table, clerk,  and policeman, established wherever  money  is being 
paid out-for example at  cotton markets  or  tobacco-buying  posts.  All  chiefs, 
but especially parish chiefs, spend a good deal of time in the informal settle- 
ment of village disputes "out of court ." 

The two lower grades of chiefs have much closer contact with the people 
than do the  higher grades.  Parish  chiefs  and  village  headmen  have  no office 
or clerical work to keep them at home, so they are constantly moving around 
among their people. They inspect growing crops, issue permits to brew  the 
popular banana beer, supervise work  on  the  roads  and  paths,  organize  and 
take part in communal hunts of such pests as wild pig and baboon, which do 
great damage to crops, tell cultivators where and what they should plant, sum- 
mon people to court, and carry out innumerable other small day-to-day tasks. 
They are among and "of" the people in a way  in  which  the  higher  chiefs 
cannot be, and it is through them that the force of  Government  is transmitted 
to the peasant population. One cannot fail to  notice  the  in ormal  way  in 
which a village headman  or even a parish chief drops in for a drink or a meal 
wherever he is visiting; when a subcounty chief is on tour, a very much more 
formal and constrained atmosphere prevails. 

A formal system of advisory chiefs' councils was introduced some years 
ago. Under this system  each chief, down to the parish level, has a panel of 
advisers who include, as well as the subordinate chiefs of the area, some popu- 
larly elected representatives of the people. These councils are supposed to meet 
at regular intervals, though they do not always do so. They all keep written 
records of their deliberations , and submit  recommendations  to  the  authority 
next above them. It was  my  impression  in  1953 that  the councils  did  not  as 
yet have very much effect on the d1iefs' decisions; this was no doubt partly 
because the principle of popular representation is likely to evoke only mild 
enthusiasm-to  begin  with,  at  any  rate-where  hierarchical  and   "feudal" 
values arc as strongly entrenched as they are in Bunyoro. 

The ways in which chiefs regard one another are in many respects more 

the atmosphere is tense and formal. When a parish chief visits his village 
headmen, on the other hand, as of course he does constantly, there is no such 
formality. For these authorities live in the  villages  and  are  in  daily  contact 
with the people and with one another. Here again the cleavage between the 
remoter and more transient subcounty and county chiefs and the  two  lower 
grades is marked. 

But all official  chiefs, whatever  their  ranks, show a solid  front  to out- 
siders, who may include people  of  higher social  and  economic standing  than 
(at least) the lower chiefs. Such are the proprietors of large populated estates, 
schoolteachers, clergy, members of the medical and other Government services, 
shopkeepers, and others. Political power, however, still rests mainly in  the 
official hierarchy of chiefs, and this power  has  been  used  to  suppress  or  at 
least to discourage adverse criticism  or comment. Thus laymen are not encour- 
aged  to  bring  complaints-of  bribery  or  oppression,  for   example-against 
chiefs. In one court case a mission teacher accused a local village headman of 
accepting a bribe. The headman was acquitted, but  the  complainant  was 
charged with slandering the village headman and was himself convicted. The 
judgment  was not based on the truth or falsehood of the allegation of bribery ; 
it was concerned  with teaching the defendant that it was none of  his business 
to criticize the village headman . Such criticism is only tolerable from an official 
superior. The  insecurity  of  the  lower  chiefs'  status  vis  a vis  some  of  their 
wealthier and more distinguished subjects occasionally makes them  sensitive 
about their official dignity and importance.  It should  oot  be  inferred  from 
this, however, that relations between the lower chiefs and the people are un- 
satisfactory; the case is very  much otherwise. The point has been mentioned 
because friction does sometimes occur, and hence its underlying causes should 
be sought. 

What do present-day Europeans and Nyoro expect of chiefs? As else- 
where in Africa, the European officials tend to look for efficiency in tax  col- 
lection, expeditious handling of  court  work,  quick  despatch  of  correspond- 
ence and other business. Irregularities in the handling of cash are especially 
condemned, as are drunkenness and idleness. A bright and willing manner with 
European s is expected. The qualities that most Nyoro peasants look  for  are 
quite different. The traditional basis for their respect is  the  fact  that  the 
chiefs are the king's nominees, "the Mukama's spears." There must be chiefs, 
they say, for how otherwise could the country be ruled ? Chiefs should be calm, 
dignified, and polite; they should not shout at their people  or  abuse  them 
angrily . They should  know  their  subjects and visit  them  often; people  do not 
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Jike  a chief  who sits in his office all  day. Chiefs  should  be  strong  but  not 

 
 

knows that times have changed, and 
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the older and more traditionally minded 

"fierce," and they should be generous and give fret1uent feasts and beer drinks. Thus the qualities which European administrators and the mass of the 
regret it. . . .  Bunyoro is that the personal basis I  summary, what is happening intraditional system is being d  t d, 

n . . ti f the es roye 
Nyoro people look for in chiefs do not always coincide. A subchief whom I 
knew well was reported by touring European officers as being "a good chief 
with lots of drive and character," and "full of energy," but he was cordiaJly 
disliked by his people for his jumpines s, lack of dignity, and abusive manners 
to his subord inates. The words "indolent" and  "drinks too heavily" were 
applied to an older chief of good family and great Nyoro popularity who was 
less efficient by European standards. Since chiefs are expected  to conform to 

of political relations charactens c o_ l bureaucratic organization which 
and its place is being taken by the   ersona ? ty demands  But the changeover 
the efficient running of a complex m   ern sdoc1e    h . uld  n.ot be surprised  that 
does not procee

d        l   on all fronts
'e

an   we
s
s o    

still  survive into,     
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attitudes  and  values  appropnate  to  th        be   y    'sed if the nature of  these 
may even modif y, the new. Nor s oul we sur 1always clearly understood 
changes and the difficulties they give nseTtho _are n t i"mportant practical conse- 
by the people whom 

h
ey 

t concern
.  . 

e1r mos 
emergent  African  societies, 

two different and  not always compatible  standards,  it  is inevitable that  they t moslik h' f ther 

should  be  criticized  by  both  Europeans  and  Nyoro. European  criticism  is quence . hat Nyoro chiefs' 
e c ie s ttowo separate and often incomp 

"bl 
atl  e 

mainly concerned with lapses from Western standards of good administration. 
Nyoro criticism is twofold, and itself reflects these dual standards. Older, less 
educated Nyoro  criticize the  chiefs for failing  to conform  to  the  traditional 

are expected to conform simultaneous ·o;m  are  sometimes  those  appro- 
sets of standards. Expectations . regar mg e d to exist in its traditional 
priate  to the  "feudal" state wh1cdh lonWg agt o ce1'ad:ls by no means  all of which 

norms; younger  men with European-inspired  educations  and  ideals condemn f orm; s 
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them for failing to achieve what they think of  as modern  standards  of  demo· have yet been fully assimilate . th  .  y pal civil service which it is some- 
cratic  leadership. Thus  older  men  often  say  that  modern  chiefs  lack  good trad. . nal one, b t neither is it e imperson together with features . h 

itio u . f both whic 

family background, but  are simply upstart  commoners, who happen  by some 
t. thou ht to be· 't contains elements oth • hand respected because th 
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they are despised because they 

means or other  to have won  the Mukama's favor.  Modern  critics,  too, have siste wit   e1  er. th d 
objected to the personal factor in the appointment of  chiefs. Older men some- arc •• he M karna' pears".  on  the o   erthan  , who  are not  chiefs. Th 
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times refer to the present-day chiefs as mere  "hired  laborers;" implying that are sometimes poorer le e . d b  the educated minority h 

they are simply paid  servants of  the Government,  concerned  only with  their . d b  th · European superiors an aise Y eir . . 
Y  out  their  official 

. 
duties; yet 

salaries and prospects of promotion, and not interested, as chiefs traditionaJJy 
were, in knowing and caring for their people as individuals. 

It is commonly said that chief s no longer provide feasts and beer parties 
for their people as they formerly did. The people who make this criticism do 
not always realize that a chief cannot do this unless his people bring him food 
and beer, for he certainly cannot do it on his salary. And such gif ts arc no 
longer brought as they used to be; when a man has paid his tax he considers 
that he has no further obligations toward his rulers, for  tax  is  supposed  to 
have replaced the old tribute payments, not to have been added to them. One 
old man shrewdly commented: "In the old days chiefs trusted and depended 
upon their subjects, for their living came directly  from  them. Now  they  do 
not care about their people, nor their people about them,  for  their  money 
comes not from the people but from the Government." Nyoro are quite welJ 
aware of the degree to which the constant exchange of goods and services 
between people who know one another personally promotes social cohesion. 
Unlike such exchange, the annual payment of tax is a purely formal obligation; 
it involves no  intensifying of  personal  relations. To  the  ordinary  peasant  it 
is simply a payment which he has to make to the Government and for which 
he receives no tangible return. Inevitably, then, chiefs are no longer bound to 
one another and to their people by the old ties of mutual and personal inter- 
dependence; they are more and more becoming impersonal civil servants-- 
though, as we have seen, they  are as yet by no means  quite this. Everybody 

they show efficiency  and enterpnse in rrym . .th them and to provide 
h  · b.  t  for failing to mix wi 

they are criticized by t e1r su iec s d"d  Th e expected  of ten  to be two 
feasts for them as their predecessors . ey ;:me .and remrkablc  fact 
different and incompatible things at e same   I , 

is that they succeed so well. 
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we have been concerned with the Nyoro state, 

the system o! f>?litica_I relations .  hich centers on the king and the hier- 
_archy _of temtor1al chiefs subordinate to him. This system, as we saw, not 

only is an mstrument of  political  control,  but  also,  in its  traditional  "feudal" 
form,  implies  a  pervasive  way  of  thinking about  social  relations.  Central  to 

is way  of  thinking  is the  notion  of  superordination  and  subordination,  the 
idea  that some  kinds  of  people  are naturally  above  or  below  other  kinds  of 
r,eopl: But .although  these ways  of  thinking  are characteristic  of  political  or 

state   relations,  they  are  not  confined  to  the strictly  political  sphere.  They 
also pervade  tbe community relationships which  are to be our concern  in  this 
and  the foHowing chapters.  By community  relationships we  mean  those day- 
to-day  relationships  characteristic  of  village  life, which  subsist  between  near 

eighbors and kinsfolk who not only live in the same place,  but share common 
interests and values and a common way of life. \ > 

Io some of the simpler societies nearly everybody in a particular com- 
munity is related  by kinship  to nearly  everybody else. It is not quite like this 
in Bunyoro. Though in any settled area a good many people do have relation- 
ships either of kinship or through marriage with a good many other people, a 
man _always has many neihbors who are neither kin nor related to him by 
mamage. Thus Nyoro think of relationships of kinship and affinity,t and 
relationships of neighborhood, as  different, though of course they  know  quite 
well  that  they may and often do coincide. We shall  follow  Nyoro  themselves 
.in keping_ the. two  toics_ separate.  In the  first  part  o! the  present  chapter  I 
consider kmship, and m its second section I discuss tilarriage and the afTinal 

 
1
Af/inal   relationships  (substantive  affine ,· abstract  a/fini1y )   are  what  we  call 

relationships "in law"-that is, by marriage. 

relationships to whkh it gives rise. I leave till Chapter 6 the consideration of 
those relationships which neighbors have and should have with one another 
even when they are not kinsfolk or affines. . .  .      . 

Kinship is usually of great signiiic oce in the sur_ipler societies wh_rch 
most anthropologists study, and hence sooal anthropologists ttach much i- 

portance to it. Where a person lives; his group and community membership; 
who his friends are and who his enemies; whom he may and may not marry; 
from whom he may inherit and to whom pass on hjs property and status--all 
these considerations may depend upon kinship ties and be thought of in te.rms 
of them. Kio relationships are less important for Nyoro than lhey are for some 
peoples (though it is likely that they were more important in the past), but 
they are still significant in very many social situations. . 

The  kinship  basis  of  group  membership  is  particularly   important.  A 
Nyoro inherits his clan name and associaled totemic avoidance, his member- 
ship of a particular group of kinsmen, and, usually, his status and  prop rty, 
from his father. Nyoro say that in former times patrilioeal descent determmed 
membership of the actual groups of men who lived in paricular .territories, so 
that almost all the men  in any particular  settlement  (whrch might be from 
one to three or more square miles in extent) would be related b,  descent. in 
the male line from a common ancestor. Nyoro clans are exogamous, tneanmg 
that men must marry outside their clans, :md wives come to live at their hus- 

bands' homes. Thus the married women in such localized descent groups or 
lineages would be of different clans from those to which their usbds  be- 
longed. Where  residential  and cooperating groups are  formed  m  this  way, 
loyalty to the other members of one's group is a most important social value. 

However things may have been in the remote past, in Bunyoro now- 
adays the principle of unilineal descent2  is  no  longer  the  most  importt 
factor which  determines  membership  of  territorial  groups.  But  membership 
of a group of patrilaterally  related kinsmen, or agnates,3  is still very .impor aot 
in connection with personal loyalties, marriage and inheritance, and m vanous 
other contexts. Nyoro still attach high value to mutual devotion and support 
between agoates.  Thus  it is  still  thought  proper  for  sons  of  the  same  father 
to build their houses near to one another and to maintain close and friendly 
relations, and many still do so. It is only by understanding the profound im- 
portance of this kind of group membership, and the wide range of social 
relations in which membership of such  a  group  is  important,  that  we  can 
make sense of Nyoro ways of  thinking about kinsfolk  and affines, and in par- 

ticular of their kinship terminology. 
Nyoro kinship terminology is classificatory, like that of many simpler 

peoples for whom affiliation with a particular group of kin is important: This 
means, usually, that terms which one applies to relatives in one's own lme of 
descent are also appl ied  to certain  other  relatives  who  are  in  collateral  lines 

 
2  U11iliueal  descent  is  descent  reckoned  through  one  line  only-that  is,  either  ex· 

elusively through males or exclusive!}' through fem:il cs.  .   _ 
a Ptilrilaleml  kinsfolk,  also  called  agua1e1   (nd1ect1ve   ag 11a1i< ) ,  are  persons  to 

whom one is related through males only. 
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of descent. Thus one's father's brother  may  be  called  "father," his  son  may 
be called "brother," and so on. Even a father's sister (who is a member of one's 
father's group and  generation )  may  be  called  "father,"  and  the  Nyoro  term 
for this relative can be translated "female father." As far as one's patrilatera1 
relatives are concerned, this classificatory usage means that all of them, how- 
ever distant the connection, are "brothers," "sisters," "fathers" (both male and 
female),  "grandfathers,"  "children,"   or  "grandd1ildren."   And   to  call  them 
by these terms means tl1at one should behave toward tl1em, to some extent at 
least,  as  one  would  toward  one's  nearest  agnatic  kinsfolk  in  these  various 
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his own clan or he is not. If he is, he must be treated  as a father, a brother, o;a 
son, depending on their relative  ages. If he is not, he ma be.a member  a 
clan with whid1 the speaker is related through  eiilier .kinship  or  mamage. 
Thus he may be a member of his mother's clan and so a kind of_ moe, or of _a 
grandmother's clan and so a  kind of grandmother, or of his wife s or h1S 
brother's wife's clan and so a kind of brother-in-law . Or he may belong to .a 
clan in which there is anoilier member with whom_ the .speaker or one of  hts 
clansmen has made a blood  pact, in which  case  friendliness  and  mtual help 

categories. In Bunyoro  this  usage  even  extends to  people  with  whom  no are ·b d. In all these cases there  is a ready-made set of  behavioral cate- 
prescn e h' .. th ough 

genealogical  relationship  at  all can be  traced,  for any member of  one's own 
clan  (and  clans are widely dispersed  and  often  no  real  genealogical  relation- 
ship can be traced  between  clansmen)  is regarded  as an agnatic relative,  and 
placed in the appropriate generation.  One of  ilie effects  of  this  classificatory 
usage  is to enhance and stress  the unity of  groups  of  agnates,  for it implies 
that the same kind  of  cooperation  and  mutual support  should  be extended  to 
and expected from all its members, whatever the degree of relationship. Indeed 
it would  be unseemly to inquire about the exact relationship; Nyoro  say that 

where clansmen  are concerned  ilie important  iliing  is friendship, not the de- 
gree of relationship. 

But the classificatory system is not restricted  to one's agnates. A man's 
moilier's sister (who of course is not his agnate, since her link witl1 him is not 
through  his failier but  through  his  moilier)  is regarded  as a kind  of  moilier, 
and  is  so  referred  to. His  mother's  sister's  children,   like  his  own  mother's 
children,  are  called  "brother"  and  "sister."  Even  his  mother's  brother   is  a 
kind of  "mother"  (even though he is a man), and he is called  "male mother ." 
This is not so strange as it sounds, when  it is remembered  iliat the most  im- 
portant  thing about your moilier's broilier is that he is a member of  the same 
agnatic group or lineage to which your mother  belongs. In  quite a real  sense 
all the members  of  your  mother 's agnatic group are  "mothers":  your  attitude 
toward  them  is quite different  from your  attitude toward  your  "own" people, 
the group of agnates of which you yourself are a member. In systems like ilie 
Nyoro  one, where one's father's people  (and so one's own)  and  one;s ;noilier's 
people belong to quite separate and distinct social groups and are quite differ- 
ently regarded,  it would  evidently be most misleading  to  translate  the words 
for boili father's and mother 's siblings  (iliat is, brothers and sisters)  as "uncles" 
and  "aunts,"  as we  do in  our system.  We  use,  for  instance,  the  same  term, 
"uncle," for boili father's  broilier  and  mother's  brother, because  we think  of 
iliem  both  as ilie same  kind  of  relative. To Nyoro, on  the  other  hand, iliey 
are as different as can be, for one's father's broilier  is a member of one's own 
group,  while  a mother's  broth er is  a  member  of  an  entirely  different  group. 
And  a Nyoro's expectations  and  obligations  in  regard  to  members  of  iliese 
two distinct groups are quite different. 

These ways of classifying kin provide a means of placing in a few simple 
categories a great many of ilie people whom a Nyoro peasant is likely to have 
dealings with in his everyday life. Everybody he meets is eiilier a member of 

· labeled with kinship or affinal or "blood-partners 1p  terms,  r . 
gones,  be bl' h d d 
which  amiable personal  relations  may,  and  should,       esta   is e    an . mam- 
tained In iliese ways the Nyoro clan system, combined with ilie da_ssifiatory 
mode f designating relatives, provides for the extension of a few qwte s1mple 
relationship categories over a very wide social field. .      .     ili 

Jn considering kinship, it is particularly important to bea m mmd  at 
one is dealing not simply with a set of abstract concepts, but w1ili real people 
and the ways in whid1 they act toward and think aut oe another. Hnce 
before discussi ng ilie different kinds of social behavior which are pres1d 
between different kinds of kin, I must say a few words abou_t Nyoro temtonal 
and domestic organization. A Nyoro homestead usually consists nowadays of a 
rectangular four-room house, with mud-and-wattle walls and a thatched roof. 
Some wealiliier people have brick houses roofed with iron. In remoter areas the 
old-fashioned "beehive" type of  house  is still common. The homestead  faces 
on a central courtyard of beaten earth, around which iliere are usually one or 
two subsidiary buildings: a kitchen, a smaller house  or  two  for  sond  or 
oilier wives if ilic household is polygynous, and nowadays a sall latnne. The 
home is usually surrounded by food gardens interspersed  wtili  fallow  land, 
and often a shady banana grove adjoins the house. There are probably other 
similar households not ve.ry many yards away. A number. of such scattered 
homesteads make up a settlement area or "village." Such vi llage   ay occupy 
a square mile or more, and iliey are often separated from oilie s1m1lar, settled 
areas by narrow winding streams or by swamps or by unoccupied bush. Three 
or four such settlements may make up the area  administered  by  the  lowest 
grade of territorial chief, ilie village headman. 

The average homestead nowadays contains four or ve P_COle, iliough 
some households are considerably larger. The basic domestic unit IS geerally 
ilie elementary family of a man, his wife, and their children, tough this pat- 
t   · modified when  a man has more  ilian one wife  and so 1s the head  of 
ern  ts l'     .  h.  f  ili   • 

two elementary families, or when an adult son continues to  1ve m    ts   a   er s 
household  af ter he is married ; though iliis last is still the ideal    yoro  pattern 
it is not now very common. Other relatives, s  as _an  unmarned  brother  r 
sister of ilie household head, or one of his wife s kinsfolk, may also stay  m 
the homestead for longer or shorter periods. .. 

The family head, or  (as Nyoro call him) the "_maste of the h  usehold, 
is  mudl respected. This is what  we  should  expect  m  socially  stratified  Bun- 
yoro.  peopIe say •uL1at he  "rules"  the household  i'ust  as ilie Mukama  rules  the 
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whole country. He is the master  and ultimate owner of  everything  the house- 
hold  contains; even property  which  is apparently  at  the  disposal  of  his adult 
sons is, strictly  speaking,  his. Though  nowadays  the  traditional  authoritarian 
patter  is tending  to ?reak  down, and  sons, like wives, are  becoming  increas- 
mgly  mdependent  owmg  to  the opportunities  which  they  now  have  to grow 
cash crops and  take paid  employment,  the very high  status  of  the household 
head  is still an important Nyoro value. This is made especialiy  dear when  we 
consider the relationship between fathers and sons. 

Though there may be genuine affection between them, Nyoro culture 
stresses the authority of the father and the dependence and subordination of 
the son. A son should always be polite and deferential, and he should address 
his father as "sir" or "my master"-the very same terms that he would use to 
a chief. .A man should not sit on a chair or stool in his father's presence; he 
should sit or squat on the floor. He should not marry a girl whom his father 
h'.15 not slected for him, o at least approved. He should never wear any of 
his _father s clothes or use his spear. And he may not begin to shave or smoke 
until e has made a small token payment to his father. Thus the relation ship is 
essentially an unequal one, and it may even be said to express a latent hostility 

tween   athers and sons. Such hostility  is to be expected  in a strongly patri- 
lical sooety, here the father's very considerable authority and status pass on 
his death to his son. It is as though the son's growing up were a kind of 
challenge to the father, whose authority  the son will  soon  take over;  and  the 
father seems accordingly almost  to resent his son's developing adulthood as a 
threat to his own preeminence. 

The pattern of Nyoro inheritance is consistent with the existence of such 
ttitudes these. The heir (who should not be the oldest son) is ceremonially 
mstalled m the presence of his agnates. The ceremony stresses the transfer of 
authority rather than the transfer of property, and the heir is even said to 
"become" his father.  Indeed after he has been installed his sisters' husbands 
should  adress  him  as  "father-in-law,"  not  as  "brother-in-Jaw"  as  they 
frmerly did, :u1d they should treat him with great respect. It is also of sig- 
nificance  that m  Bunyoro  there can be only one heir;  the household  and  the 
pai?nial and are never divided up (though movables may be) , for they are 
md1v1S1ble, like the parental authority which they symbolize. 

The relations between fathers and daughters express the same theme of 
superordination and subordination ; a father "rules" his daughters just  as he 
rules everyone else in his household . Indeed a daughter is doubly subordinate, 
for as wel as being a child she is also a woman, and women should always 
be subservient and respectful to men. She will marry elsewhere, and the bride- 
wealth which is obtained for her may be used to obtain a wife for her brother 
perhaps even another wife for her father himself. Her children will  not 
crease her father's poster.ity; they will belong to another clan, her husband 's. 
In traditional times, at least, her feelings were not much considered in marriage. 
Even tday father::. sometimes try to compel their daughters to stay with un- 
congenial husbands, so that tbey will not be called upon to return the bride- 
weaJth which they have received  for her. The relationship between  fathers 
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and their children, then, is one of marked inequality: fathers  "rule"  their 
children and children "fear" their fathers. It follows from  what  was  said 
earlier that the relationship with father's brothers, or "little" fathers, is similar; 
even father's sisters, or "female fathers," are thought of as being rather severe, 
like fathers, and quite different from one's mother and her sisters, with whom 
the relationship is much more friendly and intimate. 

We have noted that the term which we translate "mother" is applied to 
one's mother's sisters as well as to one's mother, and even (with a masculine 
suffix) to one's mother's brother. It is even applied to one's mother's brother's 
children, whom we should call our matrilateral cross-cousins,4 and to one's 
mother's brother's sons' children. The  explanation  of  this  peculiar  usage  is 
that all these relatives are members of the same agnatic descent group as one's 
mother, and so are all thought of as "mothers." The child  of  one's  mother's 
sister is not a "mother," for she belongs to  a different  lineage and clan from 
one's mother, since clans are exogamous. The child of a mother's brother's 
daughter is not a  "mother" for the same  reason.  A  Nyoro  thinks  of  himself 
as the child of the whole agnatic group of which his mother is a member, and 
he therefore thi nks of all its members, even men and persons younger than 
himself, as being in a sense his "mothers." From all  the  relatives  whom  he 
calls "mother," and especially from the women, he looks for love and in- 
dulgence. Nyoro often contrast the friendly intimacy of the mother-child link 
with the comparatively strict and  authoritarian  rel ationship  between  children 
and their "fathers." Men have a very keen  affection  for  their  mothers,  and 
aged women often live with their adult sons. This friendly intimacy  also 
characterizes the relationship between men and their real or classificatory "male 
mothers"; a sister's child may make much freer with his mother's brother's 
property than he can with his father's; for example, he may  help  himself  to 
food or borrow  clothes or other property without formality in his "male 
mother's" house. Nyoro often say how happy  they  were  when  they  visited 
their mothers' people as children. There is, nonetheless, an undercurrent of 
hostility in the relations betv»een men  and  their  mothers' brothers;  we  shall 
see why this should be so when we discuss affinal relationships in the next 
section. 

A Nyoro  thinks of  his  father's brother 's children,  and  of  his  mother's 
sister's children, as relatives of  the same kind  as his own father's and mother's 
children respectively-that  is, as his own brothers  and  sisters--and he so refers 
to them. When he wishes to distinguish between his real or classificatory siblings 
on his father's side and those on his mother's side, he does so by calling  them 
"children  of  my  father" and  "children  of  my  mother"  respectively. Between 
sons of the same "father" the stress is, as we might expect, on mutual solidarity 
and  support.  Brothers should help one another  in quarrels, they  should  build 
nea.r to one another, and  they should  help to  take care of  one another's  chil- 
dren. There  are  terms  for  distinguishing  older  and  younger  siblings,  but  a 

 
 

4 MaJrilat eral  kinsfolk are persons to whom one is related through females  only. 
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brother is not especially respected because be is older. When, however, one 
brother becomes his  father's heir (which he may do while  still quite young), 
the other brothers must treat him  with  the  deference  due  a household  head. 
But despite Lhe stress on solidarity, Nyoro are realists, and they recognize that 
brothers sometimes hate and arc jealous of one another. There is  a  Nyoro 
saying to  the effect  that  when  a man  becomes rich  he  treats  his  brother  as 
a inferior, and it is true that a wealthy man may resent the claims made upon 
hun by less fortunate fellow clansmen. Nyoro are well aware that social rela- 
tionships may be ambivalent; they realize that inconsistent attitudes  and  pat- 
terns of behavior very often coexist in the same relationship. 

It is natural that Nyoro should attach great importance to good broth- 
erly rdaons, for the idea that agnates should stick together and support one 
aother 1s central to the traditional pattern  of local territorial  grouping. 
SJSters, of course, do not form groups in this way, for when they grow up• 
they marry into other families and separate. It is significant that although 
Nyoro of ten use the word for "brotherhood ," one never hears a corresponding 
word for "sisterhood." In the context of group relations there is no occasion 
for such a concept, for although sisters often maintain friendly relations 

roughout their lives, the nature of  the Nyoro social system  makes  it impos- 
sible for them to form corporate groups as their brothers do. 

Brothers and sisters usually maintain dose and friendly relations 
throughout life. They grow up in close contact, and there is not the competition 
for authority that there is among brothers. They may talk freely to one another 
about their affairs, including sexual ones. A boy may jokingly address his sister 
as "wife," for he perhaps will marry with  the bridewealth  which  is received 
for her. But he must not sleep with her; that would be incest and would bring 
about a condition of grave ritual danger. 

We noted above that Nyoro think of their fathers' brother's children 
and their mothers' sister's children (relatives whom we think of as cousins) 
as brothers and sisters. But they think quite differently about the children of 
their fathers' sisters and the children of their mothers' brothers (relatives 
whom we think of as cousins too), and they have quite different terms for them. 
They are not t ought of as s.i.blings..a alL One c ls one's _mo't;r 's brother 's son 
and daughter male mother and little mother  respectively, just as one calls 
one's mother's brother and sister, and one calls one's father's sister's children 
"children"-though one distinguishes them termin ologically from "children" in 
one's own clan. This odd usage, which seems to put one's matrilateral cross- 
coins in the generation above and one's patrilateral cross-cousins in the gen- 
eration be.low on:'s own respectively, is sometimes called the Omaha system of 
cross-cousm termmology, after an American Indian tribe among whom it was 
og ago.recorded . hough puzzling at first sight, it is really quite simple when 
1t ts realued how important membership of a particular descent group is for 
may peoples throughout the world. When grouping is based on agnatic descent, 
one s mother, her brother, and her brother's children are all in the same descent 
group, and this is one of the most important things about them. Thus, as we 
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noted above, a man thinks of himself as a child not only of his mother, but 
also, in a sense, of his mother's group as a whole. All the members of that 
group are therefore "mothers," either male or femal- If yo look at the rela- 
tionship from the other end-that is, from the pomt of  view of  a member 
of the agnatic group of "mothers"-your father's sister's chilcJ:en, no les than 
your sister's children, are your ''children." Wha i happenmg here  1s  that 
you are identifying yourself with )'Our own agnat1c lmeae as a whole, so e 
child of any woman of that lineage (whether of your sister or .ou f cr s 
sister or even of your father's father's sister) is also your own child'.  and 
you are its "mother." Of course such "children" are not the same as one s own 
children, for they belong to another clan. Hence Nyoro have a separate term 

to distinguish them. 
A word should be said about the relationship between grandparents and 

grandchildren.  In  accordance with  the class?catory usag which  I have de- 
scribed, a grandfather's sibli ngs are called grandfather, regardless of sex, 
and a grandmother's siblings are called  "grandmothe r," regardless  o.:sex. : 
deed all the members of both parents' mothers' lineages (who are all  mothers 
-either male or female-to ead1 of the parents) are  called "grandmothers." 
Thus the odd fact that Nyoro may have male "grandmothers" and female 
"grandfathers" makes sense when the essentially "group" reference of Nyor_o 
kinship terms is understood. Further, the asserti.on that Nyoro. can mar their 
grandmothers seems less bizarre when we realize that what 1s meant JS that 
it is permissible for a man to marry into his father's mothc:'s dan.      . 

Tue relations between  grandparents and grandchild ren arc friendly and 
intimate, contrasting strongly with those between fathers and sons. A ho  y 
joke and play with his grandfather in a way which would not be per!Illss1ble 
with his father, and Nyoro grandparents, like their Western counterp r, _are 
often said to ''spoil" their grandchildren. We spoke earlier of the mop1ent 
hostility  between  fathers  and  sons; grandfathers have  already  been _replaced 
by their sons, and so are, as it were, out of the battle. Nyor somel:lms sa! 
that grandf athers are "like brothers," thus stressing the equality and fnendli- 

ness of the rel ationship. 
 
 

Marriage and Affinity 
Nyoro think of marriage as a more or less permane.nt union between _a 

man and a woman, the offspring of whom have recog01zed status as their 
children. Ideally marriage should involve the payment of _bridewea_th (formerly 
in cattle  now  in  cash)  and  the  establishment  of  endurmg  relabons  between 
the husband and his wife's people. Even where no bridewealth is paid,  the 
children still belong to the father's clan and lineage, but the husband's  status, 
especially in regard to his in-laws, is then much lower. ridewealtb owadays 
averages about ten pounds, which is quite a lot of money m a ommumty where 
most peasants' cash incomes during a year hardly exceed this amount._ Mot 
marriages are monogamous, but Nyoro still like to have two or more wives 1£ 
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that she can, if she wishes,  repay her own brideweaJth  and  leave her husband 
on what he may consider an inadequate pretext,  or indeed on no pretext at all. 

A mru: feels constraint in the presence of his wife's people ; he must 
aways be polite and formal in his dealings with them (as they should be with 
him) , and  he should,  in  particular,  avoid  seeing  or  talking  to  his  wife's 
mother. He and his brothers refer to his wife's people as "those who make us 
feel ashamed"; they mean  that they would  feel  ashamed  if  they  behaved 
ove:familiarl r discourteously to them . Nyoro themselves explain this re- 
straint by pomhng out that a man and his wife's agnates belong to <l ifferent 
descent groups. In his own group a man feels an easy assurance and a sense of 
security, but his wife's group are "strangers," d if they are offended they 
may break o relations with him, which  is something that his own agnates 
cannot so easily do, however greatly he offends them. Hence his attitude to his 
in-laws is ambivalent: on the one hand he feels gratitude and respect toward 
them, for they have given him a wife; on the other hand he is conscious of fear 
and even hostilty towar them, for they are not his own people, but outsiders. 
H:.stn  t his father-in-law, and so to his father-in-law's whole lineage, as 
a   '!1tld  ;  the one who has  taken  our daughter."  Hence  from  their  point 
of view, also, the relationship is ambivalent : on the one hand a son-in-law is a 
"child,"  nd childre are to be not only loved but ruled , and they owe respect 
and obedience to the1r parents; on the other hand he is an outsider, who must 

be treated formally and politely. 

.  A man  has  many  obligations  to his  wife's  father. He  should  visit 
1m often, and bring him presents. He should help him in bush dearing, build- 

m  , d other work, and he must always behave respectfully  to him. If he 
fails in any of his obligations, his father-in-law may "fine" him (I have known 
of such cases). Nyoro often say, in the pervasive idiom of subordination and 
superordination,  that  men  "rule"  their  daughters'  husbands,  and  husbands 

often complain of  the heavy _demands their wives' fathers make upon the1' 
A man feels something of the same constraint even with his wife's 

rothers, one of whom is his father-in-law's heir and so will become his father- 
m-law when the fathe_r dies. But ere the constraint seems to be mitigated  by 
the .fact that _ brothers-to-law  are likely  to be generational  equal, and  there  is 
a friendly, 1ve-and-take quality about the relationship which is not found  in 
aflinal rlatJo?s between members of successive generations. But  a  formal ele- 
men stLll exists tere, .at .least when the different group membership of  the 
partJes  to t11e relationship  IS  relevant , as it is, tor ev"'npl.., when forma1 v1.s1·ts 

are     changed.  And  bothers-in-law  should  always  be  polite  to  one another, 
an.cl give oe other ?if ts. In a man's relations with his wife's sister, however, 
hi formality is c spcuously lacking, for he feels toward her something of the 
mtJmacy and am.1l1anty that characterize his relationshjp  with  his own  wife. 
he may even JOkmgly be called "wife," and a man can marry two sisters if he 
1kes; I. kno of several polygynous unions of this  kind.  The  fundamental 
ncqual ty w1ch exists b  tween the wife-giving and  the wife-taking groups thus 
1 modied o .the. relationship between a  man and his wife's siblings, espe- 
CJally his wife s sisters. Here the status difference  between  lhe  two parties 
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seems to be submerged beneath the closer affective ties which the husband-wife 

bond implies. .   .    . 
It remains  to consider  the relationship  between  men  and  the1r  sisters 

children. I said above that this topic would be more suitably considered in an 
affinal context, and perhaps it is already plain why this should so-_ Nyro 
themselves often compare the mother's brother-sister's son relatronsht p w1 
the affinal one. They point out that a sister's son, like a daughter's husband, is 
"a man from outside," for of course he derives his clan and lineage member- 
ship from his father, who is "son-in-law" to his mother's lineag. We note 
that there was constraint in the relationship between men and their daughters 
husbands, and Nyoro see something of the same constraint as being. carrid on 
(on both sides) into the following generation-that is, into e rclat1ons1p be- 
tween men and their sisters' children. But as well as bemg an outsider, a 
sister's child is also a "child" to his mother's group in quite a literal sense; 
unlike a son-in-law he is a blood relation and, as we saw, all the members of 
his mother's lineage are "mothers" to him. So the relationship is ambiguous; 
in English we should have to say that the sister's son is ought C:f bth as a 
kinsman and as an affine at the same time. The relation shi p thus 1mpl1es both 
familiarity and constraint, and these two attitudes are not _entirly com- 
patible with one another. Let us see how Nyoro culture deals with this poten- 

tially difficult relationship. . , 
First of  all, friendly intimacy  between  men  and  theu mothers  brothers 

is much stressed. A man may make himself quite at home in his  mother' s 
brother's house. He may borrow  almost anything he wanl without  asking,  and 
he may help himself to food uninvited. His mother's brother's wife must always 
prepare a meal for him if he asks for one; if she fails to do. so.h may.stamp on 
the three hearthstones where she cooks, and if he does this, 1t is believed that 
food will never cook properl y on that  hearth  again.  The  sister's  son  has  a 
right to the head of any animal killed by his mother's broth:r, and he an also 
claim a payment when  any  girl of  his mother's brother's lmcage  mames,  for 
he is being deprived  of  a "mother." We noted  above  that Nyoro  of ten  speak 
of the happy time they spent at their mothers·  brother'_s  homes  when  they 
were children. But as well as this friendly intimacy there 1s an undercurren t of 
antagonism, and this is expressed in certain ritual prohibitions  o which  te 
sister's son is subject. Thus he must  not sit on  or  kick  the  cookmg. stones  in 

his mother's brother's house, on pain of the consequences we have Just noted. 
He may not sit on the grinding stone; if he does, his uncle's teeth may fall ou.t. 
He may not climb on to his mother's brother 's rof, nor wllc  tuough  hs 
growing crops, nor should he take hold of anything new 10 his  mother s 
brother's house. And he may not  dimb on  to his  mother's  brother's  bed,  or 
sleep with his wife. It is interesting to note that if the sister's s_on commits ay 
breach of  these  prohibitions  it is not he but his uncle who will suffer  for  it : 
in the idiom of superordination and subordination,  Nyoro  say  that  a  man 
"rules" his mother's brother. It is significant that a sister's son's ghost is much 
feared, and so is his curse. It appears that political and social inferiority may 
sometimes be compensated  for by the attribution  of  ritual  power  to the occu- 
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Good Neighborliness 
 

TURN NOW to consider the ways in which Nyoro should, and do, behave 
toward one another simply  as neighbors, whether or not they arc kin to 
one another as well. Nyoro attach  a high  value  to neighborliness.  They 

like their neighbors to take an interest in them, and they tell  the  following 
story to illustrate this. 

Once a man moved into a new village. He wanted to find out what his 
neighbors were  like, so in  the middle of  the night  he pretended  to beat 
h is wife very severely, to see if the neighbors would come and remonstrate 
with him. But he did not really beat her; instead he beat a goat-skin, while 
his wife screamed and cried  out· that  he was  killing  her.  Nobody  came, 
and the very next day that man and his wife packed up and lef t that village 

c and went to .find some other place to live. 
Nyoro  like to live near  one another,  and on  the whole  neighbors  get 

on well. But inevitably they sometimes do not. In the first part of  this chapter 
Iconsider the kinds of rights and obligat ions which are involved in "neighbor- 
liness," and the ways in which  village solidarity  is expressed . In the second 
part I discuss some of the types of interpersonal conflict which arise in the 
Nyoro village community, and the kind of action which may be taken to resolve 
these conflicts. 

Neighbors should help and support one another in their everyday occu- 
pations. A man who cuts himself off from his fellows and lives far away from 
other people in the bush is d istrusted and may be suspected of being a sorcerer. 
When a man builds a house he expects help from his neighbors, and he should 
recompense them with a meal at the end of the day. Neighbors should  help 
one another in agricultural work, especially in bush clearing and harvesting. 
Nowadays a group of  neighbors (who may  not be kin  to one another at all) 
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of ten combine for tobacco growing. They jointly cultivate and care for a com- 
mon seedling nursery, and sometimes they plant out the seedlings in a large 
communal field which they have together cleared of virgin bush. The obligation 
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.  the   round  or on handy logs or wisps of  dry 
wa.. brewed. Most guests sit on  g  d  '   are sometimes given  Europeao- 
rrrass  but  senior or especially respecte   me omen did not  attend  beer 
n • ·t In former tunes w . . if 
style chairs or stoo s to s1  on. . d ould  be angry  if  his w  e o but a marrae man w .   . 

of neighbors to give help in time of  trouble is especially stressed. If a man's Parties· now they often d ' .   h' mpany or with his perm1ss1on, 

house burns  down, as houses  sometimes  do,  his  neighbors should  hurry  to went 
' t therwise than m 15 co 
to y o . . e from this cause. Women usual1y 

· · 
sit ' 

help to rescue his family and goods, and they should  assist him  to  build  a 
new house. The Nyoro alarm call is a loud ululation, the sound of which carries 

and domestic quarrels sometimes am f the  men,  though  even  this 
a group  by  themselves  a  few  yars apart   romd pecially in the beer shops 

a long way, an<l all able-bodied  men should respond to it. Failure to do so degree of . . segregabon is now 
breaking down, an   es 

would be unneighborly; today it is an offense punishable in the chiefs' courts. near the town the sexes mingle pro!l.llscuously. I "h  t .. He selects another man, 
It  is good  that neighbors should  meet together often  and talk about  village At every beer party. there 1s a forrna os · a friend of  lower status 

f h. household ut per  aps th 
affairs, and mutual visiting is common. A guest is always  politely  received, usually a member o is own h' h . brought in to the center of e 

and he should  be offered food and drink if  the householders  themselves are 
than  himsclf , to d. the beer

, 
w  1c 

. 
1s

 N•veral gallons. From .  .  · 

ispense . this  it is 
at a meal. It is bad manners to refuse such an invitation,  for it suggests that are pot containing ,,.. arty in a large ear   enw days often the ename  mugs ladled  into the gour r

. k. g vessels  (or nowa 
f priority· af ter the host 

h
 

you suspect your host of being a sorcerer, who wishes to poison you. 
d d tn  m . 

f  h ts  There is a 
. d as 

stnct or er o ' l l 
Eating and drinking together express the friend ly relations which should 

subsist between  neighbors. It is thought  to be a bad  thing  for a  man  to eat 
or glasses)  o  t.e.gues  . . the more important people present, anc esser 
tasted the beer, it ts first given to . f th .  tur 1f the host (or, where the 

alone; Nyoro say that in the old days a man could be "fined" by an informal guests may have to 
't a long t1me   or e1r n. 

wa1 an afford it) wishes to compliment so 
bod 

me 
court of neighbors if he persisted in eating by himself . Communal beer d rink- 
ing, especially, is a means of emphasizing and affirming village solidarity, and 

beer is for sale, any person who cd .  . up to a gallon or more, or even he may present h. 'th a gour   contaming 
1 . g and shouts of sa . f ct' n 

im w1 .h t1s a  io 
beer  parties  are common.  People  come together  to feast and drink  beer  on 
various occasions, some of whid1 are explicitly concerned with the maintenance 

a whole pot. Sueh a 
ture is greeted wit  c appm 

}' it  The rec  
. .  

un
d

 
by all present, even 

b  those least )Ike y to pro 
h   

.  
lf· it is now 

. d
 

no 
. . 

to 
d ·nk all or even any

f
o is to his own 

'
 es. 

of  social solidarity or its restoration  when it has been disrupted . Nyoro  also obligation n . d   1 't away intimat 
drink beer for no other reason than that it is available and that it is agreeable 
to drink. Formerly, anybody would have joined in a beer party without pay- 
ment; nowadays a small profit may be made by the retail sale of a part of the 
brew to anyone who wants and can afford it. But even today, where the brew 

he should in any.case give oo ea   e   rinkers may sit around in groups an 
If there 1s only a Lt  e   eer, f as the beer  lasts. But  1f 

. f  th   moment   or  as   ong d 
talk  about  the  topics  o e bod   is certain to fetch  a drum, an 
there  is enough  beer, before  long  somde y   .   the middle of  the  group of 
dancing and .  . b  .  in a deare

d 
space m with  the dancing.  One or 

is a small one and the guests are a few dose friends and neighbors,  no charge smgmg egm . . h thm 
drinkers, who 

. d clap their han . s m r Y the  dancing  and  songs often 
is made. smg an . d. 'd al d dance  at  a  time,  an d • The beer now usually drunk is made from a special variety of banana. at most  two  m  iv1 u  s Th  movements of the  ancers 

have an . 'tl or .   ri 'tly sexual reference. f e  ed jacket tied d the 
The fruit is cooked for some hours in an underground earth oven, the   peeled , implic1 y exp o . ld aroun 
mixed with a sweet-smelling species of grass, some water added, and the mix- hips are of ten emphasized by a do r  venth a d nce which they perform in 

w·aist. Nowadays women sometim. es JOlll  IDd e 'body  cheers and  thanks 
ture  trodden  out in  a  prepared  hollow  in  the  ground  which  is  lined  with 
segments of banana stems. The treading out of the beer is itseU a social occa- 
sion ; neighbors sit around talking in the shade of the banana  trees while the 
beer is being prepared, sometimes drinking a glass of the sweet unferm ented 

th After each ance every 
the same manner as e  me.  h    d   The arty continues  for as Jong as the 
the performer,  and shakes hts   an '.f . p    It is  unusual  in  rural  Bunyoro 
beer lasts; people then graduaJly drk1 t atwatyb.eer parties where all the drinkers 

juice.  This liquid  is then  decanted  into a  large wooden  trough  which  may for serious quarre1s or fights to brea. ' ou ha d Communal  beer  dn·nk·'mg ·is 
are near . . hb

ors,
 though sometunes t ey o. 

constant drunkenness 
. not

) 
' 

hold  up to twenty gallons, some grain  is put  in  to hasten  fermentation, and ne1g . thin (though is 
the brew is covered over and left for three days. On the fourth day it is ready 

 

worth  the  trouble involved  to  prepare  only  a  small  amount),  and  the  beer 

traditionally  regarded as a good all h'g t' at beer parties is despised, one who never drinks beer with his  e1ghbo ic: o le come together to d rink beer 

and althou 
h 

a man_ w
ho spends

 rs  
is  ime 

as an eccentric or worse. 
for drinking. Quite a lot of  beer has to be brewed  at once  (it would  not be g . . is re arded 
will  not  keep  for more  than  a day or so. This  means  that  beer  drinking  is 
bound to be a social occasion, since one man and his family cannot consume 

Most of  the occasions on wh pe  p 'nf I beer drinks whith 
I 13 t as well as the I orma 

conform to this genera  pattern. th e also more  formal  occnion' 

take place . 1 b 

y, 



·

e 
the beer is there, 

k 
ere ar 

ogether  and,  somc 
. s, cat 

a whole brew, and it also means that all the beer brewed must be drunk at one s1mp y   ecau 
· 

Id  d . 
shou 

beer t l1mc 
· l 

hbo d kinsmen rm · 
sitting. Thus beer parties usually start early in the morning, and they continue 
for  as  long  as  the  beer  lasts, rarely  laLer  than  the  early  afternoon.  They 
usually take place in the open, of ten in the shady banana grove where the beer 

when ne1g rs an f   h occasions, bearing  m  ntllll 

together as 
well  We go on to note some o   t  ese 
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the  traditional  part  that  drinking  plays  in  bringing  people  together  in  close 
and friendly relationship. 

In addition to the informal kind of drinking party which has just been 
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d all  a few cents  are given for the cl1ild. This is not :i 

prcents, no:wa fays ti:g and the prty is mostly a family one. It lasts only 
maior occasion  or  e ·  , 

described,  there is in Bunyoro a traditional  custom  of  bringing  a gif t of  food 
for one day. 

We have spaken already of  the marriage feast, 
h"ch · h Id he    the 

w  i is  .e 
and drink to a friend's house as a gesture of friendship and regard. This  is 
usually rather more than  simply  a  transaction  between  two  individuals.  On 
the day appointed , the bringer of the gif ts  (if he is a man) comes accompanied 
by his wife  and  members  of  his  household ,  together  with  a  number  of  his 
friends and neighbors. The person who is to receive the gif ts has  also assem- 

bride ceremonia11y enters her husband's home. For Nyoro this is_ he greltest 
feast of all; it is attended by crowds of people, enormous  quat1ties  of  beer, 
meat, and  other  food  are consumed,  and  the  party  should  conbnue   or  thce 
or four days. At the same time a smaller but still considerable  party  ts  taking 

pIace a
t the home of  the bride's  parents  (who are not  allowed  to _attend  th.e 

bled  a number of  his kinsmen  and neighbors  in his house, and  has  laid  in  a main  feast). There  beer  specially 
. f 

provided th
em

 b th bndegroom s   
Y  e  . . 

stock of food and drink. They have a party, and the combined stocks of food 
and beer are consumed amid great singing, dancing, and rejoicing. Anybody 
may "feast" another in this way, except that a man may not "feast" a woman , 
since it is for women to serve and make food for men , not vice versa. But it is 
particularly appropriate between men  who are associated by  a blood pact, 
between a girl and a young man whom she hopes to marry, between a family 
and a man who stands in the relation of "son-in-Jaw" to it, and between a 
group of neighbors and one of their number who has returned from a long 
journey . A young girl may also take a feast to the homestead where her older 
sister is married, partly in the hope of receiving a return present of money 
or clothes. For reciprocity is i nvolved; the  person or household which is 
feasted must itself contribute to the feast by providing food, beer, and perhaps 
a goat, and should also, nowadays, make a money present to the person who 
has brought the gif ts. This money is divided among the gift-bringing party. 
Nyoro  have a special word  for this  making  of  a  return  present,  and  such  a 

family   called  "the beer  that  comforts," is being  drunk. Meat  is  llso  bem 
eaten·'the bridal party,  then  at the bridegroom's home,  are expected  t_o  sen 
home• to the  bride's  parents  at least  one hind  leg of  a large  goat which  has 
been given to them by the bridegroom·s father.  Some  months  af ter  - 
ria e the wife's  mother, and a party  from her home,. should  pay a for vlSlt 
t e newly married couple's house. This occasion 1s also marked  by a feas:, 
t: which both groups contribute. Meat and beer are consumed,  and there. is 
much singing and dancing, though of course the wife's mother and her son-in· 
law may not meet face to face or address one another directly. In the old days, 
it is said, this feast used to continue for two or three days; nowadays the custom 

has almost died out. . 
Feasting  is also associated  with  mortuary  ceremomes.  When  a rson 

dies the members of the deceased's household may not prepare fo or mdeed 
do y kind of work for some days after the death. e  interal  is  four .dys 

for a man
·  d   th

, 
three  for  a woman's· four  is associated  with  masculm1ty , 

'th 
s   ea 

· ·ty  · many 
· '

 in Bunyoro. d · ·d d 
return  should  be made by  anyone who  receives  a gift. The return  gift should three w1 fern·uum   , m cultural contexts Foo   1s prov1 e 

1 
bear  some  proportion  to  the  gift  given,  but  the  correspondence  should  not 
be exact; a return gift of  identical  value with  that given  would  offend,  for  it 
would  suggest that  this  transaction  was  a  purchase  and  not  a  friendly  inter- 

b   neighbors  for the bereaved. They may not wash,  shave,. or pu on c ean 
y th d   · th"s period  On the third or fourth day relatives,  fnends, and 
lo  unng  I . f  od d beer 
· hbors ather at the deceased's  house  to eat  and  drmk  the   o an 

change of gif ts, and it would imply that the receiver did not wi to continue :: have en brought to "comfort" the bereaved. Burial takes place as soon 
the friendly relationship initiated by the first gift. Though the institution of 
"feasting" another person or family is now declining, Nyoro still value it 
highly. It expresses vividly the kind of relations which, Nyoro feel, ought to 
subsist between neighbors : it is a good thing for people who live near to one 
another to make feasts for one another from time to time. 

Beer drinking and feasting  in Bunyoro  arc also associated,  as they  are 
in other cultures,  with  what  have  been  called  "rites of  passage "-<eremonial 

as  ossible af ter death, except in the case of a household head, whose body 
sh!td lie in his house for one night. At the mortuary feast for. the head of _ a 
famil , a date is decided upon for the inheritance ceremony, wic alo enta1s 

f }t This ceremony involves the formal installation of the hei r m his father s 
a la: .the   resentation to him of his father's spear and sti, and a good _d: l 

;f s   ech aking in tlle course of which the heir'_s new duaes. and respons1bil1- 
ties   s head  of  the f amily are impressed upon  him.  A f ter th1, food and   eer 

occasions  when  members  of  the  community  undergo  important  changes  of are consumed  by the members  of  the household  together  with  the  relatives, 
status. The most obvious and important of  these arc birth, marriage, and death, 
and feasts are associated with each  of  these three  events  in  Bunyoro.  Some 
time af ter a child is born there is a small ceremony called "taking out the child," 
in which the infant is taken out of the house for the first time and placed on a 
mat where everybody can see it. The child is then named, usually though not 
necessarily by a patrilineal relative, a father or grandfather.  There  follows  a 
small feast, which is usually attended by members of the household and a few 
relatives and neighbors. A goat may be killed, beer  is drunk, and some small 

friends, and neighbors present. . . .  . 
Feasting in Bunyoro is also associated  with  trad1t1onal e1g10us   cre- 

. f h"ch the most important are concerned with the spmt possession 
monies, o  w  ' · ·dered  in 
cult and with sacrifice to the arn;estral ghosts. These topics are .cons1 . 
the next chapter; here  I record merely  that they,  too, wer occ1ons on  w 1c 
communal or group solidanty was manifested i n ceremomal_ ea_t1g and d m- 

Although the spirit possession culr is now largely an md1v'.dual aff.a1r, it 
formerly  concerned  with  the  well-being  of  extended  family  or  lineage 

or
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groups. Membership in the  cult  involves  a  lengthy  process  of  initiation,  at 
the end of which a feast is held. This feast is attended not only by all the local 
members of  the cult group, but also by uninitiated friends, relatives, and 
neighbors of the new initiate. Though such feasts are now rarely held, Nyoro 
speak of them as having been  among the most  important of communal  feasts 
r  nking '.th marriage feasts, with which they are of ten compared. The essen 

t1ally rel1g10us nature of the spirit-cult feasts is stressed. Only certain kinds of 

food..can  be ea.en at them;  there  should  be meat,  beer, and  millet  porridge, 
but   low status   vegetables such as beans,  sweet potatoes, and cassava are not 
used .  Included  in  the  meal  is  a species  of  white  fungus:  the  color  white  is 
mrtan_t   because e occasion  is essentially  one of  "purifying" the house and 
its mhab1tants, and m Nyoro culture  (as in many others)  the notions of white- 
ess and of pui are associated. The other  ritual  occasion  for feasting is less 
important;  traditionally, groups  of  closely  related  patriJineal  kinsmen  would 
meet  together  from time to time  to sacrifice and  to pay  respect  to the ghosts 
f  the dead fathers of  their  lineage,  and  the  accompanying  ceremonies  would 
mclude a shared meal. Strictly speaking, only kinsmen were concerned,  but as 
with  almost  all Nyoro  feasts and  ceremonies  any  neighbor  who  happened  to 
be present could attend. 

There are other, lesser occasions upon which feasts may be held, such 
as the birth of twins, the successful conclusion of a hunt, or the occupation 
of a _new hous. But one major occasion  for communal  drinking and eating 
remains to be discussed, and that is when a dispute between villagers has been 

ttlcd by an informal tribunal of local people. This is one of Bunyoro's most 
unportant communal institutions, and I discuss it in the context of the inter- 
individual frictions and  d isputes in the settlement  of  which  it traditionally 

played  (and still plays) an essential part. 
 

 
Disputes and Their Settlement 

Although  social  relations  in  a  Nyoro  village  community  are  on  the 
whole strikingly  easy and  friendly, cules  are  bound  to  be  broken  sometimes 
and interests to conflict, and d isputes and disagreements inevitably occur. Of ten 
trouble  arises  ?ver  property;  petty  thef ts  take  place;  debts  remain   unpaid ; 
brothers  smetimes  quarrel   after  their  father's  death   about  the  disposal   of 
goods  or livestock.  Men  sometimes  quarrel  about,  and  with,  women;  accusa- 
tions   of   adultery   are  made;  husbands   and   wives  accuse  one  another   of 
cmelty  or  neglect,   and  one  or  other  wishes  for  divorce.   There   may   be 
arguments  about  the  custody  or  the  paternity  of  children.  People  sometimes 
abuse  or  slander   one  another,   and   perhaps   even   accuse  one  another   of 
sorcery; young  men  may  be  disrespectful  to  their  fathers  or  to  other  senior 
people  twad wom  they  shouJd  behave  with  propriety.  Men  may  quarrel 
over cult1vat10n nghts, or trespass by stock. All these  issues, and  many more, 
may lead to d isputes which are too serious to be settled simply by  the parties 
Ihemsel ves. 
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Nyoro culture provides various means of expressing the antagonisms 
which arise in these several ways. Sometimes people resort to violence, but this 
is on the whole unusual in Bunyoro.  Hostility is more  likely  to  be  expressed 
in mutual recrimination and personal abuse, in which  threats of  sorcery may 

play a part. More seriously, it may express itself in the  imputation  and 
perhaps  the actual practice of  sorcery  (I leave this for discussion  in  the .next 
chapter). It may also find expression in the destruction of property, typically 
in arson. The old-fashioned type of house--roofed, and sometimes walled as 
weU, with dried grass-is highJy inflammable, and it is easy for a man to thrust 
a lighted brand into an enemy's thatch and get safely away before the alarm 
is raised. 

Certain grave criminal offenses such as homicide, rape, or robbery are 
nowadays the concern of the Uganda Protectorate police force, which is 
responsible for the apprehension and prosecution of  criminals.  But  in  rural 
areas the police count on the help of the local authorities. Such serious cases 
are tried in the first instance in the district commissioners' or the resident 
magistrates' courts. Cases involving Europeans, or civil cases between Africans 
where  the property  in dispute  is valued  above a certain  limit,  are  also heard 
in the European courts. But lesser  disputes  or  offenses  involving  neighbors 

may be dealt with in one of two ways. The case may be taken to the nearest 
official native court of first instance for hearing; these ace the sulx:hiefs' courts, 
established by Protectorate legislation  and  having  powers  to  fine,  imprison, 
and award compensation. A litigant dissatisfied with  the decision  of  such  a 
court may appeal to the court next above  (the county  chief's  court),  and 
thence,  through  the district court, to the  High  Court of  the  Protectorate. But, 
as in other African societies, disputes within a Nyoro community may,  if  they 
are not very  serious,  be  dealt  with  by  an  informal  local  tribunal  or  "court" 
of neighbors, which I call a "neighborhood court." The.y should in fact be so 
dealt with in the first place, and when a minor  dispute  is  brought  before  a 
chief he may ask whether an attempt has been made to settle it at the neighbor- 
hood level. If no such attempt has been  made,  he is quite  likely  to  send the 

in tending litigants away. In the remainder of this chapter we  shall  be con- 
cerned with these local tribunals, which strikingly  express  the  social  values 
basic in Nyoro community life. 

A neighborhood court consists simply of a group of neighbors gathered 
together quite informally to adjudicate upon a matter in dispute. It only comes 
into being when somebody makes it known that he has a complaint against 
somebody else and wishes to have  the matter  dealt with  in  this way. Io such 
a case a few neighbors experienced in arbitration, or with particular knowledge 
of the matter in issue, may be invited to attend, but any neighbor may drop in 
without  invitation,  provided  that  he  is  a household er  in  good  standing  and 
a reputable person . These  courts are not clan or lineage  tribunals:  there  are 
some kinds of disputes which are mainly the concern of kin, such as quarrels 
about inheritance, but as a  rule  the  basis  of  representation  is  neighborhood 
as much as, sometimes more than, any kind of kinship link. Whether the dispute 
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is between kin or unrelated persons the basic pattern is  always  the  same, 
though the proportional  representation  may  vary;  in  either  case  kinsmen  of 
the parties may be present, and so also may neighbors who are kinsmen of 
neither. 

Af ter  the  parties  to  the  dispute  have  stated  their  cases  and  the  wit- 
nesses, if  there a.re any, have been heard , the assembled neighbors discuss the 
issues  raised  and  usually  reach  a  unanimous  decision.  They  then  direct  the 
person who has been  found to be at fault to bring beer and meat to the injured 
party's house  on  a  specified  day  and  time. If the person  charged  accepts  the 
tribunal's decision,  he docs this  in  due  course,  and  there follows  a  feast,  in 
which both  the parties,  and the neighbors  who adjud icated  on  the case,  take 
part . Af ter  this the dispute  is supposed  to be  finished, and  it  should  not  be 
referred to again. The foHowing is an example of a case settled in this manner: 

At a beer party  a middle-aged  man, Yonasani, was drunk and  insulted 
a youth called Tomasi. Tomasi wanted to fight with Yonasani, but was 
prevented from doing so by his companions. However, he lef t  the  party 
early, and lay in wait for Yonasani on the path to the latter's house. As 
Yonasani passed he hit him on the head with a stick, knocking him down, 
and fled. But Yonasani suspected who had  attacked him, and the  next  day 
he complained to Tomasi's father. When Tomasi was accused, he denied all 
knowledge of the affair, but on  Yonasani's  threatening to take the case to 
the chief's court Tomasi's father said that he and his son would agree to 
have the cas settled in a neighborhood court. About half-a-dozen neighbors 
were accordmgly summoned to adjudicate on the matter, and they met at 
Tomasi's house. After everybody had spoken,  the  neighbors discussed  the 
case briefly, and they all agreed that Tomasi had hit Yonasani, and that he 
had been wrong to do so, foe if he bad  a complaint against Yonasani he 
should have taken it before a neighborhood court. The court accordingly 
ordered Tomasi to bring four large ja rs of beer and five shillings worth of 
meat to Yonasani's house about a week later. He agreed to do this, and on 
the appointed day all the people who had attended  the  hearing  were 
present, as well as Tomasi and Yonasani and the members of their house- 
holds. Tomasi was told to serve the beer, and to choose a friend  to  roast 
the meat. Then, in e words of an informant who was at the party, "We 
began to eat and dnnk, and everyone started to joke and laugh, as they do 
at a wedd.ing_ feast. Soon s_ome people began dancing, and we accompanied 
them by smgmg and clapping our hands. By now Tomasi and Yonasani had 
become quite friendly with each other as they used to be before they 
quarrelled. And from that  day  to  this  the  quarrel  between  them  has 
been  finished... 

The case of Yonasani and Tomasi exhibits the characteristic fe:i.tures of 
this kind of settlement. The initial action is taken by  the complainant,  not by 
the court, which of course does not exist until it is summoned . A penalty is 
always imposed, and this penalty is always the same, a payment of beer and 
meat which  are to be consumed  in a joint  feast by  all the parties to  the case. 
.Although Yonasani's case might have been taken directly  to the chief's court 
for settlement, it was not, since the complainant had expressed  himself  willing 
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to have it heard in the village. This last point is important ; Nyoro vi llagers 
consider it unneighborly to take a minor case to the chief's court, or, as they 
would put it,  ''to the Government" (opposing in is as in o er contexts the 
superimposed state  to the local community) , and 1t shows dness and for- 
bearance on the part of a complainant not to do so. To pernut_ the_ case to be 
heard  among neighbors  and  friends  implies that the  offe_nder  tS ..still accetd 
as a member of the community; to send the case for hearing by  strangers  . m 
the chief's court,  where heavier  penalties  such  as  imprisonment  may  be  im- 
posed, would suggest that his own community rejected him. . . 

The neighborhood court aims if possible to reconale the parties t th_e 
dispute-at any rate to reach a compromise which they will acce t. The insti- 
tution expresses the high value which Nyor? attach to gd relations between 
neighbors, and its most important function 1s to r_estore v1 lage armony wen 
this has  been  breached,  by  reintegrating  the  delinquent  mto  his commuruty. 
Of course neighborhood  courts  do not  always  succeed  in  achiev'.ng. co  plete, 
or indeed any, agreement  between  the parties; it would be  astorushm  1f .they 
did. Sometimes no solution is reached, and sometimes one party is dissatisfied 
and refuses to accept the court's  decision,  preferring  to  have  recours  o  the 
more  powerful  sanctions  of  the chiefs'  courts. But  in  the  great  maionty  of 
cases a satisfactory settlement is reached at village level. 

It is plain that the primary aim of these village tribuna_ls is the restora- 
tion of good  relations, not the punishment  of  an offender. I is true  at meat 
and beer cost money, but the order to provide them is not imposed simply to 
inflict hardship on the delinquent. If one suggests that the culprit suffers _by 
being  penalized  in this way, Nyoro point out that he enjoyr  hould  en1oy 
-the feast just as much as the other people present do. Indeed h ts the for   
host, and  the  position  of  host  is  an  honorable  one.  Thus  he  1s  reall    beg 
paid  a compliment,  and  the  community  is  reasserting .its confide   e  ID bun. 
The beer  and meat are not a "fine",  for their purpose  1s to rehabilitate  rather 
than to punish. 1f it evr should  happen that  the  traditional payment  in kind 
is commuted to a payment  in cash  (there is luckily  no sign of  this  happening 
as  yet),  it  is  obvious  that  the  neighborhood  courts  will   completely  change 
their character. First of  all, a money payment  would inevitably sooner or later 
find  its  way  into  the  pockets  of  the  powerful  or  less  scrupulous ; secondly, 
hard  cash  cannot  be  eaten  or  drunk,  and  it  is  the  communal  feasts  that  are 
their  proper  conclusion  that  give  these  informa  courts  the great  social  im- 
portance. We have seen  that  feasting  together is the most _ important wa!of 
manif esting and reasserting social solidarity and good-neighborly relations. 
It is by this means, too, that breaches of such good reations are traditiony 
repaired, errant individuals reintegrated into village soaety, and the most vital 
community values themselves reaffirmed. 
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The Supernatural 

 
 
 
 

THE  CONDITIONS  of most sim le s  . . 
direct experience of illness and dp th 1ebs   evryo?e as frequent and 
standing of the ph  . aJ ea  ' ut t ere is still little or no under- 

. fSJC causes of these ts   Th · 
illness is common and often f t J  th een  . us m rural Bunyoro 
hospital facilities  though the   a   ' e;ate of infant mortality  is high,  and 
for a period  in tlie primitiv:  x1 /re  ew and far between. One has to live 
peoples are accustomed far f onW1 ions to wich many of the less advanced 
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not (we suppose) bring about the ends they aim at, at least they make the 
performer feel that he is dealing effectively with the situation, and so rel ieve 
his anxiety. And there is always some kind of internal consistency aboul such 
systems of magical beliefs, so that failure, when it occurs, is generally explicable 
in terms of the system itself. 

Education is advancing in Bunyoro, but most peasants sti ll cling to the 
traditional magical practices, even though administrators  and  missionaries 
have actively discouraged them for over fifty years, and some of them have 
been made into criminal offenses punish able in the courts. We  shall see that 
in certain cases Nyoro have even adapted their ancient ritual , without  altering 
its essential character, to the changed circumstances of today. 

People usually seek magical help in situations of misfortune; if every- 
thing were for the best in the best of all possible worlds, there would be no 
need for magic. The commonest kind of misfortune is, of course, illness, either 
one's own or that of a person for whom one is responsible, such as a child or 
another member of the family. The .first thing to be done  is to discover the 
cause of the illness, and to do this it is necessary to consult a d iYiner. Diviners 
may be consulted, however, for other reasons besides illness. A man may hate 
another, and wish to injure him, and he may want to know the best kind  of 
magic medicine or technique to employ. Women may be childless, and wish to 
discover what  it is that is preventing  them  from  having ch ild ren.  A woman 
may believe that her husband has Jost interest in her, especially if he has just 
procured  a  second  wife  or  is  talking  of  obtaining  one,  and  she  may  wish 

powerless one can feel 
• rom estern medical aid   · or

d
er to r -• !-- 

how
 to know how to recover his affection. A man may want to discover the identity 

. Iness attaLK.S or threatens  A ..,,, . 
orcumstances  feels  that  th  . th . · westerner  10 such of  a thief  or an incendiarist, or at least to bring down punishm ent on such a 
dines  to  fatalism  and  h ere no   mg  much  he  ca 

opes f th  bes 
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h
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 in- person even though he remain  unknown.  In Bunyoro,  problems  of  these and 

cu1ture there  is much  that  he 
or e t.  But  foe   a  membe
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f  th 
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sunpler many other kinds  are brought to  the diviners, and  the  diviners provide what 
with such situations which are can ·; h1sd culture prvides :'ays of dealing 
satisfying. Thus Nyoro,  like oth:roa oylean psychlog11Iy,  if  not  clinically, 

supernatural agents, and it is believ!';   a;  ::beliefs  JD   wa.t we would  call 
and prayer  or made use of b rt  . .  may be propitiated by sacrifice 

. ' . y ce a.m magical techniques  Th l d . 
witchcraft  beliefs  in  Wester  t  . h . e s ow    edrne of 

arc on the whole acceptable answers. 
In Bunyoro most diviners work part time;  they are usually subsistence 

farmers like  everyone else, and they are not held in  any  particular  regard 
except when they are actually divining. But a few people have made big repu- 
tations as doctors and diviners,  and these often  travel long distances to prac- 

th. ought and the patterns of n coun r1es s ows how ten  . 
beh .  bas d aaous su

ch systems of tice, and  may  make large profits.  Most diviners are  "doctors"  as  well;  in 
perhaps adapting  themsel ves av10r e  on them may be

· 
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,
 addition to diagnosing the cause of  the trouble they may also provide  a cure. 

in th . n survive 
those with  which  they were  trad·r  eJ;rocess,  mto  times  very  different  from 
happened in Bunyoro. i 1on    y associated.  We shall see that this has 

Supernatural beliefs and practices  then ma  be . 
stood as providing acceptable explanati '  f  '   y    JD. some degree under- 
be inexplicable  and so relievin   .   ons  or events which would otherwise 
just a body of 'beliefs·      t . g ignorance and doubt. But they a.re more than 

• mos   important of  all  th 'd 
with events. To act is better than to        .'  .ey pov1 e a means of coping 
threatened  misfortune  and where th     .rmam  mert  JD   the  face  of  actual  or 
knowledge for help 'then mag· al  e vd1ct'.m cannot refer to a body of empirical 

In other cases a diviner may pass a patient on to another doctor who specializes 
in the treatment of the particular kind of  affliction which has been diagnosed. 
Simple divination by an ordinary part-time diviner is not very expensive; the 
cost varies from about fifty cents to a few shillings. The treatment of some 
kinds of  ailments, however  (for  example,  those  requiring  initiation  into  one 
of the several spirit-possession cults), or the procuring of medicine to kill an 
enemy, may cost several pounds. The fee depends both on the kind of treatment 
needed and on the (ame of the practitioner who is consulted. 

There are many different ways of  divining, but by far the commonest 
nariJy · to ' tesf •c . an ntua.I procedures' which are not · 

. 
subject empirical mg 10 

th
e same way as practi  l t ch  . or<l1- nowad ays  is by  the  use  of  cowry shells. These small  seashells,  which  were 

provide a socially acceptable reci [ . ca e  mques, may 
pe  or action. Even  though  these acti vities do 
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formerly  used  as currency  in many  parts  of  Africa,  have  their  convex  sides 
leveled  off,  so  that  when  they  are  thrown  on  the  ground  there  are  equal 
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chances of their falling with their natural def . . 
are used for divination (nine is a rituall  a .t.or  their levled  side up.  Nine 
When a man goes to consult a diviner rheusp1C10 number IQ many cntexts) . 
other, with a goat skin spread o t  ' hy both sit on the ground facmg each 
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the throwing on a mat of  nine small squares  of  leather,  the ensui n pallcrn 
being studied as in the case of  the cowry oracle, and  the sprinkling on  water de 

.bes 
the symptoms to th   d" u  on t e ground betwee

n
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em.  
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.   
t of  the  ashes  of  the burnt  leaves of  certain  species  of  plants,  the  forms  the the small bowl placed on th: ;nfer an  puts some money "for the shells.. in 

 
ash assumes being interpreted  by the diviner. There  is  also  a rubbing  oracle, 

sm . d ien 
hand ful of cowries to his m th  r the purpose. The diviner  then  holds his 
me;  this is  true  divm· at1.on   oud an d says ."thus my forefathers divined before 

. . an   not   ecepb.on ·• H I 
d1vme well. He then scatters th  h   dful  f . e a so entreats the shells to 
· d c   an o  shells on the mat 1 · 
m    ue  course, partly  accordin    to  th · severa   tlmes, and 
to his own independent inte g retati e way e sells f  II d  artly according 
says whether he can do an}rth.rp t  h oln, h e identifies his client s trouble,  and 

. mg  0   e P   im  It is diHic lt t  k h 
iagnosis is conventionally  conditioned  b .  th. u o ·now    ow far the 

and how far the diviner is free t   d" y e way the shells fall at each throw, 
patterns which everyone k : iagnse as he thinks fit. There are certain 
cut-off side down the prog:  :. o dto.fmthterpret: if the shells fall with the 

a short stick which the diviner smears with the blood of a slaughtered goat and 
rubs u p and down with his fingers; th is oracle gives its decisions by causing 
the manipulator's fingers to  stick at certain points. Like the  ancient  Greeks, 
Nyoro also practice divination by examining the entrails of animals and birds, 
especially fowl; from certain signs in the internal organs a diviner can deter- 
mine whether his client will recover. It is said that in ancient times cattle were 

sometimes used for this purpose; such a case occurs in the Nyoro myth re- 
counted in Chapter 2. Of considerable importance even today is divination by 
means  of  spirit  possession; it is believed  that  through  their  living  mediums 
certain powerful spirits may answer questions put to them by clients. 

sheII comes to rest on top of 15    a , i e other way up ·t · d
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 Ihave said that, in Bunyoro, illness or other misfortune is often attrib· 

"d 1 ano   er a   eath is immment· if th h II 
w1 e y a journey  is prognosticated.  three  . '  .   e s_ e  s scatter 
safe  return . and  so  on   B t .' . or _more  m  a straight lme  mean  a 

uted to sorcery. It may, also, be though t to be due to ancestral  or other ghosts, 
or to the activity of certain other powerful nonhuman spirits. We now consider 
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up to the  diviner  to mak    h " . 

d1v1n1ng mques 
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is preeminently responses. 
the  light  of  his local e  is own interpretation wh"ch h 

kno  1 d f th . ' i 
d " . 

or  marily does in The Nyoro word wh ich Itranslate "sorcery" means to inj ure another 
revelations of the w e ge o e case  and   f  hi li t

•    
unintended person  by  the secret use of  harmful  med icines  or  techniques.  These  usually 

circumstan ces. 
' 0 s c en s 

If the diviner diagnoses Sorce . a h  . . . 
cowries  to his dient to thro .   B f ry , e  s quite likely to do, he hands the 
them inaudibly the name of us;e;e  f   cliet throws  them he whispers  to 
the diviner says whether or t th   . er seemg how the shells have fallen, 
may be repeated several times

no e person
. 
named  is th

e cu1  · Th
e throw 

(though  not  essentially)   involve  what  we  should   call  a  magical   or   non· 
empirical  element. They  generally  have  a  symbolic  or  "expressive"  qualily, 
and  they  are  not  usually  tested  and  varied  experimentally  as  practical  tech· 
niques are. Thus for Nyoro it is sorcery to make a medicine out of bits of hair, 
nail parings, and other parts of a certain person 's body, to put this medicine  in 

before a . . . . pnt. 
be reached at all )  and ofte di positive dec1SJon is reached (it may not an animal horn, and to place the horn in  the roof  of  that person's  house with 
h . 

e 1s 
' n a ent tests the diviner b ·     
are innocent bef . Y namm intent to injure him.  But it is also sorcery  to obtain  a deadly  medicine  from 

accuse anyone of sorcery is .ore nammg  people he really  suspects. To an expert and to place it in an enemy's food or drink. Even to set a man's house 

never themselves to name 
a  serious  matter   and 
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IVlners arc  careful on fire at dead of  night  in the hope of  destroying him and his family  is a 
him  in  unambiguous term: pTarh Jcud  r.pers  n as a sorcerer or even  to indicate kind  of  sorcery. These  illustrations  afford  another  example  of  the  danger  of 
what  the  client  has  hi . e   ivmer simply says th t h.  sh 11 If · a is e  s confirm uncritically applying the vocabulary  of  Western culture to other people's ways 
vague terms  ("a tall d 
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applies  to  the person  he sus   ct 1£ th   nor w  icb the client himself 
the guilty person   the cl . pe   s..  e .consultation  reveals  the  identity  of 

' ient may, if he wishes to mak  · 
or more other diviners to confi e qwte sure, go to  one 
h rm or correct a first op· · If . 
e may ask the diviner what he should d . . 1n1on. le is satisfied, 

antidote to the medicine which h b o. The .dlVln:r  may  then  sell him  an 

carried out  under cover of darkness, and  although  it usually implies what we 
should call magical procedure it need not do so. An informant put the matter 
clearly when he said, 

A sorcerer  is a person who wants to kill people. He may do it by blowing 
medicine toward them, or by putting it in the victim's food or water, or by the rec

·
 for medicine to kill th

as   een used against him  
or 'd  h ' . 

. 
1pe e sorcerer  or . ' prov1 e  im with hiding it in the path where he must  pass.  People practice sorcery  against . sometimes d h. 

practitioner who is more skiJJed . d a1i  ' .' • sen 1m to another 
But other troubles bes"d m   e   ng with the kind of sorcery diagnosed. 

probably the commonest)   a d1 ties sorcery  may  be diagnosed  (though  this  is 

those whom  they hate.  They practice  it against  those  who steal  from  them, 
and  also against people  who  are  richer  than  they  are. Sorcery  is brought 
about by envy, hatred, and quarreling. 
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es the  throwing We saw in Chapter  6 that sorcery  and  imputations of  it  provide  one  of  the 
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e most  usual).  Other  oracular  techniques  are commonest ways in which interpersonal conAicts, when they do occur, express 
themselves in Bunyoro. If a man becomes ill, or i f one of his children sickens 
and  d ies,  and  it  is  known  that  he was  on  bad  terms  with  somebody,  that 
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person is likely to be suspected, especially if they  have  recently  quarreled. 
There are certain phrases, such as "you'll see me!," which  are of ten, post hoc, 
construed as threats of sorcery, and which may even be used as such. 

Since sorcery expresses  interpersonal  antagonisms, it is not  usually 
thought of as acting at a distance; if there is no personal  contact then there 
can be no occasion for its use. As we should expect, it occurs and is suspected 
most often in those social relationships where there is social strain. Thus women 
of ten accuse their co-wives of sorcery, and husbands their wives. Men some- 
times accuse their brothers of sorcery; we noted in Chapter 5 that jealousy 
between brothers is not unusual. Unrelated persons may also engage in sorcery 
because of some dispute, or because one of them resents the wealth or eminence 
of the other; thus rich people are supposed to be especially susceptible. There 
are men and women who are likely suspects because of their surly or unsociable 
dispositions; such people may in the course of time build  up  reputations as 
sorcerers. The following is an example of a sorcery situation : 

Yowana bought a piece  of timber to make a door with, but it was stolen 
before he could use it. After searching the village he found it in the house 
of a neighbor, Isokc. He accused Isoke of stealing it, but since Isoke denied 
the theft and there were  no witnesses, the charge failed. A few days later 
Yowana's house was burned down and he lost all his property . He did not 
know who had done this (though he suspected Jsoke), so, informants af ter- 
wards said, he obtained from a vendor of powerful medicines a substance 
which if smeared on those of the posts of the burned house which remained 
stadig ":'ould cause the incendiarist to suffer from dysentery and burning 
pams rn his chest. Yowana is said to hnve appl ied the medicine as directed, 
and four days later Isoke became ill. His brothers consulted the  local d i- 
viners, who said that Yowana's medicine was the cause of the illness. Isoke 
then summoned Yowana, confessed  to him  that be bad  burned  his  house 
and also that he had stolen the ti mber, and promised to make restitution. 
Isoke's brothers begged Yowana to get an antidote from the vendor of the 
original medicine, so that  Isoke  might  be  cured. Yowana  promised  to  do 
so, but unfortunately Isoke died. In this case complaints were made to the 
Protectorate police and Yowana was arrested for suspected murder, but an 
autopsy on Isoke's body showed no signs of poisoning, and Yowana was 
released. Nonetheless, nobody doubted that Yowana had killed Isoke by 
sorcery, least of all Yowana,  who was heard to boast at beer parties of his 
prowess. 

Many other cases could be quoted to show how easily i nterpersonal disputes of 
all kinds can turn into sorcery accusations. If one man  hates  another  he  will 
wish to injure him, and it may be supposed that if he  has  the  knowledge or 
can afford to pay for it he will use one or another of the numerous techniques 
of sorcery to achieve his end. He may in any case be tempted, when his feelings 
are aroused, to utter threats which may give him the best of the argument by 
terrifying his  opponent,  but  which  may  afterwards  be  interpreted  as  threats 
of sorcery. 

There arc several alternatives  open  to  a victim when  sorcery  has  been 
diagnosed  and  the  sorcerer  identified.  Where  the  sufferer  knows  that  he  has 
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wronged the sorcerer (as in the case just quoted) he may acknowledge his 
fault and beg him for an antidote. He may, if the  illness  is not grave, be 
treated for it by  the diviner-practitioner. He may tum the same weapon  on 
his attacker, using a more powerful medicine to injure_ him. Or he may.' if all 
else fails, retaliate with physical violence; a considerable proportion of 
Bunyoro's few homicides arise in this way. He may, finally, bring an ccusa- 
tion of sorcery before the  local  d1ief ;  this  would  usually  happen  10 .the 
case of persons believed to be habitual sorcerers, who .have t>:come a senus 
public menace. Jn pre-European times such persons, if convicted, were hed 
up in dried banana leaves (which are very inflammable) and burnt; nowadays 
they are tried in the chiefs' courts and if found guilty may be sentenced to 
a term of imprisonment. On their release, public opinion may force them to 
move to another village where they are not known. 

The modern courts are not authorized to convict people  of  being sor· 
cerers or witches, for these crimes are not recognized by the European govern- 
ment. But it is a statutory offense to "bold oneself out to be" a sorcerer or a 
witch, and the  distinction  between  this  and  actually  being  one  is  less  dear 
to Nyoro than it is to European legislators. And it is plain from the evidence 
given in court cases that there are people who do practice sorcery. Men have 
been  caught  in the act of  placing  magic  medicines  in  the thatch  of  people's 
houses,  and when  the homes  of  accused  persons  are searched, as  they  usuall! 
are, recognized  implements  of  sorcery  such  as animal horns, bones, and van- 
ous  medicines  are very often found.  Accused  persons  often  admit their  guilt: 
to do so may  incur  conviction,  but  it  may  also  greatly  enhance  the  respect 
and fear in which an otherwise inconsiderable person is held. 

Like  other  African  peoples,  Nyoro  say  that  sorcery  is  more  common 
now than it was in the past, and they attribute this to the very much milder 
penalties now imposed. But we may suppose that the  increase,  so  far  as  it 
exists, rather reflects the increase in  interpersonal tensions and the growth of 
individualism which are involved in the breakdown of many of the traditional 
standards and sanctions. Certainly sorcery beliefs and the associated techniques 
are still widespread in Bunyoro. And, anachronistic though they are in the 
"modern" African society into which Bunyoro is slowly developing, there is no 
doubt that they are still effective sanctions for conformity to approved norms. 
Nyoro villagers know that unneighborly behavior may arouse  the  enmity  of 
others, and they believe that such enmity may be expressed through sorcery, 
probably with serious consequences.  Equally, the unsociable or bad-tempered 
person may bring down on himself accusations of sorcery, and althogh the 
penalties  for this  are  less severe  than  the  tradi.tionl  ones,  the!may .still  serve  
to discourage  (though  not to eliminate)  certain  ktods  of  socially  disapproved 

behavior. 
For Nyoro,  misfortune may be due to the action of ghosts and of  other 

kinds of spirits, as well as to sorcery. A ghost is the disembodied spirit of a 
dead person. When a person is alive this vital principle  has  another  name, 
which  we  may  translate  "soul," and  it  is thought  of  as  inhabiting  the  breast. 
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Ghosts are never seen, though they may  manifest  themselves  in dreams;  they 
are thought of rather as immaterial forces diffused through space. They are 
associated with the underworld, and  with  the color black.  On  the whole they 
are maleficent, and Nyoro say that when people die they cease to think of their 
living relatives as "theirs." By this they mean that ghosts no longer acknowl- 
edge the ties of affection and obligation which they felt when they were alive. 
It is natural that ghosts should be thought of as on  the  whole  ill-disposed 
toward the Jiving, for it is only  when illness or some other misfortune  takes 
one  to the d iviner  that  ghosts,  like  sorcerers, become  socially  relevant. 

If ghostly activity is diagnosed as the cause of misfortune, the agent is 
most likely to be the ghost of somebody who has been wronged or neglected 
by the "victim" and who has died with a grudge against him. Most ghosts 
a.re therefore those of deceased relatives, for, as we have seen, every Nyoro 
is bound to many different kinds of relatives and affines in a network of mutual 
obligations which should not be neglected . Where particular obligations are 
stressed, as between sons and fathers, sisters' sons and their mothers' brothers 
(a sister's son's ghost is specially feared), and brothers, so that a breach of 
these obligations is particularly serious, ghostly activity is often diagnosed. 
Few people can be sure that they have not at some time neglected or offended 
some relative who has since died . Even the ghosts of distant relatives, or of 
unrelated persons, may be responsible for illness. In former times the ghosts 
of war captives or domestic slaves were particularly  feared-another example 
of the way in which a culture sometimes invests with ritual power people who 
occupy positions of social subordination. So, like sorcery beliefs, fear of 
ghostly vengeance may be a sanction for good interpersonal relations; bad 
behavior may lead not only to reprisals by the living through sorcery, it may 
lead also to reprisals by the dead through ghostly activity. 

Here is a typical case  in which illness was  explained  by  reference  to 
the activity of ghosts: 

Yozefu's small  daughter  became  ill, and  shortly  afterwards  the  son  of 
Yozefu's full brother Yowana became sick too. The diviners were consulted 
and it was found that the cause of these illnesses was Yowana's ill treatmen ; 
of his father, who had died some months previously. Just before his death, 
Yowana had forcibly d issuaded his (Yowana's) wife from preparing food 
for him, on the ground that he had his own wife to take care of him. This 
had angered the old man ; he had died without being reconciled to his son, 
and it was his ghost which was causing the children's  illness. When this 
was discovered the ghost was enabled to say what it wanted through a pos- 
session ceremony, a shrine was built and a sacrifice was made, and eventually 
the sick children recovered. 

The above example of Yozefu and Yowana shows that ghostly vengeance often 
attacks not the offender himself, but  his  (or  even  his  brother's)  children.  A 
man is most vulnerable through his children, for not only will posterity  re- 
member him through them, but also after his death they will provide his ghost 

with the attentions it needs. Nyoro can hardly be described as ancestor wor- 
shippers, but  the  ghosts of  the  father  and  the  father's  father  are  nonetheless 
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regarded as important, and sacrifices and other  attentions  shld be  1-1ivcn . to 
them  from time to time. Such sacrifices provide  one of  the occasions  for  feaslln,i.t 

which was referred to in Chapter 6. 
When ghostly affiiction is diagnosed, two kinds of action can be taken . 

If the ghost is an important one, such as that of a near reltive, it must be 
induced to "possess" the victim or someone who.repesents htm, and through 
him or her to say what has offended it and what tt wishes to be done. Nobody 
can be posssesed by the ghost of a dead person until  he has  degoe a 
lengthy initiation into the spirit possession cult, some account of wtch is g1vn 
below . The directions given by a ghost usually include an insction to build 
a small spirit hut or shrine for it; it may also demand the acrifice of a goat: 
Ghosts conventionally express their resentment at neglect to terms of food, 
they say that they are hungry and want meat. Alternatively, the ghost may 
demand that a black goat be consecrated to it; such a goat may not be sold or 
slaughtered for secular purposes, but must be reser:e in the homc:stead as the 
property of the ghost. Ghost shrines are.smaU ttd1y made repltcas of huts, 
cone shaped, and usually about eighteen mches high ; m them are pu the skll 
and some of the other bones of the  sacrificed animal, together ';1th  ertam 
other small rituaUy significant objects, such as a piece of a speaal kind of 
termite hill. If the ghost is an unimportant one, however-that of a stran_ger   r 
a slave or a very remote relative, for instance-there is no need to enter m this 
way into an enduring relationship with it. It may be "caught" and destroyed 
by  an  expert  who  is skilled  in  such. maers.  Whn the  offeding  ghost  ha. 
possessed the victim or his representative, 1t may be induced to  !ave the hd 
of its victim and to enter an ordinary earthenware pot. The pot is then quickly 
dosed and, together with the enclosed ghost, it is disposed of either by burn- 
ing it or by throwing it in an unfrequented part   f the bush. I have n  old 
that some practitioners place dried banana leaves m the pot. and also tmpnson 
a small lizard in it: the rustling of the lizard in the leaves ts then represented 

as being the ghost's struggles to esca?e. .. .. . 
I turn now  to the third maior class of nonnatural    agents whtch  may 

be held to be responsible for particular illnes_ss a.nd other sfortunes:   spiris 
or "powers ." The cult of certain of these spmts is the tradtbooal Nyoro  reli- 
gion. I spoke in Chapter 2 of the Cbwezi, a wonderful race of people who are 
supposed to have come to Bunyoro many centuries ago, ruled the cuntry for 
a brief  period, and then vanished mysteriously . These peple are said to   ave 
possessed amazing wisdom and skills, and to have lef t bebtod them a technique 
of spirit possession of which they themselves were the objects. We cannot now 
say whether there ever were such people, or whether, like the erliest  Greek 
ods   the are  partly  or  even  wholly  personifications  of  certam  elcmntal 
atu;al f rces. Certainly different Chwezi spirits arc traditionally  associated 

with particular natural features, such as thunder, rain, and so on. Also, they 
are thought and spaken of rather as things than as persons, and Nyoro clear! 
distinguish  them  from ghosts. There are said  to be  nineteen  impar.tant Chwe1 
spirits,  and  in  the  traditional  cult  each  one  of  the  various  localized   agnahc 
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groups into which Bunyoro is said to have been divided stood in a special 
relationship to one or other of these powers.  Every  such  group  had  its  ini- 
tiated shaman or medium, who might be either a man or a woman, and on 
ceremonial occasions this medium would become  possessed  by  the  Chwezi 
spirit associated with  his or  her  group;  in  th is  way  the spirit  would  express 
its needs and  wishes.  These  "tutelary"  spirits  were  supposed  to  take  care  of 
the health, prosperity, and, especially, the  fertility of all the members of the 
group, and these group possession ceremonies were occasions of  great feasting 
and rejoicing. Even today, sterility and other affiictions are sometimes diag- 
nosed by diviners as being due to the neglect of a household or group Chwezi 
spirit. 

In recent times, however, the cult of spirit possession has become in- 
creasingly  individualized . Even  in traditional  times  the  power  responsible  for 
a particular iUness or misfortune  could be  a Chwezi spirit other than the one 
associated with the  sufferer  through  his  group  membership.  It  could  even  be 
an alien, non-Chwezi power ; some of these, immigrants from neighboring 
countries, have been known for a long time in Bunyoro. Nyoro distinguish 
between "white" and "black" spirits. The white ones are  the  group  Chwezi 
whose influence  on  the local  community,  so  long  as  they  are  not  neglected, 
is supposed to  be wholly beneficial ; the black ones are all  the  non-Chwezi 
spirits.  In recent  years  there  has been  an enormous  increase in  the variety  of 
:'black'_' _spirits,  and  all informed  Nyoro  agree  that  the  traditional  group  cult 
is dedmmg at the expense of the more individualistic "black" cults. Among 
powers currently the objects of  individualistic cul ts are various spirits supposed 
to have come from the Nilotic regions to the  north  of  Bunyoro, as  weU  as 
from other regions. Those powers which  are  directly  or  indirectly  associated 
with Europeans are especiaUy striking. These include such spirits as "European- 
ness" (not, it should be noted , individual  Europeans), "aeroplanes,"  and- 
peculiar perhaps to Bunyoro--a remarkable spirit called "Empolandi," or 
"Polishness." This last grew from the fact that  during  the  last  world  war 
several hundred expatriate Poles spent some years in a large camp in northern 
Bunyoro. So large a number of white persons aU in one place was something 
new, and more than a little ominous, to Nyoro,  and  the  phenomenon  was 
readily enough assimilated to the traditional mediumistic cult. 

What is common  to all the spirits or powers  which  we  have  discussed 
is that they express, or may originally have expressed, new, formidable, and 
potentially dangerous kinds of power. The spirit cult appears to afford an 
acceptable way of c;oming to terms with such phenomena, wilh which, at 
Bunyoro's present stage of cultural  development,  there  is  no  other  obvious 
way of dealing. Thus, for example, through the  possession  cult,  a  Nyoro 
peasant may come to some sort of terms  with  "'European-ness"  (as he  con- 
ceives this abstraction), whereas it is less easy for him to make any sort of real 
contact with actual Europeans, important though he knows these remarkable 
people to be. 

I spoke in Chapter 6 of the feasting traditionally associated with initia- 
tion into the possession cult. Initiations nowadays are smal1er and necessarily 
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clandestine affairs, for participation in the cult is now regardeti .a rim'.rn\I 
offense. But even today, whatever the spirit or pawer whose  act1v1ty is d1.ig- 
nosed, the only way of dealing with it is by the formaJ initiation of  e. sufferer 
(or of an appropriate representative). Until  this    as been  doe the spmt_ canot 
enter properly into the sufferer's head  (though  1t may  continue  to afilJCt  him 
in various ways),  so that  it can, through  him,  say wha  !s n_eeded  to achieve 
a cure. Initiation  is a Jong  process.  It involves  the  parttopation  of  a  number 
of previously initiated mediums, and it may require the payment of a  sub- 
stantial fee, nowadays up  to twenty  pounds  or more. In addition,  the  initiate 
and his family must provide large quantities of food and beer for the fet. I 
cannot here describe  the complex  rites  involved in  initiation,  which  culmmate 
in the manifestation  of symptoms of possession by the initiate and others, af ter 
a state of actual or simulated dissociation has been achieved through  the 
rhythmic use of  drums, gourd rattles, and singing. The ritual seems to express 
four main t11emes. First, it stresses the  initiate's change of  status; he ceases to 
be an ordinary person, as he was before. This change is d: tized in th ritual 

acting out of  death and rebirth,  in the bestowal on the. 101t1ate of  certain cul 
objects, in certain food restrictions, and in the learmng of a new Chwez1 

vocabulary. Second, there is  a strong  emphasi s on  secrecy;  cult. secrets  may 
not be disclosed to noninitiates, and this is impressed  on the novice by threats 
of physical violence and by formal cursing. Thir_d , the initiate's ew resnsi- 
hilitics to and his solidarity with his fellow mediums are emphasized, typtcally 
by the use between them of kinship and aflinal terms.  inly, it is believed that 
in i tiation like certain  other  major  crises  such as  ch1ldb1rth  and  death,  puts 
the initi:te into a state of grave  rituaJ  danger,  which  can  only be  relieved  by 
the performan ce of specific ritual acts; in this case they include an act of  ritual 

intercourse with a senior member of the cult. 
Herc  I note  only  that  spirit  possession   is  the  traditional  Nyoro  method 

of  coping  with  dangerous  spi1its  and   powers,  as  well . as  with   ghosts.. A  in 
the case  of  the  beliefs  and  practices  associated  with  sorcery,  there  is  little 
reason  to  suppose  that  the  incidence  of   the  cult  i  edin!ng;  the  chief  effect 
of half  a  century' s  rigorous  repression  by  both  m1ss10nar1es  and  Government 
has been to drive it underground . Indeed,  the  cult  has  shown  a  remarkable 
capacity   to  adapt  to  changed  conditions.   I  suggested   earli_er   in  this     apter 
that  where  practical , "conunon-sense"  techniques  are  lack.mg,  or   are   made- 
quate to cope with the dangers and  difficulties  with  which  people  are  faced, 
magical and ritual remedies are usually resorted to.  And  we  have  seen  that 
traditional  Nyoro   modes   of   religious   thought   have   shown   thmselv   well 
able to adapt to the new and unfamiliar  forms  of  pawer  assooted  ':1th the 
coming  of  the  Europeans.  N)'Oro   have   intereted   thes.e. manifes  tlons  _of 
power  as  implying  a  proliferation  of  new  kmds  of  spmtua  enb.t1es,  wtth 
which the preexisting possession cult is quite  fitted  to cope.  It is  a  s1?n  of  the 
times  that  these  new  spirits  are  associated   with   the  fortunes  and   misfortunes 
of individuals  rather  than  of  groups, with  divination  (for  some  "black"  spirits 
can  profit  their   mediums   by  divining),  and  sometimes   even   with   sorcery, 

rather than with the traditional group cult. 
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Conclusion 
 
 
 
 

CHAPTER 1 the point was raised whether it is reasonable to ask what 
Nyoro are really like. We can now try  to answer that question, but we 
must fist be dear as to what we are asking. The answer  does not lie in 

merely .assessmg N oro temperament or character, which in any case I am not 
profess1 nally qualified to do. As in most human populations there are w·d 
range ch 1  . al , i e 

s m psy   o og1c   .type,  and  I have  neither  been  particularly  struck  by 
nor  attmpted  to talish the statistical preponderance of any one of them. 

As I sai at e be mnmg of thjs book, by and large Nyoro are good-tern ered 
cooperative, mt l11get, and  tolerant ; if  there is some reserve and a  ouch 
of elanch.oly m thel!. make-up this should not surprise anyone who is ac- 
qted with Nyoro history. For the social anthropologist it is enough for all 
practical purposes to say that psychologically Nyoro are much the same as any 
other people, which is just what we should expect. 

. From the social point of view, on the other hand, it is possible to char- 
actenze Nyro culture in individual terms,  and to distinguish it from other 
culres.   }us. book. has been written about the most important kinds of  social 
relation h 1p.s 1  wch Nyro participate, and we know  that an essential part 
of  any mstJtutiona11zed .s1al  eltionship  is the way  in which  it  is  regarded 
b! the people who participate in 1t. No social relationship can be made intelli- 
gible unless account is taken of the expectations,  duties, and rights that it in- volves.' and  of the. concepts and symbols by means of which  the   eo le who 
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they think they do) ; I have also tried to show how they regard the v.irious 
categories of persons who together make up their whole social environment. 
For almost all Nyoro the most important of these categories are the king and 
his relatives, the chiefs, the various kinds of kinsfolk and aflines, the neighbors, 
and-not the least important-the Europeans who  have  in the  past  century 
so radically affected the social system, both directly and indirectly. I have said 
a good deal in the foregoing pages about Nyoro attitudes to all of these cate- 
gories of persons, and in describing these attitudes I have at the same time 
been describing Nyoro social values. 

I have remarked, also, in many contexts the degree to which, in recent 
years, many of these social values have been in conflict with one another. But 
this conflict is not new; it would be an illusion to suppose that in pre-European 
times Nyoro inhabited a sort of Golden Age, in which all values were in per- 
fect harmony. We have seen  that traditional Nyoro  social  structure exhibited 
a radical dichotomy between the "feudal," hierarchical state on the one hand, 
and the dosely knit village community on the other. All Nyoro men had obliga- 
tions in both contexts, and there is no doubt that these sometimes conflicted. 
But we may suppose that on the whole these conflicts were readily resoluble in 
terms of values which all Nyoro shared . Everybody acknowledged and accepted 
the hierarchical ordering of society, and (as we noted in an earlier chapter) 
throughout the social system roles were allocated on  an  ascriptive  basis 
rather than on grounds of achievement. Whether a man was a chief or  a 
peasant, it may be supposed that he found security and satisfaction  in having 
a proper and recognized place both in the social hierarchy in  which  he 
enjoyed a definite status, and in the social groupings of family, kin, and neigh- 
borhood in each of which  he was  an  accepted  member. Even  though  state 
and community made different demands, these couJd on the whole be recon- 
ciled, for fundamentally similar attitudes to society and to the individual's place 
in it were implicit in both. 

Western influence on the traditional organization has, on the other 
hand, been radical. We saw in Chapter 2 that its initial impact was violently 
disruptive of the old order, and over the years it has profoundly affected 
Nyoro attitudes and values at all levels. Jn the chapters which followed I indi- 
cated some of the main points of change. I stressed, too, that social change does 
not proceed evenly upon all fronts; traditional values and patterns of behavior 
sometimes coexist oddly-and uncomfortably-with modem ones in the same 
social situation. Thus many Nyoro still think of their Mukama as the traditional 

 

hae 1t. represent 1t to themselves. It is this ideological dimensio 
 

Nyoro 
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ritual  and political  head  of  the Nyoro kingdom,  from whose  personal  favor 
all political authority should flow; yet at the same time most people recognize 

social life at constitutes the sphere of Nyoro social values, and it is onl   b 
comprehen mg  these  (as  far  as we  can )  that  we can  hope to  gain  any yre:i 
understandmg of how Nyoro regard the world they live in. As Aristotle pointed 
out more than two thousand be h · 

that for more than half a century he has been not the source but merely the 
instrument of political power. It is still  sometimes  thought  that  the  chiefs, 
like the king, should  be bound  to  their  dependents  by  ties  of  personal  ac· 

and the world . 
Nyoro 

years ago, to uman ts essentially to be social 
' 

guaintanceship and mutual dependence; but it is increasingly being recognized 

.  which , lik  all  ther people, occupy · essentially a social that salaried, transferable chiefs cannot in the nature of the case maintain  the 

e o 1s 
world . .In th1s book I have not only attempted to describe what Nyoro do (it 
would 

10 
any case be impossible to do this intelligibly without reference to what 
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old "feudal" relationships with the people they serve, and quite new 
kinds of expectations are growing  up in regard to them. People still 

strongly  feel that 
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the king and his chiefs should provide  constant  feasts  of  meat  and  beer;  at 
the same time the introduction of a cash economy has provided the peasant 
cultivators with new values and incentives which divert the products of  their 
labor away from the chiefs into new and private channels. People still claim 
support and hospitality from their relatives and these claims are in principle 
admitted, but where a man's surplus energy goes into  the  growing  of  cash 
crops, or even into paid employment, and not into the production of food in 
excess of bis immediate requirements, he  cannot meet  these claims. Gan and 
village solidarity are still highly valued,  and  Nyoro   know  that  in  the  old 
days no man could live for himself alone; but they  realize,  too, that  present- 
day conditions  enable  men  to  pursue  their  individual  self-interest  regardless 
of traditional obligations. Men still think that women should be subordinate, 
modest, and obedient, but they are forced to recognize that with increased 
economic independence they are increasingly claiming the same social inde- 
pendence as men, and are no longer as meek and obed ient as they used to be. 
Nyoro say that money has made available many new  and desirable things, but 
it has also brought new anxieties,  for it has to be earned  by  the performance 
of new and not always congenial tasks if truces, school fees, and other expenses 
are to be met. 

There is, indeed, scarcely any aspect of Nyoro social life in which 
traditional and contemporary values are not, to some extent at  least,  at  odds 
with one another. Nyoro are well aware that the economic and social conditions 
which Western contact has brought about have made many changes in the old 
pattern of political and community life, and the more traditionally minded 
disapprove of these changes. They say that their effect has  been to lower the 
standards of morals and social behavior which prevailed in pre-Europe an times. 
Old customs are dying out and old obligations are being neglected ; the stress 
nowadays is no longer always on the group, but increasingly  on  the  indi- 
vidual. When to these considerations are added Nyoro memories of  military 
defeat and consequent subjection which, though fading, still survive, and their 
awareness of the rise of Ganda fortunes concomitantly with the decline of their 

own, it is understandable that old-fashioned  Nyoro  sometimes  say  (and  they 
say it with resignation, not bitterness)  that the Europeans have "spoiled" the 
country. It is understandable, too, that in this century Nyoro should have taken 
more pride  in  their  past  than  in  their  present  state, and  that  the  charges  of 
"apathy"  and  Jack  of  enterprise  sometimes  leveled  against  them  should   have 
come, to some extent, to be reflected in Nyoro opinions of themselves. 

But human cultures are, fortunately, tough and resilient, and though 
Bunyoro's private history is no doubt unique, the strains to which it has been 
subjected have been suffered in some degree by many  other  cultures.  It  has 
been part of the aim of  this  book  to show  that Nyoro  culture  is still a vital 
one, and there  are no real  grounds for supposing that  it  will  cease  to  be  so. 
It is,  all  the time, both  changing  and  adapting  itself  to  change:  even  during 
the short span of my fieldwork prosressive change was taking place, and  no 

doubt Bunyoro today is not quite tlfe same as it was when I last saw it a few 
years  ago.  And  this  persisting  process  of  adaptation,  disruptive  and  painf ul 
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th   h it often is  implies the continuous creation of  a new social synthesis 
w e character is'not resoluble to a mere sum of preexisting cultural elemcnlS 
hitherto uncombined. Any culture, any society, is a unique phenomenon _at 
any point in time, and  a great part of  the  fascination .of  anthropology  hs 
in this fact. And just as it has been one of the themes of this ook that Bunoro s 
past is contained in its present, so, it may be presumed, its presen_t will be 
incapsulated in  its future. If the researches  of  social  anthropologists  tody 
can help future inquirers into social institutions to understand them better, their 
work will not have been wasted . Social anthropology is no less valuable when 

it changes into social history. 
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